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The effects of personal questioning are pervasive and powerful, 
influencing the entire social structure only when those questioning 
individuals join together to voice their discontent and disillusionment. 
In the 60's the Blacks began uniting to protest their second-class 
citizenship in this society. The Civil Rights movement became a politi-
cal force dominating the decade. On college campuses student activists 
and radicals began demonstrating, at times violently, their contempt and 
rejection of a government and the society it represented in a war in 
Indochina. The demands for social change growing out of the various 
protest movements meant challenging the traditional structure and func-
tions of various groups within our society. Slowly there developed a 
realization that just as the stereotypes, the prejudice, the legal and 
less overt oppression of Blacks and other minorities meant the inability 
of these groups to reach an actualization of their potentials, so did the 
enforcement of stereotypic, rigidly appropriate sex roles for women mean 
the inhibition of women's potentials, 
Perhaps the change toward active protest and attempts to redefine 
and reconstruct are most startling when those persons constitute over 
half of the human race, when those persons are of the "weaker", "passive" 
sex women. 
The extent to which our lives are played out through sex roles 
is considerable. And when suddenly a woman invalidates these 
1 
roles for herself, she becomes disoriented, and normal inter-
action is disrupted. Her identity must be reconstituted, new 
forms of action constructed and people and objects in the en-
vironment reassessed, Accompanying a rise in self-awareness, 
therefore, is a process of redefinition of self, significant 
others, and society [Strauss, 1971, p, 87]. 
The events surrounding the election year 1972 represented a disrup-
tion of the normal American political process. The conflicts of the 
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Democratic, and to a lesser degree, the Republican Conventions, reflected 
a beginning of a spirit of reform in the political process, For the 
first time the selection of convention delegates approached an equal rep-
resentation of women and men. There was an excitement about the 
Democratic Convention that far overshadowed the nomination of George 
McGove:rn for the presidential candidacy, Political figures such as 
Shirley Chisholm had raised their voices to speak for the .millions of 
people of racial and sexual minorities that had lacked full expression 
and opportunity in America's social, economic, and political processes, 
There was a growing awareness, a consciousness of the exclusion of women, 
youth, the elderly, the poor and racial minorities from the mainstream of 
American life, The excitement of the Democratic Convention was in these 
outgroups' refusal to accept the status quo of second-class citizenship 
and exclusion from real involvement in the political process that 
controls our society, 
The startle of the election year came from an activism unseen in 
American women since the beginning of the Suffrage Movement. Steinem 
(1972, p, 48) wrote before the convention, 
True, brave women fought for and earned the right to vote 52 
years ago, but too few of their sisters had the ego-strength 
to believe their cultural differences from men might have a 
positive value~ever. We are just beginning to look un-
ashamedly at how we think, whether it is like or different 
from men. We are just beginning to flex our muscles, and 
figure out what kind of political force we might be, 
Such political efforts were at first tentative. No one really seemed to 
take seriously the candidacy of a Black women for President or the nomi-
nation of a.Texas woman for the vice-presidency, Gradually, it became 
clear that these women and their supporters were indeed serious, As the 
research pollist, Louis Harris, indicated there were signs that women 
were 
,., playing for keeps ,,, and this activism will accelerate ,,, 
Clearly these results point to a condition of growing confi-
dence, determination., and bitterness that combine to make a 
potential explosion of woman-power in American politics 
. [Steinem, 1972, p, 49]. 
What may have begun as "tentatiye experiments with the use of 
collective powe~' culminated in Farenthold receiving 420 delegate votes 
for the vice-presidency, second only to the party's nominee (Marcus, 
3 
1972, p, 64), It culminated in a 20% increase in the number of women in. 
state legislatures. The political power base has its foundation at the 
local level and women did run and win at these local levels, thereby 
making inroads into political life as never before. 
Women's involvement in the political process of social change is no 
simple phenomena. Much of what had been said.to Chisholm reflects activ-
ities and perceptions of women actively involved in politics. 
Chisholm tried to do a dangerous thing,,, to offer a voice to 
the mute. Much of this powerless segment declined to use that 
voice ,,, Chisholm is honest, incorruptible, and a woman, We 
weren't ready for such deviance [Steinem, 1972, p, 124]. 
Daniel Ellsburg (1972, p, 39) in discussing the war in Indochina stated 
clearly the ambivalence in which women find themselves, 
Cultural differences between men and women do exist at a very 
concrete level. Some women don't want to accept that fact, 
and many more. are not fully acting on it, If women did accept 
it and were less afraid of losing approval of men ,,, wouldn't 
there be more resistanGe at every level, 
The truth remains that just as there are the more militant women who 
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began the feminist movement, there are the countermilitants -- the anti-
feminists (groups such as Men our Masters and Happiness of Womanhood) who 
are fighting to resist social change and maintain the status quo, 
If militants and countermilitants define each end point, in 
the middle are women who are opposed to change, but not enough 
to join a group or write a book; women who are neutral or in-
different; women who support change but feel that change will 
come too late to affect them; women who are involved in vari-
ous women's rights groups, but who are not politically 
radical [Staines, Tavris, and Jayaratne, 1974, p, 55], 
There is a continuum along which women place themselves from an active 
opposition to change; to a passive acceptance of the social order and its 
comfortable conventionality, to an active involvement in the working of 
the social-political system, to an active involvement in demanding change 
in the social and political processes. Recent studies have documented 
differences in these women globally labelled as role acceptor and role 
rejector (Baker, 1972; Staines, et al,, 1974; Strauss, 1971), 
This research .deals with select groups of women not clearly defined 
by group.membership as.role.acceptors or role rejectors (i,e., in groups 
such as National Organization .for Women or Men our Masters), The women 
in this survey are women active in community organizations typically con-
sidered to be involved in the working of our social-political system, 
and, thus, are homogenous in many aspects of their involvement, There is 
a continuum of political involvement along which women would fall from 
highly involved to not.at all involved. These women tend to represent 
the involved middle of the continuum. 
Political involvement for women, as documented in Appendix A, is a 
rejection of one realm of traditional sex role functioning. For a woman 
to reject or accept this basic tenet of.sex role requires differences in 
familial socialization and, therefore, must involve consequences in many 
areas of human functioning. There must be a politicizing of the dis-
contented and disillusioned for women to develop their own selfhood, 
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This research is an attempt to explore the differences among women who 
differ in their politicalization, It is hoped that through this explora-
tion an understanding of antecedents ·and correlates of political involve-
ment will augment the challenging of traditional structure of our society 
so that all people may be free to reach fuller selfhood, 
CHAPTER II· 
AN ABBREVIATED REVIEW OF 'LITERATURE 
Political involvement has long been an activity of a select few of 
the male citizenery, It was not until 1920 that the Woman Suffrage Move-
ment won the right for women to vote.in American political elections, By 
the end of World War II, political involvement had become more of a 
limited activity among the mass public, especially women, Time and again, 
American citizens have been shown to be uninformed and uninterested in 
the political events which surround them~ Consistent differences between 
men and women as to knowledge and interest in political events have been 
documented (Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes, 1960; Cantril, 1965; 
Erskine, 1963; Hennessey, 1965). 
The following abbreviated review will document the multiple factors 
which characteriz.e women who have become politically active, (See 
Appendices A and B for extended literature reviews on political behavior 
and sex role differentiatiQn,) As will be seen these women have essen-
tially rejected the traditional feminine sex role. This is a multifaceted 
process involving interactive data on belief systems, demographic vari-
ables, the role of childhood experiences, intellectual-cognitive factQrs, 




Research in the area of political attitudes and behavior has docu-
mented characteristics of the involved citizen such as presented in The 
American Voter (Campbell, et al., 1960). Converse (1964) extended such 
work to deal with conc~pts such.as belief systems and the structure of 
these systems in the mass public. The descriptions of the levels of con-. 
ceptualization characterizing belief systems Converse labeled "ideologue'', 
"near-ideologue", "group interest", "nature.of times", and "no issue 
content", It was concluded from this work that the vast majority of the 
public lacks the ability to integrate information into consistent, well-
in,tegrated belief systems (Le,, ideologue), Converse used the term con-
straint to refer to the ~egree of interrelatedness of the elements in a 
person's belief system, Just as few people can conceptualize abstract 
ideological principles, few people present high constraint levels in 
their belief systems (Converse, 1964; Rambo, Jones, and Finney, 1973). 
Certain demographic variables have consistently differentiated 
persons as they fall along the continuum of.abstract conceptualizations 
as.outlined by Converse's five groups, The more highly integrated the 
belief system becomes the more likely the person will be politically in-
volved. Accompanying the abstract, integrated belief system are charac-
teristics such as increasing levels of education, middle-class and above 
socio-econoi¢.c status, greater information about political events, and 
increasingly.higher degree of personal/political efficacy. Finally, such 
a belief system is usually found in men (Campbell, et al., 1960; Converse, 
1964; Rambo, et al., 1973). 
When controlling for education and political involvement, females. 
still exhibit lower levels of constraint than do comparable males. 
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Corresponding to the lesser integrated belief systems in women is.a lower 
sense of political efficacy. There simply has not been socialized in. 
women 11 ,,, a sense of some personal competence vis-a-vis the political 
world" (Boyd, 1968, p, 57). 
Differences.in political behavior of men and women exemplify pat-
terns found in childhood differences, Boys are better informed about 
current events, exhibit greater interest in this sphere of their environ-
ment, and exhibit greater independence from parental influence in the 
political area (Boyd, 1968; Greenstein, 1961; Holter, 1970; Jennings and 
Niemi, 1971), Such consistent findings.in political differences in men 
and women has led to the conclusion that 
Political sex differences are patently a consequence neither 
of situational impediments nor of educational differences, nor 
for that matter, of any of the other expediential variables 
which are held constant by studying the populations of co-
educational.grade schools. An adequate theory,,, must 
account for the psychological underpinnings of political sex 
differences, understood in terms of sex roles in the society, 
how they develop, and what maintains them [Greenstein, 1961, 
p, 371], 
In a study.that compared political and apolitical women, factors 
emerged that have consistently differentiated men and women (Kruschke, 
1963), · Such findings suggest that politically involved women are more 
similar to men than women on certain characteristics such as employment, 
possession of greater per:sonal efficacy, greater interest in political 
events, and greater cognitive sophistication,,· Kr4schke (1963 1 p, 23) 
raised the question of the importance of personality differences among 
political a~d apolitical women, 
The influence-of.personality factors may be particularly evi-
dent a~ong.the politicals because these women are acting in 
relatively uncharacteristic roles as to what is culturally 
and socially expected -- and accepted, 
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When socio-economic factors are held constant many of the political 
differences between.men and women are diminished. However, the more cog-. 
nitive factors such as constraint and self-efficacy remain as differenti-
ators. Given that this differentiation also occurs between political and 
apolitical women, attention needs _to be given to intellectual-cognitive 
differences.between the sexes before exploring further the differences 
between political and apolitical women. 
Cognitive-Developmental Influences 
Existing information suggests that there are sex differences in 
spatial ability and some aspects of analytic thinking, Analytic thinking 
refers to modes of grouping diverse arrays of objects (K~gan, et al., 
1963), In general it appears that analytic thinking, creativity, and 
high general intelligence are associated with cross-sex typing, i.e., 
high scoring women in these areas are more·masculine than the lower 
scoring women. This cross-sex typing is in part a result of a high level 
of identification by the girl w~th her father rather than with the 
mother. Parental behavior is significantly related to intellectual 
development of children. 
, , . maternai protection and wa:i;mth during the early years of 
life are related tq high IQ.in later years for boys. For 
girls, by contrast, the _crucial factor in the development of 
IQ appears to be relative freedom from maternal restriction 
freedom to wander and explore [Maccoby, 1966, p. 37]. 
The simplest way to answer the question of what is needed in a girl's 
development to acquire intellectual skills is to state that she must have 
been a tomboy at some point in her life (Mischel, 1970), Masculinity 
among women implies both independence and absence of repression, both 
positive factors in intellectual performance, 
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These findings in intellectual differences among men and women raise 
further the question of sex role identification, Many theories of sexual 
identification postulates that both male and female infants establish 
their primary identification with the mother. One of the cognitive 
developmental theories hypothesizes that a source of major sex differ-
ences in the development of sexual identification is 
the shift that a boy must make from his initial identifi-
cation with the mother to identification with the masculine 
role, while no shift is necessary for the girl [Lynn, 1969, 
p, 23]. . 
It follows from this thesis that each sex is presented with a separate 
and uniquely different identification task 11 ,,, an4 that in the process 
of mastering these unique tasks, the sexes develop separate methods of 
perceiving and learning" (Lynn, 1969, p, 34), Lynn suggests that the 
task of achieving masculine role identification in males is similar to 
the learning of a problem to solve; while for girls, the task of 
achieving mother identification is-similar to learning a specific lesson, 
Girls do not learn principles defining the feminine role, but rather a 
specific identification with the mother" On the .other hand, for boys, 
finding the appropriate goal objects with which to identify is the prob-
lem, Lynn, therefore, hypothesized that girls acquire a cognitive style 
that primarily involves personal relationships and·imitation of others 
rather than a re$tructuring of the stimulus field and abstracting princi-
ples from this restructuring. In contrast, for boys, the resultant cog-
nitive style involves defining a goal, restructuring the stimulus field 
and abstracting principles upon which to function, 
The parallel of these cognitive styles resulting from the identifi-
cation process and the characteristic adult male and female approach to 
political behavior and the structure_of belief systems is, indeed, 
11 
striking, It would follow that a person who possesses the ability to 
define goals, restructure the stimulus field, and employ abstracting 
principles would possess a more highly integrated attitudinal belief 
system, Such a person would be more likely to exhibit higher constraint 
levels than does a person who operates primarily on the basis of imita-
tion and interpersonal relations}:tips, This is the consistent finding 
that males do reflect the higher constraint in belief systems than do 
females, 
Lynn (1969, p, 45) further examines the relationship between parental 
distance and the cognitive style of the children, A curvilinear rela-
tionship is suggested whereby the maximum functioning is predicted, and 
observed, when the same sex parent is neither close nor distant, Specif--
ically, a relationship where ,there is moderate distance between the 
mother and her daughter results in maximum cognitive functioning because 
such",,, girls would have a feminine role. identification problem to 
solve somewhat comparable to that. for boys," 
,,, she is thereby less likely to acquire feminine role pat-
terns simply as.a by-product of mother-identification, She 
would have to restructure her experiences and abstract princi-. 
ples of femininity from observing not only her mother but 
other girls, teachers, and other women, She would have to 
abstract principles of femininity from admonishments concern-
ing her behavior [Lynn, 1969, p, 45] , 
Such a hypothesis is supported by findings reported by Maccoby (1966) in 
the area of intellectual functioning, 
What can be concluded from examining the cognitive differences re-
sulting from the process of sexual identification are that males develop 
a problem-solving, restructuring, abstracting cognitive style as opposed 
to females' interpersonal, imitative style, However, if a girl experi-
ences a sexual identification task similar to the task of boys, typically 
resulting from moderate distance from the mother, the girl will develop 
what is considered a masculine cognitive style, 
Statement of the Problem 
12 
Certain skills and personal abilities are required for a.person to 
become politically active, Just as the area of political involvement is 
itself considered a masculine domain, so are the demographic and cogni-
tive styles that are prerequisites for success in the political realm. 
Therefore, women who have become politically active have to some degree 
r~jected the traditional feminine sex role. For a woman to constructively 
reject her feminine sex role requires cognitive styles that result from a. 
"problem-process" of sexual identification and higher levels of ego 
development, Such a woman will tend to possess more stereotypically 
masculine characteristics than a woman who experiences no problem resolu-
tion in sexual identification and have a more androgynous identification, 
This research will examine cognitive differences, differences in sex 
role identification, personality differences, and demographic information 
differences of groups of women wh~ differ in their degree of political 
involvement, The following are the specific hypotheses to be tested, 
L Poli ti cal women will have higher constraint scores than will 
non-political women, 
2, Political women will possess greater information about political 
events than will nonpolitical women. 
3, Along the political continuum, the more political women will 
exhibit a combination of higher constraint and greater informa-
tion than will the less politically involved women. 
4, Political women will be more masculine in sex role 
13 
identification than will nonpolitical women. 
5. Across groups, women with higher constraint scores will be more 
masculine in sex role ident~fication. 
6. Political women will be more libe~al than nonpolitical women. 
7. There .will be personality differences between political .and non-
political women. Political women.will possess a greater sense 
of dominance, self-acceptance, responsibility, well-being, 
socialization, tolerance, achievement, intellectual efficiency, 
flexibility, and masculine interests. 
8. Political and nonpolitical women will differn on several demo-
graphic variables such as family bacl~ground, political role, sex 
role, and motivation aIJ.d extent of involvement. It is hypothe-
sized that political women will be more active, perceive their 
role as more active-effective, and report socio-economic differ-
ences from nonpoli~ical women. A politically involved woman 





Ninety-two women actively involved in six different organizations 
participated as subjects (Ss). Th:ese groups are conceptually placed 
along a continuum of political involvement from extensive activity to 
little if any political activity. Subjects in each group were randomly 
selec~ed from the membership list which was.obtained from an officer of 
the organization. There.were.essentially three political and three 
organize<;! community groups. A brief desc~iption is given below as to the 
nature of the six organizations. 
Women State Legislators 
The name and addresses of fifty women legislators currently servin,g 
terms of office in mid-western.and western states were.obtained from the 
Supplement to State .Elective Officials and the Le~islatures (1973). 
States that_were included were Oklahoma, Texas, Colorado, Kansas, Iowa, 
Missouri, Nebras~a,-and Arizona. Twenty-eight of the fifty were listed 
in Who's Who in American Politics (Theis, 1973), There were 25 Democrats 
and 25 Republicans. Among the 25 Democrats, thirteen were listed in the 
Who's Who and 15 e>f the .Republicans were listed. A participation rate of 
30% was. evidenced by the State Le.gislators ~ 
14 
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Women's Poli~ical Caucus 
The names and addresses of 30 women involved in the Political Caucus 
of a mid-west.ern. university city were obtained from the group's member-
ship, This group of women are actively involved in politics of the city 
and state level but not in an elected position, The Women's Political 
Caucus represents.a rather nontraditional, innovative approach to politi-
cal involvement as it presents assertive positions on political and 
social issues, Fifty-seven percent of the contacted Caucus members were 
involved in the research, 
League of Women Voters 
Thirty names and addresses were obtained from the membership list. of 
a.local League chapter (community population approximately 33,000) after 
the request for the membership list was.cleared by the board of officers. 
The League has traditionally been involved in nonpartisan electoral 
activities, for example, encouraging voter turnout and increasing public 
knowledge and awareness of different electoral issues, Slightly over 
63% of the group participated, 
These three groups compose the politically organized women, The 
three groups total membership are not mutually exclusive, A woman may, 
and many do, hold membership at all three levels of political involve-
ment, For the purpose of this research, the membership lists were arbi-
trarily nonoverlapping by random assignment of those holding multiple 
memberships, 
The last three groups constitute what will be referred to as the 
organized community or nonpolitical groups. This is because these groups 
are primarily nonpolitical in function. Their goals are oriented toward 
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change of certain aspects of the conµnunity. In a global sense such 
activities can be conceptualized as political an.d have been in past re-
search. However, along the continuum of.political involvement the groups 
would fall toward the more traditionally structured and will be grouped 
together under the label of nonpolitical. · This is .not to imply that cer-
tain individuals within these groups are not politically involved in 
their community. It .does mean that their involvement is channelled 
through a nonpqlitical structure as represented by that particular 
organization. 
Parent Teacher Association (PTA) 
Thirty names of officers and involved women in the local PTA groups 
were obtained from the membership lists. The PTA women were drawn.from 
seven schools in. the same community. Forty percent of this sample agreed 
to be involved in the _data collection. 
Church Organizations 
Thirty women actively involved. in religious organizations within the 
community were selected to ma~e up the fifth group. The most active 
women in the larger churches of the community were the sample from which 
the thirty were.selected. Fifty-seven percent of the contacted church 
women participated as subjects. 
Business Organization 
The sixth group was made up entirely of professional-business women 
belonging to a local business :organization. The organization requires. 
professional entrance.qualifications similar to national business groups 
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such as Rotary. Locally this group helps sponsor women entering the work 
of the business world. There was a participation rate of 40% by this 
group, 
Sunnnary descriptive characteristics of the women in the different 
groups will be presented in the Results section,· 
Instruments 
There were five instruments utilized in the data collection from the 
six groups of women, A brief discussion of each instrument is given 
below. 
Social Attitude Scale (SAS) 
The Social Attitude.Scale devised by Rambo (1971) is a measure of 
liberalism-conservatism domain of attitude systems. There are 44 items 
making up the scale which deals with basic assumptions about human func-
tioning such as the nature of man, social order, social permanence, and 
change, It is believed that it is from such propositions that the more. 
specific ideological elements of the liberal-conservative dimension are 
derived, Items are responded to according to a five point scale of 
"strongly.agree", "agree", "undecided", "disagree", and "strongly dis-
agree", Two predicto~ variables were obt.ained from the Social Attitude 
Scale, A numeri~al score. from 44. to 220 indicated the ~· s attitudinal 
position as to liberalism-conservatism with high scores reflecting con-
servatism. The level of constraint possessed by . the ~ was represented by 
a range of scores from Oto 44 with higher scores reflecting greater 
constraint, (See Appendix C for a copy of the Social Attitude Scale,) 
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Calculation of Constraint. A measure of constraint for an individ-
ual person is best represented by consistent responses to attitude items 
which are related or similar in terms of sentiment reflected in each 
item. Jones (1974) developed as an indicator of item similarity a sta-
tistical index of interrelatedness .between pairs of items from the Social 
Attitude Scale. An adequate degree of statistical association was arbi-
trarily established at . 45 as a minimally acceptable coefficient of mag-
nitude. A further criterion for selecting item pairs to calculate 
constraint was the discriminability of the item pair between subjects 
possessing differing levels of constraint. Forty-four item pairs were 
selected with the highest mean contingency coefficient and highest dis-
criminabili ty scores. The mea.n . contingency coefficient and mean dis-
criminability scores for Form L of the Social Attitude Scale were ,488 
and 41.25J respectively. 
The actual constraint score is .calculated by examining each of the 
44 item pairs, If the responses to both items of the pair are identical 
or similar, one point is .contributed to the constraint total score. The 
following response combinations were considered as indicative of con'." 
straint and scored accordingly: any combination of strongly agree and/or 
agree, any combination of strongly disagree and/or disagree, and two un-
decided responses. Scoring procedures are reversed when the item pair 
contain contradictory items, a liberal and a conservative statement, 
Here responses of agree and disagree would be scored as indicative of 
constraint, 
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Information Scale (~ 
Devised by Jones (1974), the Information Scale consists of 50 mul-
tiple choice items .which pertain to the knowledge of political events and 
political structures, Items deal with essentially current and relevant 
political events, persons, while some items deal with what would be con-
sidered historical material, A scor~ with a range from Oto 50 was ob-
tained as an index of political information and served as a predictor 
variable in the data analysis, A copy of the questions on the Informa-
tion Scale can be found in Appendix 0, 
Franck Drawing Completion Test (FDCT) 
This drawing completion test contains 36 simple geometric figures 
which the~ completed or elaborated in anyway she chose. The 36 designs 
were those designs that were chosen from a larger sample which were shown 
by the test's orginators to have significantly differentiated men and 
women (Franck and Rosen, 1949), Because of consistently nonsignificant 
correlations of scores on the FDCT and objective measures of masculinity-
femininity.1 the FDCT is referred to as a measure of unconscious sexual 
identification (Franck and Rosen, 1949; Lynn, 1971; Shepler, 1951), 
Each of the 36 elaborated designs were judged to be either masculine 
or feminine in character, The total number of feminine drawings is the 
S's score on the FDCT so that scores may range from Oto 36, This score 
served as another predictor. Mean scores for a standardization sample of 
American men and women were 15.67 and 22.70, respectively, Franck sug-
gested the following as a possible classification scheme, 
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The criteria by which the designs were judged to be masculine or feminine 
are as follows (Franck, ND, p. ii). 
Masculine 
Expansion. 
expansion outward, mainly.upward· 
sometimes specified as protrusion 
or building up. · 
Closed. 
Closure of stimulus area. 
Angular. 
Use of sharp angles,. leaving un-
modified or exaggerating those 
given in.the stimulus. · 
Protruding. · 
Exaggeratio~ of existing protru-
sions or addition of new ones~ 
Unity. 
Parts of the stimuli·connected to 
make a single line. 
Single line left alone. 
Single free-end 1:l,.ne, horizont~l, 
or s !anting, all.owed to remain 
unmodified or to carry weight. 
Content.· 
Active containers, include ships, 
cars, fires, fountains. Sky-
scrape~s, allover faces, carica-
tures, and tools. 
Feminine 
Internal elaboration. 
n<? expansion. Additional lines· 
within are circumscribed or suggested 
by given stimulus; no expansion is 
self-explanatory. 
Open. 
Area left open in one or more places. 
Round. 
Use of curved lines. 
Blunt. 
Use of obtuse angles; blunting or 
disguising of sharp angles. 
Two-somes. 
Unconnected parts of stimuli treated 
as two discrete units. 
Single.line supported. 
Single line reinforced by doubling, 
enclosing supporting. 
Content. 
Passive containers, include boats, 
houses, bowls, vases, interiors~ 
furniture, small faces, human figures, 
fruit, flowers, etc. 
Two judges were given an initial joint t-,;aining session on the 
scoring criteria of the FDCT by the experimenter. Thirteen completed 
FDCTs had been collected from a.random sample of males an~ females not_ 
participating as subjects. Three of these were jointly scored and dis-
cussed in detail in the training session, Ten protocols, 5 males and 5 
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females, . were .given separately to the judges to score. A reliability 
coefficient was,calculated for the total score. The two judged were 
shown to have a reliability coefficient of r = • 71. An item analysis was 
done for eac}J. of the ten protocols to· determine if the judges were con- . 
sistently disagreeing on· a particular d.esign or scoring criteria. After 
the.training session a.further debriefing session was held with the two 
judges to clarify any problems in scoring they_encountered with the 
training protocols. 
The judges scored the 92 returned FDCT independently and a relia-
biiity coefficient of Pearson r = .81 was obt~ined on their scoring. A 
copy of the FDCT is included in Appendix E. 
California Psychological Inventory. (CPI) 
The C~lifornia Psychological Inventqry is a self-administered paper 
and pencil personality test that. consists of 48.0 i terns developed by Gough 
(1956). Most of the item content deals with reports of typical behavior-. 
al patterns, custqmary feeling opinions, and attitudes about social, 
family, and ethical patterns (Megargee, 1972). The CPI consists of 18 
scales which are divided into four major groups.or classes. Although 
most of the scales were derived thro~gh the ex~ernal criterion method of 
construction, .some.were deve~oped through.the rational techniques. Dif-
ferent methods were used to select Gough's external criterion groups. 
Therefore, the CPI is .a heterogeneous instrument with the different 
scales possessing their own.particular characteristics. In general, the 
CPI scales .have less _unidimensionality and _lower coefficients of internal 
consistency than is.often thought desirable by test constructors. How-. 
ever, the philosophy behind the CPI emphasized the creation of the scales 
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that would predict socially relevant behavioral patterns. "As a result, 
the dev~lopment and validation of the CPI has aimed at the maximizing 
predictive and concurrent validity even at the expense. of other test at-
tributes such as factorial purity and discriminant validity." (Megargee, 
1972, p. 33), 
A brief description is given for each of the scales in terms of its 
purpose, item characteristics, and validity in Appendix F. For more de~ 
tailed information Megargee (1972) and the CPI Manual (Gough, 1957} are 
both excellent sourc~s. Each of the 18 scale scores served as a predic-
tor variable, The .scales included the following, 
Dominance (Do) identifies those individuals able to take and - . ' 
exercise leadership., 
Capacity for Status (~) taps qualities of amibtion and self-
assurance, 
Sociability(~) differentiates people with outgoing temperament 
from those who avoid social visibility, 
Social Presence (~ assesses poise, self-confidence, and spontaneity 
in social interactions, 
Self-acceptance (Sa) measures a sense of personal worth. 
Sense of well-being (Wb) is a validity scale but reflects differ-
ences in adjustment, 
Responsibility (Re) measures the degree .to which values and controls. 
are conceptualized and understood by .the individual, 
Socialization (So) reflects the degree of social maturity and - .. 
integrity and rectitude, 
Self-control (..§.£.) assesses adequacy of self-regulation and degree of 
freedom from impulsivity and self-centeredness, 
Tolerance (To) identifies persons with permissive, nonjudgmental 
social beliefs, 
Good Impression (Gi) is a validity scale that identifies persons 
concerned about how others react to them anq thus attempt to create a 
good impression, 
Communality (Cm) also is.a validity scale used to detect randomly 
answered protocols, 
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Achievement via Conformance (Ac) reflects a strong need for achieve-
ment combined with internalized appreciation for structure and organiza-
tion, 
Achievement via Independence (Ai) predicts achievement through 
independence and self-actualization, 
Intellectual Efficiency (~ reflects interest and enjoyment in 
intellectual pursuits, 
Psychological Mindedness (!2:) measures the degree to which a person 
is interested in and responsive to, the inner needs and experiences of 
others, 
Flexibility (Fx) identifies flexible anq adaptable individuals. 
Feminimity (Fe) measures feminine interests as contrasted against 
more masculine inte~ests, 
Demographic Questionnaire (.Qg) 
A questionnaire consisting of 42 items was devised to provide infor-, 
mation as to the S's background and current political motivations and 
involvement, The format of mqst of the questionnaire was open-ended 
although there were some multiple choice questions and others requiring 
a differential response. Specific aspects of the woman's background that 
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have been found in previous research to discriminate groups of women as 
sex role acceptors or rejectors.and levels of political involvement were 
explored in the Demographic Questionnaire (Baker, 1972; Jones, 1972; 
Kruschke, 1963). Some of the information from the Demographic Question-
naire served as descriptive data in the summary characterization of the 
six groupso The specific questions which served as predictor variables 
in the data analyses are as followso 
L My age is o 
2, My current marital status is. 
3o The duration of my current marriage iso 
4o The number of children in my.home.were. 
60 My level of education iso 
9o My average yearly income is. 
lOo My spouse's and my combined income is, 
llo My religious preference is. 
l3o The ages of my brothers, sisters, and parents are: 
170 My parent's average yearly income when I was a child waso 
18. I grew up in a (multiple choice of rural versus urban residence) o 
190 Who was your father's favorite child? 
20, Who was your mother's favorite child? 
210 Indicate by placing a slash mark on the continuums below the 
closeness you felt toward your parents when you were growing upo 
(Separate lines for mother and father rated from very close to 
very distanto) 
220 Did you go through a tomboy phase growing up? 
280 Why do you continue in the activities of this group? 
30, To what other organizations do you belong? (number) 
310 List any offices you have or are holding in these organizations, 
32, With which political party do you most closely identify? 
33, Did you vote in the last election held at the community level, 
state, national? 
34. Did you participate in any other ways in these campaigns, and/or 
elections? 
(Items 33 and 34 were combined to give a score for election 
participation,) 
35, Estimate the relative contribution of these sources of news to 









36, Which of the following most closely approximates your perception 
of your role in the political process: 
passive noninterested observer 
passive interested observer 
active ineffective participant 
active effective participant 
38, Which of the following statements is most indicative of your 
attitudes toward the Equal Rights Amendment? 
no opinion 
somewhat in favor of passage 
definitely in favor of passage 
somewhat opposed to passage 
definitely opposed to passage 
39, Indicate the extent to which your opinions have changed in the 
last year in the following areas (rated from absolutely no 
change to great change), 
peace activities 
environmental ecology 
equality in employment 
structure & process of political campaigns 
freedom of birth control 
abortion on demand 
public child care_ 
presidential impeachment 
involvement in the Near East 
41, Have you ever thought of running for an elected public office at 
the community level, state, national? 
42, How long have you lived in your present community? 
43. Mark along the continuum below where you would define your per-
ception and position on women's sex roles, (Continuum is marked 
from anti-feminist to separatist,) 
A complete copy of the Demographic Questionnaire can be found in Appendix 
G, 
Procedure 
All data collection was through the mail, One copy of the Social 
Attitude Scale, Information Scale, Franck Drawing Completion Test, Cali-
fornia Psychological Inventory, and Demographic Questionnaire were placed 
in a 11 x 14 inch mailing envelope, Also included with the instruments 
were a cover letter explaining the nature of the research and one page of 
instructions, (These forms can be found in Appendices Hand I), A 
9 x 12 inch stamped and addressed mailing envelop was also in the packet 
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in which the subjects ~ere to return the .materials to the experimenter. 
A packet of materials was.sent.to 30 women in the last five groups .and to 
50 women in the state legislator group. Th~ larger sample in the latter 
group was based on the perceived greater time demands on public officials 
and thus a lower return rate. The return envelope was marked in the 
lower left corner with the number, one through six representing one of 
the six groups to which that subject belonged .. There was no way to 
identify a specific subject unless she signed her name. 
Reminder letters were sent to all Ss four weeks after the mailing of 
the packet of experimental materials requesting they participate in the 
study by completing the materials and returning them. (See Appendix I 
for a.copy.of the reminder letter.) 
Statistical Analyses 
A series of step-wise linear:discriminant function analyses were 
computed to ex~ine the .differences among the groups. The predictor 
variables used to.differentiate the groups were the specific scores taken 
from the five instruments used in the data collection.· (A detailed list-
ing of the 97 predictor variables is given _in Appendix K.) Because. the 
BMD-07M computer program holds only 80 predictors, an initial program run 
comparing t~e differences among the groups was computed for the first 8.0 
variables, Sevente~n variables with either means of zero or F-values 
near zero were excluded in.order to include the remaining 17 variables. 
The criterion groups for the seven analyses executed were: 
1. All-Six. St~te legislators, Political Caucus, League of Voters, 
PTA, Church women, and Business women (n=92), 
2. Political~Nonpolitical. Organized political women versus 
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organized, conununity (n=60), The remaining 32 Ss of the 92 total 
were held out for cro~s-validation purposes. 
3, Political Women, State legislatures, Political Caucus, and, 
League of Voters (n=Sl). 
4, Conununity Women, PTA, Church women, and Business women (n=41), 
5, State legislators versus Women Political Caucus (n=32), 
6, State legislator versus Women League of Voters (n=34). 
7, Women Political Caucus versus Women League of Voters (n=36), 
Each of the seven analyses provides a discriminant function for each 
group included in a particular analysis based on the weighting system 
which maximizes the variance between groups while minimizing the variance 
within groups (Cooley and Lohnes, 1962). Two assumptions of the discrim-
inant function analysis are that misclassification costs are equal and 
that prior probabilities of each population are equal, Each~ is assigned 
to that group whose mean discriminant function is closer to the discrimi-
nant functions score for that S, 
The step-wise discriminant function analysis also indicates the 
order of the selection of the variables in discriminating between the 
groups. AF-test with g-1 and n-g-p degrees of freedom is used at each 
step to determine the.degree to .which the predictor accounts for the 
remaining variance in the system. 
After the initial phase of the analysi~ those variables which met 
the criteria outlined below were included in the best prediction system. 
1. The number of final predictors were limited to the first five 
variables selected. This maximum limit provided differing sub-
ject to predictor ratios for the different analyses. In analysis 
#1 there was a ratio of 18:1; #2, a 12:1; #3, a 10:1 ratio; 
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#4, #5, and #6 analyses had ratios of 6:1; #7, an 8:1 ratio. 
2. Final predictor variables were selected so that the number of 
misclassifications were·at a minimum. 
\ 
3. All variables i11, the final prediction system were at least sig-




The results are presented separately for the seven analyses, Within 
each analysis two approaches are taken to examine the data. First, there 
is an examination of hypotheses through the use of the F-values at Step O 
of the discriminant function analysis, i.e., which variables when con~ 
sidered separately significantly differentiated the groups being com-. 
pared. Second, the derived discriminant function of the best set of 
variables predicting group.classification is presented. Three questions, 
are being addressed in the data presentation. How do women in the vari-
ous groups differ? Can any of t4ese differences predict group membership? 
And, how accurate are these prediction systems? 
A table of means and standard deviations. of all 97 variables can be 
found in Appendix L. The resulting F-values for all variables for the 
separate analyses are in Appendix M. 
A brief characterization of the women participating in the study is. 
given below through the .use of the central tendency statistics. Appendix 
L should be consulted for specific means.and standard deviations for a 
more comprehensive picture of t4e variability both across and within the 
groups. 
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Characterization of .the Groups 
Women State Legislators (n=15) 
A generalized characteriz.ation of this group ·of womel). reflects a 
woman of 52 years of age who.has been married for 25 years with 1.5 
children. With sixteen.years of education or a bachelor degree, she is 
employed earning approximately $10, 000 annually which i~ about what her 
parents.earned when·she was,a child ($9,600), When her salary.is com-
bined w~th her spouse's, their joint income is near $28,000, Almost 
certainly Protestant, she may be either Democrat or Republican.· She is 
as likely to have grown up in a small: town .. (rural to 5000) as in a city 
(10,000 or greater) with two other siblings. 
Women's Political Caucus (n=17) 
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A Caucus member probably grew up in a city (10,000 or greater) with 
two or three siblings~ Her parents had an income around $8,000. In her 
mid-thirties (36 years) she h~s been mai;ried; for 12 years and has 1. 8 
children. She is likely to be employed as not with a variable income of 
about $8,000, and a co.mbined income.with her spouse of $17,900. Such a 
woman has some.education beyond a.bachelors, she is a Democrat and tends 
to be nonreligious , or of a variety. of religious beliefs, 
League of Women Voters (n=19) 
A characteristic League member is a Democrat with variable levels of 
education, averaging some graduate training; however, she probably is not 
working. She is in her early forties, has two or. three children in a 
marriage of 20 years. Her spouse contributes most of their $20,000 
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annual income. If she were presently employed, her earnings would be 
small, $4,500, A typical member grew up with two other children in a 
rural area or small town where her parents' income.was low, approximately 
$4,600, 
Parent Teacher Association (n=12) 
An active PTA member is 40 years old with three children and has 
been married for 17 years, Equally likely to be a Republican or Democrat, 
she is Protestant and has a. college education, Her husband earns $20 ,000 
annuaily; she does not work outside of the home, Having grown up with 
two other siblings in a city, her parents I income was about $10 ,000, 
Church Women (n=17) 
An involved church worker is in her early forties with two or three 
children, Her husband of 20 years provides an income of approximately 
$23,000, It is unlikely that she would be employed; but if she were, 
she would earn around $7,000, She is likely to have spent her childhood 
in rural areas or in large cities, Her parents' income was somewhat low, 
about $5,800 yearly. A Protestant, she has a college education and is 
most likely a Republican, 
Business Women (n=12) 
A business woman is older, about 57 years~ and she probably has a 
college education, Her income is not high, approximately $8,400, She is 
as likely to be married as single or .widowed; if married, there is a 
joint income of $22,000. She and two other siblings may have been reared 
in a rural area although it is as likely to have been a large city. Her 
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parents had an income of about $9,200, She is a Protestant in her 
religious beliefs and politically may be either a Democrat or Republican. 
The Discriminant Function Analyses 
All-Six (Analysis_!_) 
A multiple discriminant function analysis with 5, 86 degree of free-
dom compared all subjects in all six groups. Of the original 97 vari-
ables, 43 significantly differentiated the groups and are presented in 
Table 1, As can be seen, the variables are grouped under personality, 
demographic, and political headings to give some idea of the patterning 
of differences, The 43 variables indicate that women belonging to dif-
ferent organizations do differ from each other in several areas of func-
tioning, These women differ in their comfort in social situations, in 
their perception of the role of the individual in the greater society, in 
their present family unit, and in their childhood experiences, Their 
knowledge of, attitudes toward, and involvement in politics significantly 
differ as do their perceptions of their political role, Finally, these 
women's motivations .for organizational involvement are unique to their 
respective group, 
Five variables, from the pool of 97 variables, made up the.final 
prediction system used in the classification of subjects into the group 
which they most resembled in their pattern of scores. The information 
contained in Table 11 shows that knowing a woman's motivations for be-
longing to a group are spiritual, information-seeking, or working toward 
improvement of schools, her length of residence, and the number of polit-
ical groups to which she belongs do significantly predict her group 
membership, More important to the question of political involvement, the 
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F-matrix (Table III) anq the errors of classification (Table IV) reveal 
that when considering the six groups,. there is a patterning of differ-
ences along a political-nqnpolitical dimension. This is evidenced by the. 
relatively smaller F-values in the dashed triangles seen in Table III and 
the fewer errors of classification in the top right and bottom left 
quadrangle in Table IV. 
TABLE I 
VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENTIATING THE SIX GROUPS 
Variable F-step O Variable F-step O 
Personality Political 
dominance 2.34 information 3.65 
sociability 3.08 # political groups 18.53 
social presence 3.17 # offices 3.35 
responsibility 2.38 political party 4.47 
socialization 3.36 election participation 5.47 
self-control 2.61 passive-interested 4.97 
psychological mindedness 3.68 active-ineffective 3.48 
femininity 2.92 active-effective 9.21 
somewhat favor ERA 2.49 
Demographic definitely favor ERA 5.19 
age 11, 52 run for office 9.54 
single 2.99 political attitude 6.69 
married 3~55 television 6.21 
length of marriage 4.08 family 3.00 
# children 3.74 abortion 2.37 
personal income 12.42 challenge 13.32 
combined income 4.58 goals of feminists 3.41 
5000-10,000 2.53 association '7.90 
father prefer girl 2.93 spiritual 20.03 
mother no preference. 2.61 improvement of schools 14.15 
closeness to mother 2.94 informative 64.36 
length of resiqence 16.57 
sex role 3.14 
employed 8.94 
p < .OS, df = 5,86; F = 2.30. 
p < .01, df = 5,86; F = 3.20. 
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TABLE II 
PREDICTOR VARIABLES. FOR THE ALL-SIX DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
* Variable 
informative-stimulating 
# political groups 
spiritual 
improvement schools 
length of residence 




















F-MATRIX FOR THE ALL-SIX DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
Group WSL WPC LWV PTA Church 
r--
WPG I 13, li---- ---LWV I 44, 16 _____ 28:-27- - i--
PTA 29,09 19,67 47.57 I 
Church 39,08 34,21 66,37 I 10,60 --
Business 8,05 14.09 36,55 I 15,60 21.6T-, _____________ 
p < ,01, df = 5,82; F = 3,20, 
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TABLE IV 
NUMBER OF CASES CLASSIFIED INTO ALL-SIX GROUPS AT STEP 5 
Group WSL WPC LWV PTA Church Business 
WSL 13 1 0 0 
10 ___ --11 
WPC 0 13 3 0 10 11 
LWV 0 0 18 0 I.Q _____ !.I 
PTA 10----i---01 8 0 3 
Church I o 0 01 4 10 3 
Business L.9 ___ _9 ___ Q__I 0 0 12 
TABLE V 
VARIABLES SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENTIATING POLITICAL AND NONPOLITICAL WOMEN 
Variable 
Personality 
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p < ,OS, df = 1,58; F = 4,00, 








somewhat favor ERA 
definitely favor ERA 
somewhat oppose ERA 



























The all-six analysis show then that women in the six groups do 
differ on several dimensions; these differences result in 83% accurate 
prediction of group membership, and that if there are ei:rors of predic-
tions they will tend to be within the political versus nonpolitical 
groups. 
Political.Versus Nonpolitical Women (Analfsis ~ 
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Table V contains .the 30 variables from the original 97 on which the 
political women significantly differ from nonpolitical women. As 
specific hypoth~ses were formulated in regard to differences between 
political and-nonpolitical subjects, the data relevant to these hypotheses 
are examined (see pages 12-13 for t4e hypotheses _and Appendices Land M 
for specific statistics). 
Political women did not exhibit_significantly greater attitudinal 
constraint than did nonpoliticals (F = ,0.48, df = 1,56). Higher informa-
tion scores were obtained by political women than nonpolitical women 
(F = 15, 39, df = -1, 56, p < • 001). Th~re does appear to be a difference._ 
in the relationship between information and constraint for political .and 
nonpolitical women.as evidenced by the.correlation coefficients for the 
two variables (politicals: r = .149; nonpoliticals: r = _.013; z = .67). 
However, the differenc~ in correlations failed to reach statistical sig-
nificance. 
Two of the three incj.ices of identifi:catio!). provide data. to support 
the.hypothesis that political women are more masculine in their sex role 
identification than are nonpoliticals. Although the .Feminimity (Fe) 
score was nonsignificant at.Step.a (F =_1.86, df = 1,58), it entered the 
final prediction system with a F-value of.9.05 (df =.1,54, p < .01). 
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Scores on the Franck Drawing Completion Test did not significantly differ 
for politicals and nonpoliticals (F = 0.31, df = 1,56). Political women 
were significantly less traditionally feminine in their self-perceptions 
of their sex role (F = 14,23, df = 1,56, p < .001), Further evidence of 
the relationship of sex role id~ntification and political behavior is 
given by the correlations.of Femininity scores with active-effective par~ 
ticipant perception of-the woman's.political role (r = -,346, df = 58, 
p < ,01) and the number of political groups to which a woman belongs 
(r = -.45, df = 58, p < ,001), A woman is.more likely to belong to a 
political group and perceive her efforts as active and effective as she 
is less feminine in her intere~ts, 
There is a nonsi~nificant re~ationship between attitudinal constraint 
and sex.role.identification although the relationship suggested by the 
correlations are in the hypothes,ized direction of greater constraint evi-
dent in women less feminine .in their identification, For the-combined 
data of political-nonpolitical .women correlating const_raint with the Fe, 
the score yielded a r = -,126, with the Franck score yielded a r = -.019, 
and with sex role, r = _,178, When calculating the correlation for polit-
ical and nonpoliticals, a difference in the.relationship is suggested; 
howev.er, it is _nonsignificant when testing differences between correla-
tions [politic~!: r (constraint-Fe)= -,208, nonpolitic~l: 
r (constraint-Fe)= -.009, z = ,92; political: r (constraint-sex role -
,201, nonpolitical: r (constraint-sex role)= ,009, z = ,93], 
Further, as stated in hypothesis number 6, political women are more 
. . ~ . 
liberal than nonpolitical as measured by the.Social Attitude Scale 
(F = 24,6, df = 1,56, p < ,001), 
Political women differed from nonpoliticals on several personality 
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traits, Specific scales on which differences emerged.were capacity for 
status, social presence, tolerance, connnunality, achievement via inde-
pendence, psychological mindedness, and flexibility, Compared to the 
nonpolitical group, a politically involved woman will tend to possess 
personal qualities which lead to status such as ambition, being more re-
sourceful and forceful; she is more poised, spontaneous, and confident in 
her social interactions; she is more intellectually and verbally fluent, 
self-reliant, rebellious, assertive and idealistic than is the nonpolit-
ical woman, A consistent quality in the personality of the political 
woman is a greater self-reliance and more of a concern for personal 
pleasure and diversion than is expressed by the nonpolitical woman. 
The specific demographic differences that emerged between politicals 
and nonpoliticals are seen in Table V, Political women tend to be some-
what younger (40 years versus 47 years), have grown up in a town of less 
than.5000, have parents who earned somewhat less than parents of nonpo-
litical women, and have experienced their mothers and fathers having pre-
ferred one sex sibling over the other, As far as participation, political 
women hold fewer offices in the groups to which they belong, belong to 
more political groups, are less likely to view their role as passive-
interested, are more likely to favor passage of the ,Equal Rights Amend-
ment, are more likely to be a Democrat rather than a Republic, and have 
contemplated running for an elected public office, The political woman's 
motivations center around the challenge of politics and change, goals of 
the feminist movement, and the informative-stimulating atmosphere of her 
group. 
The above.has been an evaluation of the hypothesized differences be-
tween politically and nonpolitically involved women, As can be seen 
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there exist many differences, However, in formulating a final prediction 
system from the pool of 97 variables, there emerged five variables, which 
when used to classify political and nonpolitical women, misclassified 
only 4 subjects of the 60 or with 93% accuracy, Table VI prese~ts these 
five variables and the F-value when the predictors were entered into the 
system, Knowing that a woman tends to be politically liberal, belongs to 
political groups, is motivated to participate because of the informative-
stimulating atmosphere, comes from a low-middle income family, and pas-
sess masculine interests leads to the 93% accurate prediction of her 
being politically involved rather than nonpolitically involved. 
TABLE VI 
PREDICTOR VARIABLES OF POLITICAL VERSUS NONPOLITICAL WOMEN 
DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
Variable F-step O F-entered F-step 5 
Political attitude 24,60(1~58) 24,60(1,58) 7,53(1,54) 
# political groups. 24,20(1,,58) 16,49(1,57) 72,72(1,54) 
informative 19,33(1,58) 34,07(1,56) 40,89(1,54) 
parents' income 0,06(1,58) 8,03(1,55) 13,19(1,54) 
femininity L 86 (1,58) 9,05(1,54) 9,05(1,54) 
A cross validation of this political versus nonpolitical discrimi-
nant function was computed on an additional 32 Ss, This enabled an 
evaluation of the accuracy with which these same five variables could 
predict group classification for an independent sample, Table VII shows 
a. frequency distribution of the probabilities of classification of the 
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initial sample and the cross validation sample, There were only 5 errors 
of classification of the 32 cross-"validation subjects or 84,5% accuracy 
of prediction, Four of the 21 political women were misclassified and one 
of the 11 nonpolitical women were inaccurately assigned group membership. 
In addition to the small number of errors, there is a large proportion of 
subjects which were correctly classified with high probabilities (.95 and 
above) in both the initial and cross~validation samples, Not only do. 
political and nonpolitical women differ, these differences do correctly 
predict political and nonpolitical membership, and do so with high 
probability for each separate individual, 
TABLE VII 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF PROBABILITY OF CLASSIFICATION OF 
POLITICAL AND NONPOLITICAL WOMEN 
Probability Sample Cross-Validation 
of Classif, PW/PW 1 PW/NP"" NP/NP., NP/PW'* PW/PW PW/NP NP/NP NP/PW 
LOO 10 0 8 0 6 1 0 0 
,95- ,99 12 0 19 0 11 1 8 0 
.90- ,94 2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 
,85- ,89 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 
,80- ,84 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,75- ,79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
,70- ,74 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 65- 0 69 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
,60- ,64 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
,55- ,59 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 
0 50- 0 54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 28 1 28 2 17 4 10 1 
1PW/PW = political women statistically classified political women, 
2PW/NP = political women statistically classified nonpolitical women. 
3NP/NP = nonpolitical women statistically classified nonpolitical 
women, 
4NP/PW = nonpolitical women statistically classified political women, 
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Having established that nonpoli ticaUy involved women differ from 
nonpoli tical.s 1 further analyses were conducted to examine .the differences 
among the three nonpolitical groups and among the .three political groups~ 
Nonpolitical (Community) Groups (Analysis .~) 
An overall comparison of the three nonpolitical women's groups was 
done but no specific pairwise comparisons were made because of the smaller 
sample sizes and because of the primary interest being centered on 
political behavior and its correlates, 
The discriminant function analysis was conducted using the pool of 
97 variables, The 15 variables which significantly differentiated among . ' 
the PTA, church, and business women are presented in Table VIII, An 
examination of the _means of the 15 variables for the three nonpolitical 
groups give further evidence of the differences among these women, Busi-
ness women differ from the other two groups as to age, current marital 
status, number of children, employment, and personal income, Specifi-
cally, business women. are less likely to be currently married, have fewer 
children, are more likely to be employed, and, therefore, make more money. 
The differences on the political variables of election participation and 
the number of political groups are accounted for by the PTA women who are 
more politically involved than the other two groups, Again each group 
has its own motivation for nonpolitical involvement: PTA, the improve-
ment of.schools for children; churc~ women, spiritual reasons; and, 
business women, the association with women similar to themselves. 
The final five predictors of the _derived discriminant function are 
listed in Table IX, These were statistically selected because of their, 
predictability of group membership, Motivations for participation, age, 
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and employment are the most important variables in predicting differences .. 
among the three nonpolitical groups. These factors ,do lead to quite ac-
curate prediction (92%) of group membership with the only errors being in 
the church group as can be seen in Table X. 
TABLE VIII 












Closeness to mother 




Association with women 
Spiritual 
Improvement of schools 
# political groups 
p < .OS, F = 3.25, df = 2,38. 


















PREDICTOR VARIABLES FOR THE THREE NONPOLITICAL 
GROUPS DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
Variable F-value F-entered 
Age 23, 18 (2, 38) 23,18(2,38) 
Spiritual 15,89(2,38) 15,52(2,37) 
Association 1L32(2,38) 15,78(2,36) 
Employed 2L36(2,38) 1L21(2,35) 






NUMBER OF SUBJECTS CLASSIFIED INTO NONPOLITICALS 













10, 60 (2, 34) 
9.82(2,34) 





The final five predictors of the derived discriminant function are. 
listed in.Table IX. These were statistically selected becaus~ of their 
predictability of group membership, Motivations for participation, age, 
and employment are the most important variables in predicti~g differences 
among the three no~political groups, These factors do lead to quite ac-
curate prediction (92%) of group membership with the only errors.being in 
the church group as can be seen in Table X, 
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Political Groups (Analysis 4) 
Of the 97 original variables, thirty were.found to significantly 
differentiate among the three political groups, These thirty variables 
are presented in Table XI. As can .be se€;}n by comparing Tables VIII and 
XI, the three groups of political women differ on a.greater number of 
variables than do nonpolitical-community women groups, especially in the 
area of personality functioning, Tab le XII contains the political groups 
discriminant function for final predictors.of group membership, These 
four variables were.selected from the original pool of 97 variables, 
Aside from the one motivation factor, informative-stimulating, the other 
three variables are essentially socio-economic factors dealing with resi-
dence in the·. comm~ni ty and income through employmE;Jnt, Using only the. 
information provided by these four of the 97 variables lead to prediction 
of 88% accuracy in placement of the woman in the political group to which 
she belongs (presented in Ta~le XIII), 
There are significant differences among the three political groups 
in the areas of personality, demographic, and political functioning, 
Specific differences among the three political groups -are presented under 
the different pairwise analyses, 
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TABLE XI 







sense of well-being 
responsibility 
self-control 
achievement vi.a conf. 
Demographic 
age 
length of marriage 
personal income · 
combined income 
father preference unknown 
mother preference.unknown 
# groups 
length of residence 
employed 
Political 












p < oOS, df = 2,48; F = 


































PREDICTOR VARIABLES FOR THE THREE POLITICAL WOMEN 
GROUPS DISCRIMINANT ·FUNCTION 
Variable F-step 0 F-entered 
Informative 62.74(2,48) 72.74(2,48) 
Length of residence 31. 40 (2 ,48) 27.14(2,47) 
Employed 4.86(2,48) 8. 09 (2 ;46) 
Combined income 9.95(2,48) 5.54(2,45) 
TABLE XIII 
NUMBER OF POLITICAL SUBJECTS CLASSIFIED IN 









Women State Legislators Versus Women Political 















Table XIV contains the 21 significant differentiators from the 
original 97 variables -which differentiated between Legislators and 
Political Caucus members. The three personality traits on which the two 
groups differ reflect the expected qualities of a.Legislator. The woman 
Legislator tends to be significantly more aggressive, confident, and 
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outgoing in her social interactions; at the same time 1 such a woman is 
more moderate and peaceable in her personal/social interactions. Her 
need for achievement is salient and she is more comfortable with conven-
tional structure by which to measure her performance than is a Caucus 
member. 
TABLE XIV 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENTIATORS BETWEEN STATE LEGISLATORS 
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goals of feminists 
p < oOS, df = 1,26; F = 
p < oOl, df = 1,26; F = 
4.22. 
7, 72. 























The Le~islatqrs are older, married longer, earn higher incomes, more 
religious and more ._likely to be Protestant, have lived longer in the same. 
community, and belong to more organizations than do.Caucus members. The. 
woma,n Legislator in this sample sees herself as an active-effective par-
ticipant in the ._political process :while the Caucus members are variable 
in their perception of their political role. The. two groups differ in 
' ' . . ' 
th~ use of television and newspapers as a source of information on poli-
tics and current.events. Legislators utilize newspapers as their main 
source of information while the source for Caucus members tends to be 
television. The Caucus members are almost certainly Democrats-in party 
identification and the Legislators .are a mixture of both Repuplicans.and 
Democrats. Legislators are motivated primarily by the challenge of 
political involvement while Caucus members are more likely to be motivated 
by attainment of the goals of the feminist movement. These differences 
are based on the data presented i~ Table XIV and Appendix L. 
Fro_m the pool of differentiator variables, five variables were 
entered into a final prediction system which placed Legislators and 
Political Caucus members with 100% acc~racy into theappropriate group. 
This information is presented in Tables XV and XVI. Knowing a woman's 
personal and combined income, how long she has lived in her comm1,1I1ity, 
her perception of her political role as an active-effective participant. 
and her motivation to work toward goals of women's rights leads to per-




PREDICTOR VARIABLES FOR THE LEGISLATOR VERSUS POLITICAL 
CAUCUS DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 
Variable F-step 0 F-entered 
Length of residence 58,79{1,30) 58,79(1,30) 
Active-,effective 25,78(1,30) 10.68(1,29) 
Goals of feminists 15,82(1,30) 12,95(1,28) 
Combined income 16.23(1,30) 8.38(1,27) 
Personal income 12.86(1,30) 4,66(1,26) 
TABLE XVI 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS CLASSIFIED AS LEGISLATORS AND 


















Table XVII contains the 22 variables of the original 97 variables on 
which the Legislators and League members differ. In personality 
functioning the Legislator exhibits significantly higher scores on five 
variables, The Legislator is more forceful, capable of influencing 
others, and therefore, more capable of exercising leadership. She 
possesses a sense of personal worth which aids in her high level of 
interpersonal activities whicl} are characterized by spontaneity and 
caprice. 
so 
The Legislato.r is older, has a longer. established residence, belongs 
to more organizations, is more religious, and, through her employment, 
has a higher income. The political differences between the Legislator 
and League member are much the same as the differences between a Caucus 
member and a Legislator, except there.is less activity evident by the 
League memb~r in terms of number of poli ti.cal groups and her degree of 
election participation. The motivational differences of the Legislator 
and the League member perhaps ,parallel this lesser activity. Legislators 
are more motiva·ted by .the challenge of bringing about political and 
social change while the League members are motivated by the informative-
stimulating atmosphere of their organization (Table XVIII}. 
Four predictor variables emerged from the total 97 to form a pre-
diction system which classified women with 100% accuracy as a Legislator 
or League member.· These variables can be seen in Table XVIII and the 
classification in Table XIX. Religious beliefs, perception of oneself as 
an active-effective participant in the political process, and a motiva-
tion to seek information enaqles perfect classification of whether a 
woman is a state Legi~lato.r or a meml;>er of the League .of ·Women Voters. 
TABLE XVII 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENTIATORS BETWEEN LEGISLATORS 
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p < ,05, df = 1.32; F = 4.15. 
p < ,01, df = 1,32; F = 7.50. 
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Political 











PREDICTOR VARIABLES FOR LEGISLATOR VERSUS LEAGUE OF 
WOMEN VOTERS DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 














Informative 254,12(1,32) 254,12(1,32) 182.97(1,29) 
Active-effective 39.53(1,32) 8,05(1,31) 4.13(1,29) 
Protestant 3,30(1,32) 6.11(1,30) 20,02(1,29) 
Non-religious 5.04(1,32) 11.97(1,29) 11. 97 (1,29) 
TABLE XIX 
NUMBER OF SUBJECTS CLASSIFIED INTO GROUPS OF LEGISLATORS 
AND LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS AT STEP 4 
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Women's Political Caucus Versus League of Women 
Voters (Analysis I) 
0 
19 
There were 15 of. the 97 variables which significantly differentiated 
women involved in the .Political Caucus and those women involved in the 
League of Women Voters, These variables are seen in Table XX. Women in-
volved in the Political Caucus and the League differ from each other on 
several dimensions of persorn1.lity, Caucus members exhibit significantly 
greater social poise and spontaneity in their social interactions and 
possess greater self-confidence and determination. League members pre-
sent higher scores in areas of responsibility and self-control, Although 
both groups scored in the optimum range on these latter areas, there is a 
qualitative difference in the two groups of women in personality func-
tioning, A League member is more concerned about rules and order that 
govern social relationships, the personal control of these women centers 
around social stability and reduction o:I; interpersonal friction. Inno-
vativeness and zest in confronting and introducing social change charac-
terize the Caucus members, 
TABLE XX 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENTIATORS BETWEEN POLITICAL CAUCUS 
AND LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS 
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length of marriage 
parents' income 
father prefer girl 
father's preference unknown. 
mother no preference 
mother preference unknown 
length of residence 
Political 




p < ,OS, df = 1,34; F = 


















League members have been married longer, and have lived longer in 
the community, The women in.the two groups differ in their perception of 
their parents, The League members report their mothers did not prefer 
one,child over another, or at least, they were unaware of such differ-
ences in preferences. Similarly, League members were unaware of their 
fathers' preferences. However, . Caucus members report significantly more ... 
often that their parents did prefer one child over another. Mothers of 
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Caucus members were perceived to prefer one sibling; however, the means 
in Appendix L show the preferences were equa+ between ;preference for a 
male or female child. Fathers of Caucus members were perceived signifi-
cantly more often by their daughters to have preferred a female child 
than were fathers of League members, 
The two groups differed in their motivation for involvement in their 
respective organizations; League members by the informative-stimulating 
atmosphere and Caucus members significantly more often than League mem-
bers by the association with other women. See Appendix L for the means 
for the motivations. for the two groups. Political Caucus members were 
significantly more involved in election activities and belong to signifi-
cantly more political groups, 
Table XXI contains the five final predictors drawn from the original 
pool of 97 variables used in the classifying of League members and Caucus 
members into appropriate gr9ups. The information obtained from knowing 
whether a woman is motivated to participate by a desire for informative-
stimulating atmosphere or by the association with women similar to her-
self, what her parents' income was when she was growing up, what her 
current combined income is and her degree of social presence enables a 
prediction of group membership with 97% accuracy or only one error, 
Classification accuracy is .presented in Table XXII. 
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TABLE XXI 
PREDICTOR VARIABLE_S FOR POLITICAL CAUCUS AND LEAGUE OF 
. WOMEN VOTERS DISCRIM_INANT FUNCTION 
Variable F-step 0 F-entered 
Informative 5 3 . 04 ( 1, 34) 53._04 (1,34) 
Social presence 7.02(1,34) 10.24(1,33) 
Combined income 1.90(1,34) 4.61(1,32) 
Association 6.76(1,34) 5.52(1,31) 
Parents' income 7. 51 (1, 34) 4. 71 (1,30) 
TABLE XXII 
NUMBER OF POLITICAL CAUCUS AND LEAGUE OF WOMEN 

















The data presen.ted from the seven analyses have clearly answered the. 
three questions initially addressed in-this section. Women in the six 
groups studied are, indeed, different from one another. Aspects of per-
sonality styles, demographic backgrot.md, and social-political ft.mctioning. 
were fot.md to differentiate these groups of women. Differences in these. 
three areas were found not only to differentiate between.political and 
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nonpolitical women, but also within. the political and nonpoliti,cal groups. 
In eacq comparison four or five variabl~s formulated a system (en-
abled by the varianc~ those specific variables accotmted for) which did 
predict group membership for each individual woman. From a pool of 97 
pieces of inform~tion about each woman, five factors emerged that answered 
the questions, "To which group would this woman most likely belong?" A 
summary of the predictor variables for each analysis is presented in 
Table XXIII. Over half of the final predictors deal with two_ areas of 
functioning: motivation for continued participation and income. The 
information contained in.Table XXIII emphasizes the importance of certain 
specific variabl_es in predicting differenc~s among women as to their 
organizational involvement. 
Also included in Table XXIII is the percentage of accuracy of pre-
diction for each of those prediction systems. The lowest perc~ntage of 
accuracy of classification. was ,81% on the _initial All-Six analysis and 
the highest with 100% accuracy was the two p~irwise comparisons of 
Legislators with. Caucus and League members. For the seven analyses, 
there was an average percentage of accuracy of 93% in appropriately pre-
dicting a woman's group membership. 
It can be conciuded that these data do reveal differences among 
wom~n involved in different political-nonpolitical organizations and that 
these differences do enable a highly accurate prediction .of which type of 
activity is most charaGteristic of any specific woman, 
TABLE XXIII 
SUMMARY OF PREDICTOR VARIABLES AND DERIVED ACCURACY OF 
PREDICTION FOR THE SEVEN, DISCRIMINANT .FUNCTIONS 
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The women making up the six groups under analysis are women actively 
involved in their community through the different mechanisms of their re-
spective organizations, These women are a highly homogeneous segment of 
our society: white 1 upper-middle class 1 college-educated women living in 
the midwest, On the continuum discussed in the Introduction 1 these women 
are working within the present S(?Cial-political system. With all the 
similarities these women share 1 it has been clearly shown that. these 
women differ from each other and these differences fall along the lines 
of their choice of type of activity 1 i,e, 1 the mechanisms through which 
they express their energies., 
The factors which not only differentiate these groups but also pre-
dict, with great accuracy, with which group a woman chooses to identify 
are somewhat repetitive and, to some extent, obvious, In asking the 
questions, "How are politically involved women different from nonpolit-. 
ically involved women?", it would be logical to suggest a political woman 
would belong to more,political groups than would a nonpolitical woman. 
Similarly, in asking to what organization is. a woman most likely to be-
long, it would seem likely to respond, "Whatever groups meet her inter-
ests." In examining the predictor variables (Table XXIII), it can be 
seen.that such responses do emerge in the final prediction system, vari-
ables which can be called face-valid predictors. 
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Variables which predict differences between politicals and non-
poli ticals indicate that knowing a woman is .politically liberal 1 belongs· 
to a number of political groups, seeks out informative-stimulating organ-
izations,. is less traditionally feminine in her interests 1 and comes from 
a low income family allows high accuracy in the.differentiation .. To 
differentiate nonpoliticals or the community women all the information 
necessary is the motivation (Le,, whether motivation is spiritual, a 
desire to improve schools, or a desire to associate with women similar to 
herself), the woman's age and whether or not she is employed. Among the. 
political women, such information as combined income, employment (which 
is related to income), length of residence, and the desire for 
informative-stimulation allows satisfactory prediction, In examining the 
differences among the .. three specific political groups. there is even 
greater accuracy on the basis of information such as income, religion, 
motivations and role perception as an active-effective participant, 
It is somewhat overwhelming that, from the mass of data available on 
these women, knowing four or five pieces of information per analysis does 
correctly predict membership with an average of 93% accuracy. However, 
is it surprising that a politically involved woman would belong to polit-
ical groups or that an elected state legislator would view her political 
efforts as active and effective? Hardly, It is the purpose of the dis-
criminant function analysis to remove those variables which most com-
pletely account for the variability between groups and that the 
statistical analyses did most effectively as seen in the Results section, 
After having answered the quest~ons of group differences, predictability, 
accuracy and replicability for a sample of political and nonpoliticals, 
the most important questions can be formulated, What does the.face-valid 
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information suggest as to the antecedents-and correlates of politicaliza-
tion d.n women? What factors influence membership in political groups and 
perception as an active-effective participant? 
As further evidence of the differences between politicals and non-
politicals, the relationships of political variables with personality, 
demographic and other political variable~ were examinedo Appendix P pre-
sents the political variables found to differentiate political and non.,. 
political women and all variables significantly correlated with these 
political variables, Although constraint was not a significant differ-
entiator, it was included because of its importance to the basis of the 
hypothesized differences among politicals and nonpoliticals. The corre-
lations were taken from the separate analyses of political (#4) and non-
political (#3) groups. These correlations give greater support to the 
documented differences.in overt political behavior of the two groups of 
womeno Political behavior is mediated~ different factors and, at times, 
different relationships.!£. the~ factors for political and,nonpolitical 
women. 
The clearest example of the differences in mediation. is evidenced by 
the relationship of attitudinal con~traint or interrelatedness of a. 
woman's attitude system to other areas of functioning, 
The differences between political and non'}?oli ti cal women can be seen 
in the relationship of attitudinal constraint with the personality traits 
of social presence, socialization, flexibility and the score of the 
political attitude indicating liberalism-conservatismo In political 
women, a highly integrated attitudinal system is significantly related to 
more liberal attitudes, to a flexible, adaptive temperament, to expression 
of impulse anq. control of aggression through the process of initiating 
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social change, to a lower degree of socialization and. respect for societal 
rul_es and to greater social poise and spontaneity. In contrast, high 
constraint of nonpolitical women is related to less flexibility, to a 
greater respect for rules manifested in the socialization process, to 
less social poise and to conservative social attitudes. These mediational 
differences strongly suggest that, although this sample of political and 
nonpolitical women do not differ in their attitudinal constraint, con-
straint appears to serve a different function for the two groups. This 
functional difference is that difference Jones (1974) labeled as intui-
tive style which is information-avoidant versus.a cognizant style which 
is information-seeking. 
A broad conceptualization of political women as presenting an open, 
cognizant functioning while nonpolitical women operate from a closed, 
intuitive, style of cognitive functioning may at first appear to be an 
unfounded.overgeneralization, However, in examining the patterns of dif-
ferences between the two groups it becomes more possible to use the con-
ceptualization of critical questioning as the main factor around which 
these women differ. To begin the examination of this speculation that a 
political woman is an individual who has learned to question, to seek out 
information through which to provide structure to her environment, a 
synthesis of specific demographic and political variables is necessary. 
The theoretical basis for this research postulated that a woman who. 
experienced the establishment of her identity as a woman~person differ-
ently fr-om the specific identification with her mother as role-model 
would exhibit consequential differences in her cognitive functioning and 
sex role identification, If, because of moderate distance from her 
mother, a woman had to ask as a young girl the question, "With whom do I 
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identify?", there. followed a problem solving process. Involved in this 
identification process the woman very early .in her life (age four or five) 
learned or adopted a cogrJ.itive style of analyzing, abstracting and re-
structuring the stimulus world about her. 
The three specific demographic.factors characterizing differences 
between politicals and nonpoliticals.relevant to the questioning process 
are income, family dynamics and sex role identification, A politically 
involved woman comes from a family unit of quite low income (median in-
come, $4000), In her family relationships, a political woman reported 
greater distance from both her mother and father than did nonpoliticals. 
This reported distance from the parents is a moderate distance on the 
continuum on which the women responded, Further, a politic al woman was 
more likely to know her father's and mother's preference for one of the 
siblings over the other family members. The latter two factors suggest a 
familial atmosphere that either required or allowed the questioning of 
the individual's position in the family unit, The low income of the 
family unit in a town of less than 5000 or greater than 50,000 would fur-
ther create an atmosphere of socio-economic struggle to ascertain the 
individual's position in the greater society, Simply, it ,is hypothesized 
that emotional andyor socio-economic uncertainty.led to personal ques-
tioning through which the woman attempted to resolve the uncertainty as 
to her personal identity as a v,:oman, as a family member and as a member 
of society, 
In examining Appendix P the relationship of parental preferences and 
closeness to political behavior can.be seen. Parental distance is sig-
nificantly related to political attitudes and party identification for 
political women, Less feminine interests and/or less traditional sex 
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role perception is. related to the number of political groups,., political 
pa'I'.tY identification, an.cl to political attitude, For a political woman, 
experiencing more.distance.from her mqthe'I'. and father,. less feminine 
interests .and rejection of tradit~onal feminine sex role is significantly 
related to her being a Democrat with, libe.ral political views involved in. 
political groups, These relationships do.not exist for nonpolitical 
women. 
Interestingly; the correlations ·in Appendix P reveal a greater pro-
portion of significant correlates for nonpolitical women being the vari-
ables dealing with parental preferences, typically no preference or not 
knowing parental preference, The speculation is offered that a nonpolit-
ical woman did not experience tije childhood questioning, the introspection 
and self-evaluation essential to the formulating of a self-system of 
greater ego maturity that would restructure her perception of her familial 
and social atmosphere, and thus; enabling the formulating of an open 
cognizant style characteristic of a,more,politically involved woman. In 
a sense, the nonpolitical woman has not yet shifted from the uncritical 
intuitive style absorbed from an unquestioned socialization and identifi-
cation process. or the conscientious ego stage, This is supported by the 
personality differences seen in political and nonpolit~cal women and per-
sonality trait correlations with political beh.avior as discussed above in 
relation to attitudinal constraint, The political woman is involved in 
the critical questioning of her current social-political surroundings and 
the correlations reflect this mediational difference of the political and 
nonpoli ti.cal woman. 
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Summary 
This rather lengthy and involved analysis has provided some informa-
tion as to factors effecting the degree of political involvement in 
women. An attempt to integrate information as to personality, demographic 
background, present social functioning and political behavior has indeed 
offered some insight into women who are active in our social system. It 
has been shown that these women differ on a wide range of variables from 
childhood residence, parental closeness, educational levels and present 
life situations as to the manner in which these.women approach political 
activity. This research may be, and must be, characterized as a mere 
survey, however detailed, of select groups of women, It is similar to 
the initial session in psychotherapy-~an overview of the circumstances 
related to current functioning of women in.the political realm. What has 
been learned from these women is only a beginning. To pursue the analogy 
of psychotherapy, the information presented is in part an answer toques-
tions of what and how. Wh~t types of past and present circumstances are 
characteristic of these women? How do these _political women differ from 
nonpoliti_cals. who are similar to themselves? Just as the focus of 
therapy is an integration of the what and how of human behavior, so as to 
answer. the why and begin the process of personal change, so is this re-
search an attempt to integrate the what and how of political functioning. 
But this is where this research ends, There are no clearcut explanations 
of why one woman would choose to become politically involved and another 
would not. 
Just as some persons feel answering the whys in psychotherapy is an 
academic exercise illafforded in bringing about personal change, some 
persons may feel attempts to explore and formulate the why of political 
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involvement is an,intellectual excursion only delaying the social-
poli tical change needed for t4e full expression of women in this society. 
However, to know the course ahead, it .is necessary to know the road be-
hind. What are now needed to extend this initial examination to obtain a 
fuller understand,ing of the politicalization process in women are two 
research investigations. First, .there is a need to extend the continuum 
of women to include those women inactive in either political or nonpolit-
ical organizations and those women who are active in working outside and 
against the social-political srstem to bring about social change, Do 
similar factors differentiate women who choose to channel their entire 
energies .into their homes and families? Are militant feminists working 
toward social-political revolution just further along the continuum from 
politically involved women as in this sample or are other dimensions in-
volved? These groups-of women are needed to enable a more comprehensive 
examination of the alternative role positions and the factors effecting 
them. Second, there is a need for a comprehensive longitudinal study of 
women beginning in childhood, If the childhood factors of parental pref-
erences, closeness and income are such pervasive influences on adult 
political behavior, then such experiences need to be monitored as the 
experiences are in progress, By study~ng young girls and women of 
families of differing dynamics and observing their politicalization, the 
answers to why a woman chooses to invest her energies into political 
activities would be more clear, 
For there to be an understanding of the antecedents and correlates 
of political behavior there must be a continuing intensive examination of 
those behaviors which are being integrated .. As in psychotherapy, the 
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actual,ization of-human potential occurs only when the individual is free 
to look, to question and then to decide for herself. 
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The purpose of this review is.to examine factors.effecting the in-
dividual's predisposition to respond or behave in the political realm of 
the SQcial environment, . Major emphasis will be given to social-cognitive 
factors of attitude formation, poli~ical socialization. of young people, 
differences in politic~! behavior of men and women, and finally to dif-
ferences of political and apolitical women. 
The most frequently studied question in political behavior has to do 
with how an,individual ·votes and why. · In a study of .voting behavior in 
the 1940 Roosevelt and Wilkie electio~ reported in The People's Choice 
(Laz_arfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet, 1948), the voters' social charact~ris-
tic~ were to account ·for the particular vote ca~t. This Index of Polit-
ical Predisposition (!PP) was simply the individual's standing on three 
demographic variables: regligion, social class, and urban.or rural resi-
denc~. It .was found that those persons with politically contradic~ory. 
predispositions (e.g., middle-class Catholics) were more likely to vacil-
late in the voting preference, were less interested in the campaign, and 
were more depend~nt on personal influence of others. 
In the tradition of such research Rossi.(1966) set forward six main 
generalizations about voting behavior. 
1. Campaign issues are not important in the electoral vote. 
Individual positions on issues t~nd to follow party 
loyalty. 
2, Few voters change candidate preference during a campaign. 
Those who.do change tend to be,less ,knowledgeable. 
3. Mass media has little effect on changing votes, 
4. Personality var:i.ables are not strongly related to partisan. 
choice. · 
5. Partisan choice consistently correlates with membership 
in certain social groups~ 
6, Primary groups .(e.g., family or work·group) provide the 
major source for longstanding political loyalties---not 
personality or political ideology. 
Stated simply, voters reflect the political atmosphere of their immediate 
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environment. 
Over the years the IPP has lost its predictive value in that demo-
graphic factors are now quite variable geographically and across time. 
Researchers at Michigan's survey.Research Center have taken the approach 
of studying voting patterns througll, the use of three dimensions: party 
identification, issue orientation, and candidate orientation. Party 
identification is the "sense.of personal attachment which the individual 
feels toward the party of his choice"_ (Campbell, Gurin, and.Miller, 1954, 
pp. 88-89). The concept of issue orientation consisted of issue partisan-
ship which was the extent . the person consistently took the party's posi-
tion on·campaign issues.and of the.extent of issue orientation which was. 
sensitivity to party differences com~ined with number of issues the indi-
vidual took a stance upon. Candidate orientation also was conceived of 
in terms of partisanship and extent of orientation. Each dimension was 
associated with the vote.and was treated as an additional motivational 
factor. The greater the consis.ten.~y of, the dimensions, the greater .the 
predictive success~ 
Later studies changed the concept of party identification. In the 
classic study The American Voter (Campbell, Converse, Miller, and Stokes, 
1960, p. 136) the importance of party identification was stressed . 
•.• the voting act can be explained in an,irnrnediate sense by 
the strength and direction and consistency of attitudes toward 
the political objects .this act touches •.. .'an important part 
of these .attitudes may in tu~ be accounted for by stable 
party identification. · 
One model.developed through.causal inference technique showed five 
factors predicting presidential vote (Goldberg, 1966, p. 99}. According 
to this model, "an individual's father's .sociological characteristics, 
father's party identificat~on, .and respondent's sociological 
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characteristics have almost no .impact upon voting behavior save as they 
act throug~ the respondent's party identification." Party identification 
is known to be quite stable and appears to be best accounted for in terms 
of political socialization. However, a shortcoming in Goldberg's model 
is that it does not provide for the influence of partisan attitude on 
party identification. Partisan at~itudes appear to be a result of party 
identification and the individual's perception of political events 
(Sears, 1969). · Attention needs to be given to the nature of these per-. 
ceptions and the process by which the stimuli are translated into partisan 
attitudes and behavior .. 
In thb1king of the democratic voting process it is often presupposed 
that the voter is an onmicompetent citizen (Hennessey, 1965). Such a 
citizen is attentive and informed about events of political life, accu-
rately perceives the differing positio~s taken by the various political 
parties, and holds one of the .~Qmmon versions of political ideology.so 
that hecan assess alternatives by referring to his own.ideological sys-
tem. Examining the literature on political information processing, it 
beco111es clear.how erroneous.such assumptions are • 
. Politi.cal. affairs is a portion of life in which most people are in-
different and unknowledgeable. When asked to describe what their fondest 
hope and wors~ fears were, a,sample of American citizens responded with 
political matters in only 2% and,5%, respectively, of the cases. Typic~l 
responses centered around personally re.levant concerns such as heal th and 
economic difficulties (Cantril, 1965), This suggests that political mat-
ters are of low saliency and perhaps .that such .matters would become of 
greater saliency if they had greater personal relevance. 
Assessing the level of political information individuals possess 
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depe11ds greatly on.the structure and details of the interview process; 
however, some.general findings are reflective of the general public's in-
formation level, Hyman and Sheatsly (1954) describe a "hard core of. 
know-nothings" who are unknowledgeable or unacquainted with almost any-
thing political, In almost every poll of public information there is 
approximately 20% of the sample who reveal complete ignorance of the sub-
ject, Then there is the informed layman who is familiar with the most 
salient headline issues or the most salient public officials, Beyond 
this, the level of information drops off quickly for the average citizen, 
There is a small percentage that Hyman, et al, refer to as.the attentive 
. --
public who have a greater fund of knowledge of political events; for 
example typical percent~ges of samples of citizens able to name both of 
their state's senators was 35% (Erskine, 1963), However, it can be 
concluded that the general public is unaware of political happenings, 
Perhaps the low level of .. information held by the general public is 
compensated by the manner. in which it is precessed, i,e,; by an integra-
ti ve guiding set of ideological principles, Before this possibility can 
be assessed the meaning of ideology should be made clear.. Ideology re-
fers to 11 ,,,a particularly elaborate, close-woven and far-ranging struc-. 
ture of attitudes" (Campbell, ~al., 1960, p. 197), There are two 
characteristics of an ideology that are of importance. First, any cogni~ 
tive structure that subsumes content of wide range and diversity must. 
involve concepts o~ high ord~r abstractions, Second, it is assumed that 
his· abstractio11 supplies. a manageable number of ordering dimensions pe;r-
mi tting the indiv,i.dual to make sense of a.braod range of events, 
Converse (1964, p. 207} defined a belief system as a"·· .configura-
tion of ideas and attitudes in which elements are bound together by some. 
7~ 
form of constraint or func1;:ional interdependence." Centrality, range, 
and constraint are three dimensions of a belief system. Ce~trality re-
fers to the importance of the system wit4in the general framework of the 
person's personality. Range is the number of objects subsumed under a 
given system. Constraint refers to the probability that a change in the 
perceived status of.one element would psychologically require a change in 
the perceived status of other elements in the ,syst~m. More simply, con-
straint is the extent to which eleme~ts o~ a belief system or ideology. 
are interrelated. 
Jones (1972, p. 10.) summarized the. elements of cornrnonali ty in 






Consists of a combination if individual attitudes relative 
to a class 'or catego~ of.stimuli. 
Forms funct~onal categories for the reception of stimuli 
for the person. 
Var,ies .in terms of the range of the system. 
Varies in terms of centrality. 
Varies in terms of th,e degree of interrelat~dness of 
individual elements or subsystems, i.e. ,. constraint. 
The co~cept of ideological constraint is helpful in describing and 
cornparin,g ideologies of varicms, individuals and groups. Converse (1964) 
found that the i~tegration of belief systems into logical units requires 
a creative s~thesis of abstract material that is a characteristic ability 
of only a small segment of the population •. It was hypothesized by 
Converse that constraint varied i~ a linear fashion ~ith the amount of 
information abo~t the elements in the belief system, i.e., the great~r 
the information level the _greater the level of constraint. Converse par-
titioned the _distribution of ·informa,tion he obtained from the open-ended 
questions concerning the difference~ between the two political parties 
into five levels of conc~ptua,lizations, The result~t levels of concep-
tualizations ·are: 
1. Ideologue. This group were those who employed correctly 
the abstract or ideological differences. Only 2% of the 
sample reached this level. 
2. Near-Ideologue. Nine percent of the sample used abstract 
concepts only peripherally and then with some confusion. 
3. Ideologue-by-proxy£!. Group interest. Subjects responded 
mostly in terms of some specific interest group, e.g., 
labor, agriculture, etc. Forty-two percent of the sample 
comprised this group. 
4. Nature of the times. This level of conceptualization was 
characterized by vague references to bToad social events 
such as war, inflation, etc. Such responses were used by 
24% of the sample. 
5. No issue content. Twenty-two and a half percent of the 
respondents claimed no interest or knowledge of current 
political matters. 
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The vast majority of the public lack the ability to use abstractions 
to integrate information (e.g., using liberal attitudinal position to 
formulate attitudes toward domestic and foreign policies). Converse 
looked at correlations among seven standard Survey Research Center policy 
items. For the set, the average correlation was only r=.16. In the gen-
eral public major attitudes seem only moderately interrelated and, thus, 
are characterized by low constraint. ,In party elites the intercorrela-
tions are much higher suggesting that among political sophisticates 
ideological/abstract principles play a greater function in attitude for-
mation. However, at the same time, greater information is associated 
with greater alignment of votes with group membership. Converse suggests 
that greater sophistication increases reliance on group cues but only to 
a point. At high levels of sophistication the more complex and abstract 
c~es come into operation. In general, few citizens organize their polit-
ical ideas in an abstract framework (ideologue) recognizable to political 
thinkers (Sears, 1969). 
A somewhat different relationship of constraint and information was 
found by Jones (1972) when constraint and information level were calcu-
lated separately. It was shown that persons scoring both high and low in 
information yielded significantly higher levels of constraint than per-
sons with moderate information. A curvilinear relationship emerged as 
opposed to Converse's linear model, 
Jones discussed the two different high constraint groups as to the 
function information plays in the person's attitudinal system. 
Both styles of belief represent highly organized and struc-
tured attitude systems, but one apparently results from 
information seeking behavior while the other is information 
avoidant (1974, p, 12), 
The two groups are referred to as cognizant and intuitive, Within this 
nonlinear model Jones hypothesized a developmental sequence in which 
individuals shift from the uncritical and intuitive attitude 
system of adolescence which are absorbed through socialization 
agents and authority figures to a transitional period of dis-
organization, confusion, and unpredictability, followed by an 
intellectual reorganization of attitudes supported by informa-
tion relevant to the system (1974, p, 12), 
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Further investigation is needed to establish if the cognizant and intui-
tive systems of constra~nt have varying relationships to other factors 
that have been shown to correlate with constraint levels, 
Persons who are categorized in the different conceptual levels .dif-
fer from each other in terms of degree of involvement in political 
affairs, level of education, sense of political efficacy, and sex, It is. 
important to note that these factors are all related to each other, It 
has consistently been shown that those persons who are more highly inte-
grated ideologies which function on a more abstract level (Converse, 
1964; Rambo, Jones, and Finney, 1973), Converse (1964) presented data 
supporting the relationship of education and level of conceptualization, 
As the amount of education increases the percentage of respondents 
falling into the.Ideologue category increq.ses significantly with the ,per-. 
centages in the lower levels of conceptualization decreasing. The same 
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positive relati_onship is seen between the level of education and polit-
ical involvement, ·i.e., the higher the. level of education the more likely 
a person will be actively involved in political activities. Similarly, 
the higher the.level of education, the _greater the sense of political 
efficacy. Political efficacy refer,s here to the belief of being able to 
cope with the complexities_ of t4e political process and the .belief that 
individual participation carries some weight in the political process. 
It should be noted that the person with a high level of efficacy is more 
likely to be involved in political activities and more likely to possess 
high levels of conceptualization of political ideologies. Such a person. 
has some basis for his belief-in his capacity to influence the political 
process. 
The one factor which most clearly differentiates these aspects of 
political behavior is the sex of t4e respon~ent (Converse, 1964; Rambo, 
~t .!!.·, 1973). Across levels of education, males reflect a higher level 
-~1 
of cqnceptualization than do fe)llales. Even when controlling for educa-
tion and participation, females show lower constraint levels than do 
comparable males· (Rambo, ·~ al., 1973). Perhaps of greater significance 
women possess a lower sense of political efficacy across educational and 
participation levels. Convers~ (1964, p. 490) holds that "belief in 
personal efficacy is one,of the most prominent attitudes mediating voting 
and other political behavior." It is here. in personal/political efficacy 
t4at the effects of socialization in political behavior and sex roles are 
most clearly seen; Discussion of further differences in sex-related 
political differeJ'!.ces becomes clearer after examining the process and in-
fluence of the ,socialization into politica) roles of both men and women, 
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Political Socialization 
The importance of primary groups in shaping and mediating political 
behavior has been documented (Campbell, et al,, 1960; Goldberg, 1966). A 
. --
primary group of special significance would be the nuclear family and its. 
process of socializing offspring, The division of labor ascribed by roie 
definitions of the spouses would be central in the socialization of the 
young. There are two major role theories that will be employed to review 
these family influences, First, there is role differentiation that 
exists along a single continuum of instrumental/adaptive to the extra-
familial world as one extreme and expressive/nurturant vis-a-vis the 
family as.the other extreme (Zelditch, 1955), Second, there is the pos-. 
sibility of two continuums, one instrumental and the other expressive, 
with the location of one role player not necessarily dependent on the 
other (Slater, 1961), 
Implications of these two .role theories have great influence on the 
conjugal patterns of political behavior, The role of the mother and 
father as an agent of polit~cal socialization varies according to which 
theory most closely. approximates reality for that family, As participa-
tion in political matters is an instrumental action in the extrafamilial 
world, the function of married women in.the political world would be 
essentially nonexistent according to the instrumental/adaptive view of 
the unidimensional role theory, In contrast, Slater's theory allows for 
the two spouses'. role behavior to be independent of each other and thus 
for the woman to choose.whether or not to be active in the extrafamilial 
world, Jennings and.Niemi (1971) outlined the similarities of spouses 
showing under which conditions political role.sharing flourishes and 
under which conditions .the father's greater inst:mmenta1/adaptive role is 
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reduced, This study will be discussed in detail in order to examine the 
background in which the young are socialized. 
Three major areas of political behavior were investigated as to the 
similarity of spouses' political resources, spectator politicalization, 
and political participation, Multiple measures were available under each 
area, The degree of similarity of spouses can be seen in Table XXIV, It 
can be expected from these modest-to-strong similarity patterns that 
these homogeneou~ parents exert a cumulative effect in the socialization 
of their children, 
TABLE XXIV 
INDICATORS OF POLITICALIZATION 
Measures of Politicalization 
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In examining relationships with effects of education it was revealed 
that couples who were more educationally homogeneous were also more 
politically homogeneous, As the educational level of the couple decreased 
there was a steady monoto~ic decreq.se in the behavioral index of polit-
icalization, Jennings and Niemi (1971, p, 73) conclude that there "would 
appear to be pushing toward even grea~er overlapping of parental roles 
along the inst,rum~ntal/adaptive dimensions as· it relates to politics." 
Obvious heterogeneity does exist in families on these measures of 
political behavior. Husbands tend to.exceed their spouses in most forms 
of political behavior especially political resources (note net advantage 
in Table XXIV), However, there are marked reversals, for example, in 
school affairs and reading magazines. Beca~se of shown effects of educa~ 
tion on politi,calization, an index of relative education was correlated 
with the eleven measures of politicization, There was a monotonic de-
crease in the husband's. net advantage as his relative education.level 
decreased, In other words, a wife,'s position improved as her education 
became more similar to her husbands, 
To overcome the othe:r forces,pushing m!'!-les into dominant 
political roles, females need the boost supplied by that great 
differential agent of political activity, greater education, 
Even in the domains where the females start out.with equality 
or with superiority over their husbands, an educational edge 
makes a difference (Jennings-and Niemi, 1971, p, 77). 
However, relative education is not the only factor serving greater 
politicization of males as there were equal.proportions of husbands less 
educated than wives, 
In personal efficacy µusbands tended to outrank their wives, On the 
measures of political participation and saliency, personal efficacy had 
greater effect than education,. So it appears that relative education 
operates .in an additive fashion with personal efficacy to affect the 
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advantage of one spouse over the other. 
The effects of relative education with social class on politiciza-
tion is an interactive one, For the working and middle-class, relative 
education has sharply differentiating effects, As class level decreases, 
any resource that one spouse possesses over the other will make more 
difference in the conjugal role pattern, 
Attention was given to the employment status of wives and the age of 
the youngest child since it is assumed that the mother's role activities 
are a restraint on political behavior, .. The rationale follows from tl).e 
obligations and responsibilities of the home and from the lack of contact 
with secondary groups which would lessen the woman's sense of personal/ 
political inefficacy, Accordingly; the mothers' relative position should 
increase as the age of the youngest child increases. In actuality, no 
such relationship emerged. Neither was.there any effect on.relative 
political position and age of the youngest child according to whether the 
mother was employed or not, 
At the gross level whether or not the mother was in the labor market 
makes only a small difference in relative politicization. It does lower 
slightly the husbands' ne.t advantage but the correlations are all low, 
Again the effects seem greater in the working class than in the middle 
class, In addition to the increasing advantage of job placement for the 
working class wife, there was .. interaction with relative education, in-
creasing the effects of education. It appears that "being employed helps 
the working class mother benefit from an education advantage in the same 
way that_ fathers customarily do'.', while this is not true for the middle., 
class wife (p, 81). 
Conclusions Jennings and Niemi (1971, pp, 82-83) make about 
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divisions of political roles are (1) children grow up in an atmosphere.of 
political homogeneity more than heterogeneity. However, this homogeneity 
varies across.domains of political activity so.that the child does exper-
ience different ,patterns. (2) Parents are not interchangeable with 
respect to _the domain of politicization. "The bedrock of culturally de-
fined, sex role~ more often provides a built in. edge for the fathers in 
th_e nuclear family." (3) The division of ·political behavior among 
parents is conditioned by resources each spouse brings into the marriage 
ancj. the.interaction of these resources. (4) The division of politiciza-
tion dqes nqt constantly _result in the father being the intermediary 
between the family and the world of politics .. For this to happen, there 
must be inequalities favoring the mqther, i.e., she requires greater 
resources to overcome, "the .debilitating effects of prior socialization, .. 
extant cultural expectations and the distribution of resources. To the 
extent that .these effects.are overcome, the political.life of each part-
ner, and the family, is altered." At present it is the children o:f the. 
fathe-r dominated families that have more interest in _and information 
ab~ut politics, earlier political,opinoins and are more likely to discuss 
politics (Hess and Terney, 1967) , 
De":elopm~nt of Partisanship in Children 
Children are aware at an early age that different political parties 
do exist. The content of.such an early perception refers to candidates 
and incumbents, especially the. President (Greenstein, 1965a). There 
appears to be a fairly rapid rise in the proportion 0£ children stating a 
party preference up u~til about the .fifth grade and then a more gradual· 
increase during the remainder of life (Sears, 1969). Campbell,~~· 
(1960) estimated that party preferences increased from 69% in the 21-24 
year age group to 84% in the 75 and over age group, 
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Early party preferences .are essentially contentless as children have. 
little information about politics. However, a child.'s acquisition of 
party identification does have some meaning, Children's reactions to 
elections such as Kennedy's.in 1960 showed affective reactions similar to 
adults, polarized along party lines-(Hess and Tomey, 1967). When asked 
which party "does more for the United States!' or "does more to keep us 
out of war" children in the third through the eighth grade responded more 
in terms of their own party preferences (Hess . and Tomey, 1965) , Al though 
children have only the vaguest idea of the meaning of partisan differ-
ences, there is little hesitancy for them to claim a preference, 
Parents are generally found.to be.the most influential source in the 
development of a child's party preference, "Most grade-:-school children 
report the.same party preference as do their fathers" (Sears, 1969, p, 
372), When asked who they would go to for advice on voting in elections, 
most young children report.their parents but by the eighth grade over 
half report that the.would make up their own minds (Greenstein, 1965; 
Hess and Tomey, 1967), Party preference of parents and children are 
more.similar than other attitudinal preferenc~s (Sears, 1969), 
The influence of election campaigns on a child I s el;!.rly partisan 
preference has not .been _carefully studied, There is the possibility that 
Presidential elections, with the greater saliency-and emphasis, could be 
a "critical period" in the partisan development. At such a time the 
parent's candidate choice may influence the child's ultimate pa:rty iden-
tification more than the party of._ the parents. Niemi (1969) supported 
this hypothesis with data from a high school sample which showed that the-. 
.. 
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students more acyurately perceived the ,parents' candidate preference than 
the candidate's party identification, 
In terms of parent-child agreement of party preference, approximately 
80% of grade school children report agreement with their father (Hess and 
Torney, 1965); in late adolescence the percentage drops to around 60% 
(Campbell, et aL, 1954; Je~nings and Niemi, 1968), Defection from one's 
parents' party preference is. rare, usually around 10% of a .sample of 
voters (Sears, 1969), · Considering the family as a group, it can be gen-
eralized from group.influence rese.arch that a family's.influence on 
partisan attitudes would depend on the extent to which the child values 
or identifies with the family, the clarity with which the family's polit-
ical norms .are communicated, and the strength of the position taken by 
the family, Political defection would be most likely when identification 
with the family is not strong and/or the norms are not communicated 
(Sears, 1969), 
Studies of roung politically active students have for the most part 
focused on.demographic information. (Flack, 1967), Howev~r,some research 
touches upon family processes (Thomas, 1971). Liberal student activists 
come most frequently from "urbani highly,educated, Jewish or irreligious,. 
professional and affluent" parents who themselves .were frequently active 
in political and social causes (Flack, 1967, p, 66), In a study of 
parent$ who were visible in their community for political participation 
and for holding ideologically polarized political views, focus was given 
to their college-aged children's political participation and the family 
socializ.ation dynamics (Thomas, 1971), Both political liberals and con-
servatives were included as to compare the family so.cialization of the 
two groups, Children of both conservatives and liberal parents were 
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quite high in conventional political par~icipation; however, the liberals 
were significantly more involved in activist type activities, e.g., 
demonstrations, protests, etc. 
Lib~ral parents differed from conservatives .in "great~r dedication 
to ca~ses" and were more actively involved in tutoring their children in 
political matters. In family emotional variables the two _groups differed 
only in permissiveness. There were different relationships between 
stu.dent activism and family variables for the _liberal and conservative 
•· 
students; For libera~ male and fema~e students; parents' dedication to 
ca:use was highly related to activism while for conservatives this rela-
tionship is quite insignificant~ Family permissiveness is significantly 
related to activism for female liberals as.much.so as was parents' 
dedication. For the.male conservative student the greatest relationship 
is with family interaction, however, it is in the negative direction. 
Thomas (1971~ p, 21~) concluq.ed that activists appear to be carrying 
on family tradition rather than rebelling against it. 
When parents are highly politicized and ideologically polar-
ized there is a strong family influence on both the college-
aged child's degree of political participation and his choice 
of forms of political behavior. 
A study dealing more with the level of concreteness as indicative of 
political involvement of high school students revealed the.effects of 
interpersonal relationships (Coser, 1951). Those students who were more 
politically involved revealed greater.trust in their peer group's opinions 
and less. tension in their relationships. On the other hand, the less in-
volved. student was m9re likely to e:x;perience intergroup tension and to 
trust a member of his family for political opinions more than a peer. 
The remaining discussion on political socialization will focus on. 
sex-rela~ed polit~cal differences that appear in childhood. "From 
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remarkable early ages boys and girls parallel men and women in the ways 
that their political responses. vary" (Greenstein, 1961, p. 353). It must 
be kept in mind that politically relevant and political sex differences 
that existed fifty, even twenty years ago, may not exist as clearly today 
in children. There are few recent studies on political differences in 
children. Available information on differences in.children do parallel 
differences in adults as reported in recent surveys (Holter, 1970; 
Jennings and Niemi, 1971). 
Hyman (1959) summarized several surveys of political information of 
adolescents. Teenage girls knew less abo~t politics than did boys. In 
opinion surveys girls consistently reported "no opinion" more frequently 
than did boys. Earlier studies showed that boys were more attentive to 
politically relevant communications, were more attentive to national news, 
and more likely _to listen to radio news and political speakers. _Such 
research indicates that boys exceed girls on two dimensions, interest in 
and information about politically relevant matters. This is exemplified 
in two studies done during World War II. Boys .. _possessed greater informa-
tion about the war at ages 10 through 15 but -at the first grade level 
there was meager awareness of war by either boys or girls. At this young 
age boys showed significantly more enthusiasm and preference for war-
related pictures. Hyman (1959) reported that boys are more likely to 
identify with political leaders of the past than are girls. 
A more recent study (Greenstein, 1961) found much of what has been 
stated: boys are better informed of political matters even at an early 
age (4th-8th grades), and boys.are more attentive to the news. Sex dif-
ferences are stable across socio-economic levels. Children are more 
likely to choose their father as a source of voting advice than the 
mother, al though a sex difference did emerge .with girls choosing the-. 
mother more often than did boys. The young girls .more openly discussed 
politically relevant m~tters wit4 the _family th~ did bors (GrElenstein, 
1965; Klineberg, 1967). Greenstein (1961, p. 371) concluded the 
following. 
Fourth grade political sex differences.are patently a .conse-
quence neither of situational impediments nor of educational 
differences, nor for that matter, of any.other expediential 
variables wl).ich are held co_nstant by studying the populations 
of co-educational grade.schools. An ad~quate theory, these 
data indicate, must acc~unt .for the psycho~ogical underpin-
nings of poli ti.cal sex differences,; un,derstoo~ in terms .of 
sex roles in.the society, how they develop, and wh~t main-
tains them. 
For a discussion of possible psychological factors effecting political 
role.behavior .see Appendix B. 
Differences in Political Behavior 
of Men and Women . 
As can be seen sex differences. in poli ti.cal behayior develop early 
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and such differences can be subdivided into differences in participation-. 
activity and attitude-orientation •. Women have consistently been shown to 
hold the following orientation (Greenstein, 1961; Gruberg, 1968; Holter, 
1970; Jennings,_and Thomas,. 1968; Se.ars, 1969): 
(1) less supportive of aggressive and.warlike policies; 
(2) less toleran.t of polit~cal and religious nonconformity; 
(3) more negative about the desirability of government control of 
economic life; 
(4) greater moralistic orientation, favoring government protection 
of morals; 
(5} more candidate oriented than issue oriented; and 
/ 
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(6) less consistent in party conunitment. -
In_ terms of attitude structure _ and resources, women are less sophis-
ticated in thei_r conceptualizations .of political ideologies (Campbell,_ 
~-!!.·, 1960; Converse, 1964; Rambo,~!!.·, 197J). Perhaps the most 
important attitude affecting participation is -personal/political efficacy_ 
with women consistently possessing lower-self-perception of efficacy than 
do males (Converse, 1964; Greenstein,_ 1961; Jennings and Thomas, 1968). 
It has been said that "women are changing more rapidly than any 
other group'' (Steinem, 1972, p. 48) and recent attitude surveys reflect 
these changes. Some of the current attitude positions which are more 
characteristic of women include (Setlow and Steinem, 1973): 
(1) less prone to violence with greater concern for loss of life, 
and, thus are less likely to approve of the United States involvement in 
Indochina; 
(2) more likely to support the Peace Movement; 
(3) less likely to support capital punishment; 
(4) more likely to favor gun control; 
(5) more likely.to favor e11,vironmental conservation; 
(6) favor most civil rights measures; 
(7) favor domestic spending rather than military spending; and 
(8) favor various efforts to combat poverty. 
On_the whole.such attitudes would be characterized as more liberal 
than conservative. The one orientation that remains consistent in women. 
is their opposition to violence and aggression which is characteristic of 
females thr_ou~h all stages of development (Mischel, _ 1966; Tennan and 
Tyler, 1954). Se~low .and Steinem (1973) also conunent on women being less 
conunitted to party loyalties and more candidate/issue oriented. It is 
alm.ost as if issues are. considered in.· the individual candidate's. stance 
on vari~us issues and poli~ies .• Women ha~e and still do cross party 
lines t~ support candidates (Holte!'., 1970).: Another evidence of change 
is reflected in survey polls sqowing 60% of women asked felt that women 
should be more ·politically active (Steinem, 1972), Women in the. survey 
"seeme4 to be painfully aware of what needed to be done, but were still 
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pessimistic and unsure.about trying to do it themselves" (Steinem, 1972, 
p. 49}. 
Holt~r (1970) discusses the.important attitudes on which men and 
women differ and which effect ,political participation differently: sub-
missiveness and conflict avoidance. Women tend to be high in both 
submissiveness and. conflict avoidance and this -difference·· remains across 
socio 7 eco~omic levels. Conflict_ avoidance is .significantly related to 
political participation for men but not for women. This is a reasonable 
association since politics is essentially a resolution of conflict among 
peopile. However, with the finding that women are significantly more in-
clined to avoid. conflict, it is difficult. to understand why no relation-
ship to poli~ical participation and tendency to avoid conflict exists in 
women, Sub_missiveness was ._found to be associated with political partici-
pation for both males and females,, but more ,.so fo:r; males. These findings -
suggest that 
wome_n are most oft~n inclin~d to be politically active because 
of desires to mediate conflicts and. serve oth~rs, while men . 
are more often moved by desire to fight:for given.interests 
and more inclined to use poli ti.cal activity as an expre.ssion 
of self-interest or dominance (Holter, 1970, p. 113), · 
To say that women are le~s involved politically than are men is a 
rath_er ,broad generalization. It is .perhaps more accurate to stress the 
disparity between_parts played by women.in elections al}d in political 
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leadership. Duverger · (1955) in his cl~sic study, The· Political Role ·of. 
' : ' - --
Women., fo~us~d on four European c1;mntx:ies :. France, .German Fed_erat Repub-
lic, Norway,. and Yougoslavia.. He summed participation rates as follows. 
So far as .elec~ions are concerned, th~ proportton of women 
taking part .in political life is large and does not differ 
materially from that of men, as regards either numbers or 
compositions. · It is true that there are generapy slightly 
more non-voters among women 'than among .men., _and t~at the 
women's vote is genera.Hy slightly more . conservative and mqre 
subject to religious infiuence. · But these differences are 
smau and apply on1y to .a tiny fraction of the female 
electorate (Duvergei'., 1955, p. llS.). 
In the. United ·States,. Campbell, et ~· (1,964} estimated that th~ voting 
participation rates among women was consistently 10% below that of men. 
The proportion of women. going to the polls ha:s actually increased over 
the years since their first pa~ticipation in an election in 1920 when 
only a third c;,f the eligible women voted. By the 1960!s women's voting 
rate was approaching that of.men so that by the 1968 election 69,9% of 
eligible women voted a~ compared to 72% of the eligible men (Setlow and 
Steinem, 197-3). Both male and. female tu.rnout rates dropped in the 1972 
election with 64.1% and 62%, respectively. These more recent election 
figures tend to support Durverger's da't;:a fo:i;- European women. 
Holter (1970, p. 103) revealed that in .a Norway sample sex differ-
ences.in political a~tivity varied considerable with certain social 
characteristics of the re~pondent. 
The difference betwee,n men's and WQJllen '~ political activity is .. 
relativ~ly smallez: in in~ustrial districts tha.n·in,nonindus"'." 
trial ones, in white collar _than in blue collar occupational 
groups, anc:j; in more.educated than in less educated groups of 
respondents. · 
Similar findings are.true of the United S~ates with participati~n dis-
parity of-men and women decreasing with increasing education and. socio-
economic status. It has been shown,that in the. rural South such 
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disparity is heightened (Campbell, ~ al,, 1964), The effect of personal 
efficacy is also born out in Holter's.work. Within each occup~tional 
g;-oup; women-who felt they belonge4. to the neX;t higher strata exceeded 
those who felt they -belong to the lower strata in the degree of politica_l 
participation, 
In examining tli.e effect~ of parents' polit~cal.activity upon the 
participation of·their offspring, Holter (1970) found that a strong 
association for both parents -on males and females, al though weaker for . ' . \ 
the .females. However, the mother's pa,litical activity was .. more .clearly 
associated with the activity of-the offspring,· In cases where the mother 
was very active, there was the highest.degree of political participation 
for females [37% women and 38% men in highly active category]. 
Differences in political activity of men and women are not as great 
as.they once were. Further; there is little doubt about.women's increased 
participation in political. leadership, There has a~ways been a scarcity 
of women in positions of leadership within parties and at the elected 
level. Jennings, and Thoma$ (1968, p. 473) examined sex-related patterns 
with respect to "variables linked to elite recruitment, political care.er 
patterns and political att;itudes." A state's delegates to the 1964 
national convention served as subject$, 29%_ of which were women, The 
survey was designed to examine the possible differences in precondition-. 
ing facto;-s for men and women.entering political elite groups. 
With respe.ct ,Jo socio-economic status differences in occupations 
> 
reflect different social roles of men and women. Sli_ghtly over half the 
women were housewives, other were white collar workers. One might con-. . \ . . 
elude that "high status occupation is not a requisite _for females' mem-
bership ina party elite,. For males ,it is almost mandatory" (p, 476), 
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The men.tend~d tq have greater occupational a~hieyement and independence, 
Age differences emerged between the men and women. Women tended to be 
older.than their,male counterparts. It appears that the women don't. 
"have as much time or energy to engage in political activity early in 
life as they do later on" (p. 4 77·). · There was educational disparities 
c 
with almost twice as :many men as women having complete4 college. It was 
suggested that highly educated women who do participate in public affairs 
tend to prefer nonpartisan organizations in greater proportion than do 
men. 
Jen,nings and Thomas (196-8, p. 478) conclude that 
these class. differences. alsc;> imply that certain personality 
characteristics helP. propel the relatively less educated and. 
less affluent females into the po~itical elite.in the absence 
of the extremely high status ._characteristics found among the 
men. 
Family background,plared an important role in both elite men and women. 
Republican women were the most.likely to have·come from politically homo-
geneous families with the Democratic ·,women the _least likely. There was .. a 
high incidence among the delegates who were housewives.to have husbands· 
who were politically prominent: (44%). Only 18% of the delegates had 
politically prominent parents.-
The party careers of the men and women,were strikingly similar for 
the delegates. Campj3.ign activities were only. moderately different for 
men and women with men, more . likely to .make speeches and m~age campaigns . · 
than were women, Interest~ngly, the hou~ewives were more active than the 
emplQyed.wome~ in the categories :Of activities that men dominated, How-
ever, dramatic sex differences occurred in the.public careers of the 
delegates. For those males who held either elected or appointed public 
office, the percentage was 63% as compared to 28% for women. Men were. 
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more ac~ive .in entering electiqns than were women and were also more sue-
cessful when they did so. "Without.,doubt, induction into the el~te less 
often demands electoral competition from womert_than from men; and among. 
the fairer s.ex being a housewife constrains one from running for elective 
office" (p. 482). It was noted that women.who did run for elected office 
fared better in the_ primaries than in the general elections because of 
the strong public resistance to feminine c~ndidates. 
In their views of the political process, the males and females dif ... 
fered little. When they did.differ it was a question .of how national 
delegates should make: decisions. Men, tended to believe each delegate 
should use ~is own judgment (79%) while the.women were more inclined to 
seek alternatives such as other party leaders, public opinion, etc. (55%). 
This differenc~ perhaps reflect the greater degree of independenc~ and_ 
self-reliance which men ma:y enjoy in polit~cs as well as the general 
society.or it ,may reflect Halter's (1970) obse~at~on that men tend to 
use politics for th~ir own sel_f-interest more than do women, 
Jennings and Thomas ·(1968) concluded that sex"'.'related differences . . . . 
persist even in party elites •. However, .the working women were more ·simi-. 
lar to the male delegates than to the housewives suggesting that the role 
of jobholder helps overcome the.differences generated by sex role 
dis.tinctions .. 
Political Behavior of Women 
Upper c~ass women still appear .to resist entering partisan politics 
and choose servic~.-oriented nonpolitical. activities or non partisan 
politics., The .elected office ambitions ,of women in the elite are much 
less than the. men. It appears that the women were content with other_ 
•.. 
rewards and attainments,, many of which were symbolic. 
Even among.the elites sex-:linked differences do not disappear. 
Indeed, in .some respects they·are more striking than those· 
found in mass.publics ·because they show the great persistence 
of sex roles. Over and above the numerical superiority of 
males to females, in the deiegations, stand.the greater social 
and political, resources, apparently buttl;'essed. by --~- if not 
in fact derived,from --~- sex-related role expectations 
(p, 492). 
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The infll,ienc~ of the spouse, on a woman's ·political participation at 
leadership levels is. seen by the number .of political eiites whose husbands 
were politically prominent. Such influence is also reflected in the 
number of widows involved at high-political levels. As of 1970.23 of the 
57 wom~n wh~ had served in.the United States Congress were widows 
initially filling their husbands' ·unexpired terms .of office. Many of 
these women went on to long.distinguished political careers of their.own 
such as Margaret Chas~ Smith of Maine. The marriage and family of women 
candidates.is put to much more scrutiny than those.of male candidates. A 
German study indicated voters are concerned abo1:1t the femininity of the. 
candidate and the gener~l well-be,ing of her family (Holter, 1970). Such 
attention is not given to ma.le candidates; in fact, it is generally 
considered a.fami~y sacrifice for public service. The role of the _husband 
perhaps is best reflected in the observation by Gruberg (1968, p. 78). 
No married woman can go into anything on a,more.or less full 
time basis \\'.hether it's Girly Scout~ or po li ti.cs or becoming 
President of General Federation of Wqmen Clubs--unless her 
husblipld is generous in his support and.understanding and 
approval, and.sympathy. 
Gruberg (1968) surveyed the type of organizations to which women·. 
characteristically belong that are political,or potentially political in 
nature: (1) civic organizations, (2) women status or feminist groups, 
(3) pract~cal.interest_groups; an4,(4) religious-associations. The best 
example of civic organizations is the Women's League of Voters which was 
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begun in. the early part : of the century. as .. training for women in the 
electqral process. Primary concerns for the League are at the local 
level of the political process with dispersion of inform~tion on issues, 
etc, It is estimated that over 85% of the active League members are 
married with children and have been to college. No member of the League. 
board can engage in partisan activity during her term of office so that 
the Women League of Voters does represent nonpartisan activity, Other 
examples of civic organizations are the Daughters of the American 
Revolution and the.American Legion Auxiliary, 
Women status groups are growing in both numbers and membership, 
Such groups would include the National Organization for Women and the 
Women's Political Caucus, Emphasis pf these groups is the striving for 
and achieving equality in opportunity in employment, education, civil and 
political rights as well as ,the responsibilities for women and other de-
prived groups, These groups are becoming increasingly partisan in their 
support of women candidates as well as initiating female candidacy, 
Their effectiveness is becoming evident as evidenced in the.female voter 
rate of turnout.in the 1972 elections being higher than national rates in 
areas ~here wo~en candidates were involved, 
Th~ last two cat~gories of groups, practical interest groups (typi~ 
fied by economic or professional groups) and religious.groups tend to be 
nonpolitical in nature, However, if specific issues arise that touch 
upon their group attitudinal norm, then political involvement may resulti 
The best example of this is the National Women Christian Temperance 
Union and their support for the Prohibitton Amendment, 
Having ex.amined the types of groups in which women are commonly 
involved that express political sentiments, the final question of this 
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survey becomes.finalized. How are:politically involved women different 
from noninvolved .women? Differences have already.been.discussed among 
the politic~l elite simply on t4e ba~is of employment. Greater differ-
ences would .be expected among the political anc;l apolitical women. 
Th~ influence of personality f~cto~s may be particularly evi~ 
dent a~e>ng women politicals becau~e these women are acting in 
relatively uncharacteristic roles as.to what is culturally 
and socially expected-:-:and accepted (K~schke, 1963, p. 23). 
Kru,schke's .study of political .an_d apolitical women is _one of the few 
descriptive studies examining differences that might exist between the 
two groups of.women. 
The manner of selection of subjects.was through the question asked 
of citf officials about important issues involving the entire community 
that had particularly aroused women te> political behavior. One such 
important issue was the bui)ding of the .civic center in the community. 
Politicals~ as Krusc~ke used the term, refers to women who worked pri-
marily in stimulating others to.respond in, some desired.fashion. In sum, 
political women cannot be .assumed to be politically active .outside of 
their own community. 
Women in the two groups were matched as to marital.status and educa-
tional leve.1 (~hich may have been differentiators if not controlled) , 
Listed below are the main differences Kruschke found betwe~n the two 
groups. Political women: 
L lived longer in the cqrnmunit:y than apoli ticals. 
2.. had· high.er _average incoipes. 
3. were s01µewhat younger (45 years .old compared to 51). 
4. tended to be Democrats while apoliticals were 
Republicans or Independents .. · 
5. were more optimistic _than apoliticals. 
6. were higher risk-takers than apoliticals. 
7. tended to be more liberal in political-economic views. 
8. were higher in political e~ficacy. 
9, were higher in sociability. 
10. were more act~ve in community organizations. 
11. relied more on people.for news of the community than 
did apoli ti_cal women. 
12. discussed politics more_ than apoliti,cals. 
13. reported higher interest in national, state, and local 
politics than the apoliticals. 
14. were higher in sophisticated responses than apoliticals. 
These differences_ that differentiate political women from apolitical 
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women are differences that have been shown to consistently differentiate 
men and women as to their role.in th~ realm of political functioning 
(Campbell,~~·, 1960; Campbell, et~·, 1964; Converse, 1964; Green-
stein, 1961; Jennings and Thomas, _1968). 
There are several limitations ._of the Kruschke study that ar~ rele-
vant to the explanatiqn of individual differences in political behavior. 
The first limitation is that the women are active only at the community 
level. There is no way. to clarify if these same characteristics would. 
differentiate politically active women at higher levels from nonpolitical 
women. The se~ond limitation is _that Kruschke's is a descriptive study 
limited primarily to demographic-information,. Little.of personality 
dynamics or family socialization is incorporated into his design. The 
differences.that emerged in community political and apolitical women are 
important in formulating a theory of individual variation in political 
role behavior. 
In summary, it can he se.en that women differ from men in their. 
approachto the political world ii\ which they live. These differences 
include such multiple factors as structure of belief systems demographic 
variables such as education, soci~l class, .and employment, the role of 
childhood.experiences w.ith family role models, and intellectual-cognitive 
factors. However, al_l of these documented differences in men and women 
and women politicals and apoliticals does not offer a theory from which 
explanations.and predictions can be made as to what types of political 
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role behaviors a woman will exh,ibito As it has been concluded (Green-
stein, 1961; Jennings and Thomas, 1968; Kruschke, 1963) after examining 
the observed political differences, there.must.be set forth a psycho-
logical theory that includes all the factors which are involved in the 
development and maintenance of societal sex role expectations. When such. 
a theory is formulated the answers as to why certain women choose to 
become involved in partisan political activities while other women do not 
will be closer at hand, 1 
lAfter this research was completed an excellent study of women state 
legislators was published. The reader should consult Political Woman by 
Jeane J, Kirkpatrick (Basic Books, New York, 1974) for the othe~ most 
recent examination of .. a select group of political women, 
API>ENDIX B 




Psychology as the study of the behavior has for too long focused on 
the individual separated from the. economic, social, and political worlds. 
To fully examine sex roles it is necessary to have some understanding of 
the social differentiation of men and women, the maintenance of this-
sexual differentiation, and the implication of sex differentiation in our 
society. In this discussiqn attention will be given to a more socio-
logical view of sex differentiation, a psychological examination of sex 
differences.and the maintenance of differentiation, an4 the implications 
of differentiation and roles as evidenced by individual functioning. 
Gener is :one, if not the fundamental, criterion for the assignment 
of specific tasks :necessary for the functioning and the . continuity of the 
total society. It has long been assumed that the b~ological differences. 
between men and women require a division in tasks or labor according to 
which females are responsible for reproduction and nurturance of off-
spring and males for the protection and means of existence. Sex provides 
"a systematic.way of distributing tasks, scarce resources, privileges, 
and burdens among the members of the society" (Holter, 1970, p. 19). 
There are various sociological theories that attempt to account for 
women's position in society. One of the most common is tha~ women's in-
ferior social status is derived from physiological liabilities, i.e., 
~eakness and immobility resul tin_g from pregnancy and childrearing. The 
traditions of the pre-industrial society that the male qualities of 
physical strength and.mobility should result in social power (even though 
such biological assets ,.or liabilities are no longer. central to success in 
modern technology) have been inherited. Further, sex differentiation is. 
hypothes.ized to be closely _related to family structure. Engels (1891) 
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provided an association between sex differentiation and the elements of 
family structure. With t~e advent of the nuciear family there developed 
a means of protecting and passing on, t~rough inheritance, private prop-
erty. What had been a public activity, and, thus, shared, now became 
- . . ' 
private and a surplus of production developed. Along with the surplus of 
production ca.nie power. A differentiation .in power between male and fe-
males because women, through doing housework, did not haye access to the 
surplus .. In essence, Engels explained women's social position as a 
result of surplus .production, private property, and monogamous family 
structure. 
Following along this line, t4ere is an assumption that social dif-
ferentiation of the sexes is created bf ecoi:iomic inequality. "The wife's 
dependence. on her husb_and' s in.come is presumed to be the primary cause of 
her lack of influence bot~ within the family and o~tside of it" (Holter, 
1970, p. 13), Once w:omen have.the same economic or occupational oppor-
tunities as men, equality in other areas _will be achieved. However, data 
based on working married women have not supported this assumption 
(Boulding, 1966). As a distributive system sex differentiation depends 
for its maintenance on.complex interaction between ideologies and -power 
relations (economic, sQcial, and political) that are produced by the 
di~ferentiation. Principles of distribution are justified by ideological 
beliefs, beliefs which in. part are the motivation for engaging in the 
appropriate role behavior. Based on one ascribed attribute, sex, the 
distribution system of.sex differentiation is.a self-sustaining system. 
Other theories of sex differe~tiat;ion deal with unconscious emo-
tional or psychological needs. Montague (1953) interprets sex differen-
tiation in terms.of male's ,envy and hostility toward women's procreative 
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abilities, Psychoanalytic theorists state that the healthy.development 
of infants-requires the traditional division of-labor between the fathe~ 
and mother, Modern sociology and psychology have aided in the belief 
that sex .differentiation is a social and psychological necessity as the 
most efficient way of dealing with child .care and socialization. Related 
to this is the observation by·. Parsons (1942) that sex role differentia-
tion is a social device to protect a stable monogamous marriage structure, 
The full pa~tic~pation of women in the occupational world would result in 
competition among.the marital partne~s and would threaten the stability 
of . the marriage, 
Sex differenttation not only distributes specific tasks on the basis 
of gender but ascribes-additional advantages and obligations. From the 
point of view o:f; maintenance of ·the system, the most important.advantages 
and obligations are acces~ to knowledge, time, political power, resources, 
economic social contacts, contact with children, and economic, political, 
and familial responsibilities. "Furthermore, personality traits such as 
passivity and activity, initiative, dominance, submissiveness, and con-
flict avoidance are allocated in a systematic way to men and women" 
(Holter, 1970, p. 33), · 
Any system is maintained when.the gains from the system out number 
the loss._es incurred. The gains and losses resulting from sex differen-
tiation may be divided into primary and secondary ones. Primary gains 
and losses-are in reference to rewards and punishments that directly af-
fect.the person's sex identity, i.e., feelings of masculinity and femi-
nintty. This .system of.rewards and punishments is contingent upon 
internalization of the sex role norms. The secondary system is related 
to motives other than internalized sexual identity, but those produced by 
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sex differentiation, In general it is assumed that women have more free-
dom to adopt masculine traits than men to adopt feminine ones. 
The gains and losses of the internalization of the sex.role.norms 
are extremely difficult to assess. This is because one, deprivation in a 
given sex role may be compensated for by secondary advantages gained in 
attempts to repress the deprivation and second, reinforcement is largely 
a function of personality, especially the unconscious aspects, Further, 
to",,, feel frustrated with one's sex.role.one must consider it legiti-
mate.to compare it with that of the opposite sex, Only if.two categories 
are regarded as similar in some way is it meaningful to compare them" 
(Holter, 1970, p, 38), For some time such a comparison was impossible 
because men and women were considered to be.virtually of different spe-
cies, But as comparisons began to be made in the 19th century women 
found themselves comparing themselves to men, In comparing themselves to 
men women resulted in feeling greater the deprivation, especially in the 
women of upper socio-economic positions. 
A few militant women have expressed their dissatisfaction with sex 
role norms; most of these women were at first from the upper class, 
These women were treated differentially, thei.r upper class 
position and education exposed them to.one type.of response~ 
their status as women to another type of response, The un-
stable self-image created by differential status responses is 
brought forth very clearly in the literary works of many of 
the pioneer feminists, Furthermore, the resources necessary 
for a.rebellion against sex differentiation was clearly lo-
cated in the upper and middle class women, not in the lower 
class women, A rebellion against sex differentiation may use 
a variety of means, many of which require education and social 
and political skills, , . , It may be however, that one of the 
reasons why feminism in some ways has failed to change sex 
differentiation radically is precisely because the degree of 
self-righteousness necessary to carry the movement further is 
too alien to the.feminine personality. Femininity is tradi-
tionally defined as modesty and self-denial (Holter, 1970, 
p, 39), . 
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As Hqlter suggests frustration is not sufficient to overcome,the 
complex maintenance process,of sex differentiation, First there must be 
a collect.ive group of such frustrated individuals. In order for there to 
be a collective there must exist the. ability to make contact with each. 
othe~, and similar social characteristics in order to identify with each 
other. Such ·. things work against women in that her cl ass position via her· 
husband, her isolated workpla~e in.the home, and cultural definitions of 
femininity all discourage collective efforts exhibited in organized 
actiyity, and, therefore, add to.the maintenance process. 
Women are furthe~ hampered in their means of changing gender roles 
because of differential access to power and social prestige. Once men 
and women are differentiated with respect to responsibilities for infants, 
the two sexes differ in their opportunities for securing wealth and power, 
This specialization of women's.training limits her opportunities in other 
activities, especially those activities extending beyond the household, 
Men, on the other hand, are trained for activity which gives direct access 
to the.resources of society, and thus, to power. Women's contact with 
such resourc~s and power is indirect and usually through her husband, 
Couch (1962) has shown that the higher degree of role.specialization be-
tween spouses is related to higher evaluation of males .in the family and, 
lower evalu~tion of females, 
Once these (more important an.d skilled) positions have been 
filled, the~r very importance and dependence on scarce skills 
give their incumbents the power not only to insist on payment 
of expected rewa~Qs, but even to demand larger ones, This 
power is inherent in the positions, The unequal rewards in 
wealth and prestige attached to the positions also give the 
incumbents great~r opportunity to influence the general dis-
tribution of rewards in society and to protect or augment 
their own privileges. (Wrong, 1959, as quoted in Holter, 1970, 
p, 48) 0 
The above.discussion reflects on the econo~ic and social circumstances 
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that maintains sex differentiation, The influence of personality and 
unconscious emotional factors have been referred to as,a part of the 
interaction of complex factors, Attention will now be given to psycho-
logical aspects of sex differentiation, 
Psychology of Sex Differentiation 
Intellectual Functioning 
This review of sex differences will focus on intellectual-cognitive 
functioning and those personality characteristics which are related to 
such functioning, There are several excellent summaries of intellectual 
differences upon which this review is. based (Anastasi, 1958; Maccoby, 
1966; Terman.and Miles, 1954), 
Most tests are constructed in order to eliminate sex differences in 
the standardization sample, Even with this reduction of sex differences, 
longitudinal studies reveal that girls score higher on intelligence tests 
during the pre-school years and boys during high school, The evidence of 
general growth in intellectual ability tends to support the position that 
males gain more during adolescence and adult years than do females 
(Maccoby, 1966) , 
On specific intellectual abilities, greater differences between 
males and.females are evident, During early school years girls exceed 
boys in most aspects. of verbal abilities, Girls say their first word 
sooner, articulate more clearly, at an earlier age use longer sentences, 
and are more fluent, Verbal differences tend to continue throughout. 
school years, In numerical ability, girls begin earlier but boys forge_ 
ahead quickly so that there are co~sistent differences favoring males 
throughout adulthood, 
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Analytic ability which deals with the ability to respond to one 
aspect of a stimulus field without __ being greatly. influenced by the entire 
field has been a quality characterizing males .(Witkin, et al., 1954), 
Another aspect of analytic ability, also more likely to be possessed by 
males, is the mode of grouping diverse stimuli or objects by some conunon 
property, It is still not clear when such distinct differences in an.a-
lytic ability ~evelop. Kagan, et ~, (1Q63) did not find differences in 
boys and girls at grade sc~ool levels. Differences in analytic ability 
appear to relate to creativity or at least one aspect of creativity, The 
'ability to restructure or use convergent thinking in tasks measuring 
creativity favor males, while tasks emphasizing divergent thinking are 
ones o~ which girls score higher, 
This provides a brief summary of known intellectual differences be-
tween males and females, However, on almost all measures of ability 
there is considerable overlap between the distribution of the scores for 
men and women, Further,_ even on tasks of abilities where there are not 
differences, the scores will be related to different factors for the two_ 
sexes, An examination of intellectual performance in relation to per-. ,, ·, 
sonality characteristics clarifies the nature of these differences, 
Personality Characteristics Related ~ InteHectual Performance, 
Personality traiis that have been s~own to most affect intellectual per-
formance.are impulse control, fe~rfulness and/or ~xiety, aggression, 
dependency, and_the proce~s of sex role typing. Attention will not be. 
given to these factors, to the parental-child relationship, and to their 
effects on intellect~al performance, 
Ill!-pulse was used by Maccoby (1966, pp. 28-29) to refer to ", •. high 
levels of undirected activity and the inability to delay or inhibit 
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behavior tl).at is incompatible with goal directed activity." From a. 
variety of studies it has been shown that impulsiveness is a negative 
factor in performance for boys; analytic ability is positively related to 
emotional control and cautiousness ,in boys but related to impulsiveness 
in girls (Sigel,~ al., 1963). Kagan, et al. (1964) reported different 
relationships for emotional control and analytic ability for the two 
sexes. 
Fearfulness and anxiety·also appear to relate differently to intel-
lectual performance. Boys wh9 were timid and cautious in early childhood 
had higher IQ's and developed greater intellectual interest in adulthood~ 
On the .other hand, the correlations to the same factors for girls were 
near zero or in the negative direction (Kagan, ~ !!_ .. , 1964), The ab-
sence of shyness in early childhood more positively related to girls' 
performance than to boys( (Maccoby, 1966). The relationship of anxiety 
and intellectual performanc~ appears from other studies to be highly age 
specific. 
Aggression and competitiveness are other factors differentially re-
lated to boys' and girls' intellectual performance. In general there 
"appears to be more of an inhibitor or less of a facilitator for intel-
lectual development among boys than among girls" (Maccoby, 1966, p, 31), 
' . . 
In both boys and girls the passive dependent child does more poorly 
on a variety of intellectual tasks than does the independent child, How-
ever, depending on the tasks, the relationship may be stronger for boys 
than for girls, Observational measures of dependency showed the less 
dependent girls were, the brighter (Moss and Kagan, 1962). Witkin's 
(1962) work on analytic ability manifested.in field independence also 
supports the relationship of independences to the ability to break set 
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and restructure. 
Sex-typing in children has consistently been shown to relate to 
intellectual performance, A young child's interest in activities charac-
teristic of the opposite sex is positively related to IQ (Maccoby, 1966), 
Bieri (1960) found analytic ability in a child to be related to identi-
fication with the opposite sex parent, In general, analytic thinking, 
creativity, and high general intelligence are associated with cross sex-
typing, i.e., for boys femininity related to intelligence and for girls 
masculinity, 
Examining closer the relationship of sex typing in children it can 
be seen that personality qualities shown to be most typical of women--
dependency, conformity, and passivity are traits shown to be negatively 
related to intellectual performance. Maccoby (1966) discussed two pos-
sible explanations for the relationship of this personality cluster to 
intellectual functioning. A person who is dependent must be oriented 
toward the external world on which he depends. The individual's own 
internal processes must to some extent be ignored. Some aspects of 
intellectual functioning such as analytic thinking requires internal 
processing. Passive dependency also interferes with intellectual func-
tioning in that some tasks require initiative and the taking of some 
action. Maccoby concludes that at least some of the sex differences in 
intellectual functioning are traceable to boys' greater independence and 
activity and girls' conformity and passive-dependency. 
The relationship of cross sex-typing is also interpretable in regard 
to the concept of absence of repression in the individual. Extreme 
masculinity or femininity can be accomplished only by denial or repres-
sion of the more masculine or feminine qualities that all persons possess, 
MacKinnon (1962) argued that repress~on has ·the impact o:J; interfering 
with the individual's accessibility to their own past experience and 
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thus, . would hinder ~n types of in tellec_tual functioning such as creativity 
and analytic thinking. However, ·there would appear to be a differe~t 
relationship for males and females. If a male did experience an absence 
of repression of femin,ine qualities, he would. then experience the 
passive-dependency cluster shown to_be a negative facto~ in functioning 
optimally, For women, masculinity woul4 suggest two positive factors, 
independence and absence of repression, This-would be consistent with 
the observation that cross~sex·typing is more strongly related to intel-
lectual functioning for women than for men, 
Other factors involved in these differe~tial effects on intellectual 
functioning are also part of the st~reotyping cluster,_ Le,, impulsive-
ness, aggression, and gene~al activity, Maccoby (1966) presents the 
hypothesis of a curvilinear.relationship of these factors to intellectual. 
ability, Accordingly, both a very passive, inhibited person or a very 
bold, impulsive person ~ould perform with less efficiency than a person 
more moderate on these dimensions. Similar relationships are hypothe-
sized for fearfulness and anxiety, "For optimum, intellectual performance 
most girls .need to become.less passive and inhibited, while most boys 
need to become less, impulsive" (Maccoby, 1966, p, 47). This hypothesis 
is supported by the evi~enc~ of the effects of parental behavior on 
children's func~ioning. Less nurturance from mothers and more supporta-
tive behavior on the- father's part result in more academically successful 
daughters (Crendall, ~ !!_., 1~6_4). "For girls .. , the crucial factor. in 
the developmep.t_of IQ appears to be relati.ve freedom to.wander and, 
explore'.' (Maccoby, 1966, p, 37). 
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Summarizing the findings o~ sex differences in intellec·tual func-
tioning, it .can be seen that there are different intellectual strengths 
and weaknesses for the two sexes. Boys possess greater analytic, math-
ematical reasoning. Girls possess greater conum,micative skills. Parent 
child interaction does effect the child's intellectual performance, how-
ever, the same types of interactions affect t~e sexes differently with 
different facto~s associated with optimal functioning for boys and girls. 
Sex Role Differentiation 
The examination of sex differences in intellectual functioning 
raises the question of how children learn and develop masculine and 
feminj.ne behaviors and identification. In this section major approaches 
to sex .role. learnin~ are introduced: psy,cho~nalytic, social-learning and 
cognitive-developmental. The greatest emph;asis will be given to the 
cognitive-developmental anal:ysis of sex role identification, 
Theories of Sex·Role Identification 
Psychoanalytic Approac~ to Sexual Identification. In the first 
stages of the infant 1.s life both males and· females have a primary sexual 
attachment to the mother. From this point Freud's formula't;ion of identi-:-
fication process is distinctly different for males and females. Male 
children experience an anaclitic identification with the mother, The· 
sexual identi~ication for males develops.from the next stage.in which the 
male experiences se~al desire for his mothe~. However, the father 
figure stands in the male child's way of realizing or acting upon his 
desire. "The boys'. is characteri~ed b)'.' a fear that his genital organ,s 
will be .damaged (castration anxiety) as a retribution for his hostility 
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toward, his father" (Holter, 1970, p. 184). An unconscious conflict de-
velops between his desire for his mother and his fear concerning castra~ 
tion. With the realization tqat little girls have no penises, the male 
child concludes castration is. more of a,threat. Faced.with this, the 
. ' . ' 
desire for the mothe.r is repressed and identification with the father 
results through this Oedipal conflict. Thr0ugh identification with the 
punitive father figure the ,male :child acquires the qualities, of the 
authority figure via.the superego. 
In the female child there is the close love attachment of the mother. 
But upon discovering she has no penis, the young girl feels cheated and, 
blaming her mother, turns to her fathe-r to obtain the valued penis 
eventually through bearing a child by him, Having turned away from the 
mothez: the -girl begins fearing the _loss, of her mother's love. Motivated 
by this fear of loss, she internalizes the .mother object and identifica-
tion results, Freud believed that females neve:r completely abandon the 
Oedipus complex because the fear of loss of love is not as strong.as the 
fear of castration. Therefore, the. little girl fails to develop perfect 
superego functioning. This formulation of sexual id,entification suggest~ 
that there may be greater difficulty in establishing feminine identifica~ 
tion because.of less motivation to resolve the Oedipal conflict. 
Social-Learning •. Sex identificat:i,.on is achieved through observa-
tional le~rning of role.models (Mischel, 1966), There is .a sequence in 
which the child learns to discriminate between sex typed behavior, gen-
eralizes these specific patterns and then, demonstrates sex typed behavior. 
Observational learning takes place. with or without direct reinforcement 
or punishment~· i._e., through vicarious ._learning from live and symbolic 
' -. . . ' .. . 
models. 
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Identification with same-sex or opposite sex role models depends on 
the sanctioning power of .significant others. It .has been shown that when. 
role.models vary in.the access to and control over resources and power, 
the more powerful mqdel, will be imitated. "The degree to which children 
adopt.a model's behavior is affected by tlle consequences, observed or 
inferred, of the model's behavior" (Mischel, 1966, p. 58), 
Cognitive~Developmental. A cognitive developmental theory of sex 
role identification assumes that basic sexual attitudes -are. not the re-
sult of biological ,instincts or cultural norms but instead a result of 
the. child's cognitive · organization of the worl.d along the dimension of 
sex roles. The cognitive organization is of the child's.concept of 
physical things-~his body and the bodies of others which is related to 
the social ord~r. In this. approach, the active nature of the child's 
thought as it selects and organizes the child's perceptions into rela-
tional schemata is stressed. 
In regard to sex-role, these schemata that bind events to-
gether include concepts of the body, the physical and: social 
world, and general ,categories of relationship (causality, 
substantiality, quantity, time, space, logical identity, and 
inclusion) (Kohlbei:g, 1966, p. 83). 
The emphasis on a cognitive basis of sex role attitudes does not ex-
clude motivational and emotional aspects of sex roles. However, the 
motivational aspects are those that center around the self, identification 
resting on general competence, and self regard motives rather than infan-
tile sexual desires or othe.r motivations .. unique to early parent-child 
relationships, "The c~ild's sexual ident.ity is maintained by a mo.tivated 
adaptation to .Physical-social reality and by the need to preserve a 
stable ~d positive self-image" (Kohlberg, 1966, p. 88.), 
A further tenet of cognitive-developmental analysis of sex roles is 
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the fact that basic modes of cognitive organization change with age. 
Based on Piaget's work, it has been shown that a child's basic cognitive 
organization of the-physical world undergoes dramatic transformations 
with age maturation. Likewise, a child's sex role attitudes have uni-
versal qualities that radically change as the child grows older. Recent 
research suggests that a child develops a conc~ption of himself as having 
an unchangeable sexual identity at the same age and through the same pro-
cess that he develops concepts of nonchanging identity of a physical 
object (Kohlberg, 1966). In fact the greatest individual variability in 
childrens' sex roles are factors related to age, intelligence and social 
maturity. Kohlberg (1966, p. 85) summarizes the basic components of the 
cognitive-developmental approach: 
... the young child's thinking about sex role is radically dif-
ferent from the adult's, His physical concepts of anatomical 
differences, birth, sexual relations, etc., are quite differ-
ent, as are his concepts of the social attributes and values 
of males and females .... these differences are due not to ig-
norance of inadequate teaching patterns, but to qualitative 
differences between the structure of the child's thought and 
the adult's. The child's sex role con9epts are the result of 
the child's active structuring of his own experience; they 
are not passive products of social training. • , , At any given 
point, the child uses his experiences of his body and his 
social environment to form basic sex-role concepts and values, 
but at any given point environmental experiences also stimu-
late restructuring of these concepts and values, 
Sex Role Identity as a Product 
of Cognitive Growth 
The main points of the cognitive developmental view stress that: 
gen.der identity is a cognitive self-categorization as "boy" or "girl"; 
gender identity results from a simple cognitive judgment made early in 
the child's development; basic self-categorizations determine basic 
valuings. Attention will now be given to how and when this cognitive 
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categorization develops, 
The child's verbal learning of his own gender occurs early around 
three years of age, However, this self-labeling does not mean appropriate 
self-classification in the general physical category of sex, "In the 
third year of life, then, the child seems to know his own sex label, and· 
to generalize it unsystematically to others on the basis of a loose 
cluster of physical characteristics" (Kohlberg, 1966, p, 94), In the 
next year, around age 4, children learn gender labeling for self and 
others by some general physical criteria - usually clothing or other con-
ventional cues. 
Kohlberg further emphasizes that. gender identity can provide a 
stable organization of psychosexual attitudes only when the child is cer.., 
tain of gender unchangeability, This constancy of gender identity does 
not develop before 5-6 years, Most children by six or seven are certain 
that a girl cannot become a boy regardless of change in appearance (the 
basis for categorization at age 4), Consistent with the tenets of the 
cognitive-developmental approach to sex role identification is the work 
of Piaget which shows evidenc~ that gender identity is only one aspect of. 
the overall stabilization of constancies of physical objects that occurs 
between the ages of 3 to 7, In contrast to the psychoanalytic approach 
there is not the stress on motivational changes as the basis in the 
change in mode of thought, 
The child's gradual increase in reality orientation, his 
increased awareness of the constancy of the existence and 
identity of external objects, is the result of increased 
cognitive differentiation of the self and the world rather 
than the result of basic qualitative changes in motiva-
tional processes (Kohlberg, 1966, p, 96), 
Many stereotypes seem to arise from perceived sex differences in 
bodily structure and capacities. Again around age 4-5, children become 
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aware of sex differences in size and strength of adults. It is hypothe-
sized by the cognitive-developmentalists that perceived body differences 
play a significant role in the sex role stereotypes of power. Kohlberg 
explains that the concreteness of children's thinking leads to definition 
of social and behavioral qualities in concrete body terms, i. e, , social 
power derives from physical power which derives from physical size. 
Along with this it has been shown that age-size ("babies" versus "grown-
ups") is a cognitive differentiation that proceeds gender differentiation. 
Power and prestige are only one aspect of the apparent universal gender 
role connotations. Other major attributes of children's sex role stereo-
types are aggression and exposure to danger, and nurturance and child 
care. Essentially, then, the development of sex role stereotypes is 
based largely on connotations of nongenital body imagery. 
Development of Masculine-Feminine Values 
Just as the child's sex role concepts are the result of her active 
interpretation of the social order via basic categorization, the resultant 
behaviors and values are of the child's creation, It is Kohlberg's con-
tention that sex role values are generated from the child's engaging in 
spontaneous evaluations of her own worth and the worth of others, and 
that a child has natural tendencies to attribute worth to herself, to 
seek worth, to evaluate others, and to compare her own worth to that of 
others, This is the primary difference between cognitive-developmental 
and other theories of sex role identification; the child constructs her 
own sex role values within the sex-typed social order. In contrast, 
other theories hold that the child acquires sex roles by internalization 
of external cultural values, 
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There are five mechanisms by:which the sex role concepts of a child 
lead to the development of masculine-feminine values, 
(1} The tendency to scl).ematize interests and respond to new inter-
ests that are consistent with old ones, 
(2) The tendency to make value judgments consistent with a self-
conceptual identity. 
(3) The tendency for prestige, competence, or goodness values to be 
closely and intrinsically associated with sex role stereotypes, e,g,, 
the association of masculinity with values of strength and power. 
(4) The tendency to view basic conformity to one's own role as 
moral, as part of conformity to a general socio-moral order, 
(5) The tendency to imitate or model persons who are valued because 
of prestige and competence, and who are perceived as like the self 
(Kohlberg, 1966, p, 111), 
All of these mechanisms rest on the assumption that a child is a value-
seeking and valuing organism. 
There is an egocentric nature to the child's valuing. The child at 
a young age does not make a distinction between the .value she places upon 
an object and values others place on.the same object. At 4-5 years there 
is clear preference for same-sex but it is .egocentric preference for that 
which is like the self, As .the cl).ild grows older, there is an extension 
of self to general categorization of masculine or feminine, 
By age 5-6, girls, however, express a decline in the egocentric mode 
of same-sex preference, This decline coincides with the growing awareness 
of the superior prestige and power of the adult male, From this point on 
there is a decline in girls' preferential evaluation of their own sex, 
The decline of preferential evaluation of females further coincides with 
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age trends of preference for children of racial minorities, 
Kohlberg (1966) continues in an attempt to account for girls' reac-
tions to the decline in preferential evaluation, This theorizing is 
quoted in full because of its clear representation of how psychologists 
have helped maintain sex role differentiation by their accounts of the 
more "hazy areas", 
Although sex-role value stereotypes may affect girls' sex-
typed preferences, they do not make girls want to give up 
their own gender identity, Girls continue to prefer feminine 
objects and activities at all ages, and their own preferences 
seem to be even more feminine than their more objective and 
stereotyped judgments of value, Girls score higher on femi-
nine preference when asked "which do you like" than when asked 
"which do girls like" (Hartup and Zook, 1960), Furthermore, 
girls have the option of playing a feminine role in a man's 
world, whereas boys do not have the option of playing a mascu-
line role in the woman's world, In other words the girl can 
have "opposite sex" interests, and yet maintain her same-sex 
values more readily than the boy, 
More basically, however, adult female stereotypes are 
positive enough to make feminity attractive to young girls, 
even though adult females are perceived as less powerful and 
competent than males, While the stereotype of adult feminin-
ity is inferior in power and competence to the male, it is 
still superior to that of a child of either sex, The mother 
or teacher is thought to be both more competent and more 
feminine in appearance, dress, and manner than the young girl, 
Therefore, stereotypes of femininity do appeal to the young 
girl's desire for competence and power, It should also be 
noted that stereotypes of femininity rate higher than stereo-
types of masculinity in a number of important areas of value 
and prestige, The fact that the male role is associated with 
aggression and the female role with nurturance and dependence 
relations suggests that females are stereotyped as "nicer" 
than males, Since aggression is a major component of "bad-
ness," it is not surprising that almost all girls and most 
boys of six-seven say boys do. more bad things than girls 
(Kohlberg, unpublished data), Mothers.are said to be "nicer" 
than fathers by a majority of both boys and girls of four-
seven (Kagan and Lemkin, 1960), "Niceness is a·very impor-
tant value to school-age American girls, connoting nonaggres-
sion, interpersonal conformity, restraint, and nurturance or 
helpfulness, Another obvious stereotypical distinction be-
tween males and females, partly associated with "niceness" 
stereotypes, has to do with the superior attractiveness of 
females in the areas of physical beautyi concern with the 
aesthetic-ornamental in non-body areas, and interpersonal 
and sexual charm, 
In considering these distinctively feminine values.J we have. 
noted that these values, lik~ masculine power-achievement 
valuesJ appeal to basic competence motivation, A boy's desire 
for power and instrumental competence promotes his desi:r:e to 
be masculine, but his identity-maintaining desire to play 
masculine roles crystallizes competence mot;:ivation into a 
striving for power and achievement values, In the case of 
girlsJ feminine roles award an ampleJ if somewhat lesser, 
scope of power and competence motivation, but much of this 
motivation is channeled into values that are not competence or 
achievement values in the usual sense, However, the pursuit 
of attractiveness, goodness, and social approval is ultimately 
based on the same needs for control of the environment, for 
self-esteem, and for successful achievement as are the more 
obvious masculine competence values (Kohlberg, 1966, pp, 121-
122), 
From Kohlberg it must be assumed that girls have different perception 
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than do males as to self worth and value at the early age of five and six. 
Such reasoning has only clouded the question of sex role identification, 
especially when Kohlberg then states in his section of Sex Role Develop-
ment and Parent Identification",,, the interpretation of developmental 
mechanisms of identifications in girls is much more complex and ambigu-
ous, and will be fully treated elsewhere" (1966, p, 124), 
Sex-Role Identification 
Lynn (1969)J also a cognitive-developmentalistJ offers a clarifica-
tion of the process of sex role identification by a differentiation in 
the terms used to describe the process that has broadly been labelled 
sex-role identification, There are levels of similarity which Lynn 
delineates into: preference, perceived similarity, behavior adoption, 
and finally, identification, These are further broken down into parental 
and sex role, Briefly, the process of sex-role identification involves: 
(1) parental preference refers to the desire to adopt behavior pat-
terns characteristic of a.specific parent; 
(2) sex-role preference is a desire to adopt behavior associated 
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with one sex; 
(3) perceived parental similarity is the perception of oneself as 
~eiIJ,g similar to a given parent, whether or not.true similarity exists; 
(4) perceived sex role.similarity refers to the perception of one~ 
self as being similar to othe.rs of a given sex, again, whether or not 
similarity actually e~ists; 
(5) parental behavior adoption is,the actual acting out of behavior 
characteristic of .a given parent.rather than just the desire to adopt 
such beh.avior; 
(6) sex-role adoption is the expression of behavior characteristic 
of one sex or the other;. 
(7) parental identification is the term Lynn reserves for "internal-
ization of their personality characteristics of a given parent and to 
unconscious reactions similar to those of that parent" (1969, pp, 15-16); 
and 
(8) se.x-role identification is the "internalization of aspects of 
the role.considered appropriate to a given sex, and to unconscious reac-
tions characteristic of that role" (p, 16), · 
This concep.tualization allows for conqitions such as wome.n preferring to 
be.similar to other women while preferring to be dissimilar; yet adopting 
behavior similar to other women while in fact not identifying with the 
feminine role. Lynn's delineation does offer some clarification to find-· 
ings -such as presented above from Kohlberg. It allows for inconsisten-
cies in preference, similarity, adoption, and identification. 
Sex Differences in Identification. As in other theories, Lyn~ dis~ 
cusses the initial identification with the mother in both boys and girls 
as the mothe~ is usually the principal caret~er. Resulting from this 
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initial identification is a major sex difference in development of identi 
identificatton •. A boy must.make a shift from his initial identification 
with the mother to identification with the masculine role, while for 
girls, no shift is necessary. This shift begins .when the boy realizes he 
is "categorically" different from .his mother and similar to his father, .· 
which has been shown to be 'around age three. However, the frequent un-
availability or lack of salience of the father presen.ts a problem in mas-
culine role identification. 
It is true that in early childhood, as well as in infancy, the 
child's life is people mainly with women rather than men; but 
the ideology of.our cultuz:e in.general, and the demands made on 
the little boy in particular, are masculine in nature (Lynn, 
1969i p. 24). . 
Fathers serve. more to define the .masculine role by defining standards of 
behavior and requiring adherence tq the ·.standards than they serve as 
actual models. 
Through reinforcement of the culture's highly developed system 
of reward~ for typical masculine role behavior and punishments 
for signs of femininity, the boys early learned identification 
with the .mother weakens. Upon this-weakened mother identifi-
cation is impressed the_ late_r-learned identification with a 
culturally defined, stereotyped masculine role (Lynn, 1969, 
p. 34). 
The girls have the mother with her more of the time in a more intimate 
relationship therefore the remaining of the girls' identification with 
the .mothe,r is .a less. turbulent process .• 
This has certainly not been a detailed review of the several papers 
on sex-role.identification (Holtei:, 1970; Kohlberg, 1966; Lynn, 1969; 
Mischel, 1966), However, it does give an overvie~ of the processes in-
volved; and, thus after having examined the area of maintenance/sex-role 
differentiation via sex-role identification, findings,of the implications 
of sex-role identification will be presented. 
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Implication for Individual Functioning 
Cognitive Styles 
The differences in identification for the two sexes, Lynn hypothe-: 
sizes, requires separate methods of learning, Since the gril does not 
shift from her mother identification and has her mother with her rela-
tively more, it .is unlikely that the question of object or model would 
arise, The mother identification is learned in an atmosphere of intimate 
personal relation with the mother - largely by imitation, The girl needs 
to learn identification with her mother, not principles defining the 
feminine role, In contrast, boys do experience defining the goal as a 
major problem, With the absence of the father and the predomination of 
women in the boy's world, the desired masculine behavior is rarely ex-,, 
pressed in positive "should" behaviors but in terms of behaviors not to 
be expressed, Le,, not to be a sissy, "He must also restructure the ad-
monishments, often negatively made and given in many contexts, in order 
to abstract the principles _defining the masculine role" (Lynn, 1969, p. 
36), From these formulations Lynn theorizes that the process of learning 
appropriate identification habituates boys and girls to a 
different method of perceiving and learning or different cog-
nitive styles, The cognitive style of girls primarily in-
volves personal relationships and imitation, In contrast, 
boys acquire a cognitive style involving defining goals, re-
structuring the field, and abstracting principles. Such 
formulations are supported by findings of positive relation-
ship between.the degree of masculine sex-typing and problem-
solving skill - both across sex and within sex (Lynn, 1969). 
In terms .of functioning, Lynn further hypothesized a curvilinear 
relationship between cognitive style and parental closeness to the child, 
Le,, maximum. cognitive functioning occurs when the parent of the same 
sex is neither especially close or distant to the child. Moderate 
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distance -bet;ween the mother and d_aughter should decrease the saliency of_ 
the mother as a model and thus reduce the motivation to maintain the 
identification with the mother, This distance makes it less likely that 
a girl would adopt.the feminine role.simply through the ,personal/imitation 
relationship, Essentially such a girl would experience the identification 
process similarly t~ boy's result~ng i~ bet~er than average cognitive 
skills, The. discussion of intellectual d_ifferences ,between the sexes 
supports Lynn's statements, Cross~sex typing, especially in women, is a 
correlate of optimum, intellect_ual functioning, . It is moderate distance_ 
from,the mother, the lack of restraint, that cultivates intellectual. 
abilities in girls,_ 
BlQck (1973, p, 51~) extended the conception of sex.roles to include 
"the larger developm~ntal tasks ,,, ta~ks of ego and cognitive develop-
ment," She sets fort}:l that the _ultimate.goal of sexual identity is not 
achievement of masculinity or.feminity. 
Sexual identity means or will mea:n the earning of·a sense of 
self in_ which there is a rec~gnition of·gender secure enough 
to permit.the individual to manifest qualities our socie1;:y, 
until now, has labeled as.unmanly.or unwomanly (Block, 1973, 
p, 512), . 
It is Block's contention tha~ sex role identification is a synthesis of 
biological a.:nd .cu~tural forces.as mediated by cognitive and ego functions, 
Extrapolating from Loevinger's (1966, 1970) milestones of ego develop-
ment, Bloc~ (1973) outli;nes progressive stages in the conception of sex. 
roles as seen below, . . 





Conception of Sex Role 
Development of gender identity, self 
assertion, self expression, self 
interest. 
Extension of self, self enhancement 




deve.lopment of sex role stereo-
types, bifurcation of sex roles 
Examination. of self as sex role 
exemplar vis-avis internalized 
values 
Differentiation of sex role, coping 
with conflicting masculine-
feminine aspects of self 
Achievement of individually defined 
sex role, integration of both 
masculine an4 feminine aspects of 
self, androgynous sex role defi-
nitions. 
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There is a caution against equ~ting the-higher levels with greater per-
sonal adjustme~t. More realistically,. the higher stages reflect attempts 
to deal with increasingly deeper, complex questions of personal ex~stence 
such as self-ideal, morality. 
Block discussed the concepts of "agency".and "commµnion" from Bakan 
(1966) as indicative of masculine and feminine roles, respectively. It 
is the affects of unmitigated agency and/or communion that are reflected 
in intellec~ual differences. A balanci~g or.integration of these two 
modalitie!5 of relating will occupy the.individual th'I'.ough the.higher 
levels .of ego functioning. Of great significance are studies that reveal 
greater personal maturity as associated with integration of.masculine and. 
feminine roles (Block, 1973) and personal adjustment is related to cog-
nitive complexity (Thomas and Seeman, 1971). Block (1973, p. 522) sum-
marizes her presentation of a concept:i,on of-sex roles, which reflects 
much of the above material of social differentiation, sex role identifi-
cations, and the implications .of this differentiatio11-, 
the achievement of higher levels of ego functioning is 
associate4 with the development of self con~epts reflecting 
an integration of the agentic concerns, self-enhancement and 
self: extension, with the satisfactiqns deriving from ·cqmmunion 
and mutuaiity. The·_implicat:i,ons,of these findings for the sex 
role_sociaHzation of the child are several and important. 
The present Amer_ican cultural emphasis on masculine machismo 
and feminine docility appears to impede the development of 
mature ego functioning. Because children are socialized early 
into.cult\lrally defined sex-appropriate roles, introspection 
and self-evaluation, which appear to be essential catalysts 
for psy.cho~ogical growth., are discour~ged. FuTther., theJ;"e 
appear to be ; significant personal costs .paid by both sexes 
when the socialization of sex-appropriate behaviors, defined 
in such narrow terms, · is 'successful' , 
Summary 
The process of establishing sex~role identification is an indeed 
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complex phenomena that, has been explained in terms of ·unconscious motiva-. 
tion, observations of powerful ot~ers, and cognitive restructuring and 
maturation, Much.information has been ,offered from these frameworks to 
explain how and why a woman chooses to iden_tify with the feminine sex 
role, From a more economiq social perspective there is the possible ex-
plana1;:ion that a woman has litt.le choice in her identification of sex 
roles, i. e,, sex role differentiation is. a social distribution system of 
financial, social, and political power. The psychological theories of 
identificatio~ are mere maintenance devices, 
In formulating questions and. answers concerning a woman's function-
ing in the realm of sex roles, there is no absolutely comprehensive sys-
tern, There is need.ed the extraction from each formulation those 
observation and accounts of such obseJ;"vation that can be scrutinized and· 
docume~ted in a clear validated process~ As has often been stated of the 
psychoanalytic approach, its circularity and vagueness prevents documen-
ta1;:ion of the hypothesis of the identificat~on process. Social learning 
approaches to identification is limited in the explanatory.nature of the 
totality of the.process. The cognitive developmental theory of sex. role.· 
\ .. 
identification do~s offer more speci{ics .in the. total process. whic.h can 
lead to e~.ther replication in -research or rejection from available 
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information. However, none of these theories have an explanation for 
Block's (1973) observation of less sex role differentiation in the more 
social-welfare countries of Western Europe, What is needed is a compre-
hensive formulation.that allows for cultural variation as.well as accounts 
of the stages of differentiation that mark the intellectual. and cognitive 
development of males and females sex.role.identification proces~es,. Such 





SOCIAL ATTITUDE SCALE . . . . 




Th,e purpose of this· questionnaire is to survey your attitudes toward 
a number of social topics. Read each statement .on the following pages, 
and indicate the extent,of your agreement with the attitude expressed by 
filling in.th~ appropriate.space on the answer sheet. In .each row of; the 
answer sheet there.are five spaces which are defined as follows: 
1. Strongly Disagree 
2. ·. Disagree 
3. Undecide<l 
4. Agree 
5. Strongly Agree 
In marking down your response to a .stat~ment, make sure the ~ number on 
the answer sheet corresponds,with the number of the statement to which 
you are responding. · 
There are no right or.wrong answers.to these statements. We are 
interested irt attitudes.relating to topics about which people hold,a wide 
variety ,of positions, Therefore, your att;itudes are just as valid as 
anyon~ else's. 
Work rapidly; do not spend a great deal.of time on any one statement. 
Occasionally you may find a statement.that.appears incomplete 11 unclear, or 
self-contradictory. Since these statements attempt to embrace fairly 
general attitudes, they may, at times, only approximate your understanding 
of the topic under consideration. You may find, yourself reacting to a 
statement, "that.depends on other circ~tances." Whenever this happens, 
iet impulse determine .your.response to the statement, Select the response 
category. that, under the circumstances,. best .appro:;imat.es your reaction 
to the .. statement, an~ then move on to the ,next .one. , 
DO NOT WRITE YOUR NAME ON THE ANSWER SHEET. 



















There.shouid be no au~hority that has the. right.to determine the ,type. 
of reading material that is available in the community. 
I firmly .. believe that this country has,been.built on a,foundation of. 
truth and righteousness, 
If a child is ·ever to learn self-discipline he must first be exposed 
to firm di~cipline at home. 
Many of our current social problems could be solved if there was a 
fairer distribution of wealth in tll:is country. 
As .a general rule, how a man.behaves is the _result of reasqn and 
cho:ice; he is riot forced to act in a certain way by the.circumstances 
under which he lives. · 
There are many times whe.n I fee1 that we are. changing things much too 
rapidly in this country, 
A person born to the most.humble-circumstances can succeed in this 
country if.he has the ability and ambition to get ahead. 
Many of our most,difficult soci,al problems cannot be solved unless 
the Federal Government becomes more·invoived with individual 
communities, 
l .. \ 
Our society shcml.d place much more emphasis on the importance of pri-
vate property and ownership as an essential condition for freedom. 
Many of -our so-called intellectuals get so wrapped up in complicated 
ideas that they overlook the basic truths that apply to man and his 
world, 
I'm sure that environmental factors exert some influence in deter-
mining a map's social achievements, but.what he i~herits in the _way 
of characte~ and ability.plays ~a much more significant role, 
Many.governmental programs ;are nothin.g but poorly veiled handouts to 
the lower classes who, in turn, keep the .. politician in .office, 
The basic structure· of our.society is built upon a religious heritage. 
Although our jails should att~mpt.to return.a man to a pro.ductive 
life in the co~unity, they should als9 serve as a strong reminder 
that when a man breaks a law, 'he will be punished. 
W~ must experiment with social affairs .just as we_ experiment wit,h 
physical and biological matters. 
Although a good break is sometimes important, I believe that men rise 
in a society largely.through.their own.efforts. 
There are natural leaders and natur~l followers, and the country 
would be better off if more.people re~lly accepted this idea. 
13.3 
18. There are many aspects of our country.that are unfair and should be 
changed. 
19, He is not much of a person who does not feel great love, grateful-
ness, and respect for his parents. 
20. In times of great national trouble the people anq. their leade:rs 
should turn to God for guidance,· 
21. Much of the trouble in our country. could be avoided if our schools 
would return to the teaching of patriotism and Americanism, 
22. One can never justify breaking the law by claiming that he is follow-
ing the dictates of his conscience. 
23. I kn.ow that man has progressed far through science and reason, but I 
also know that there are many important truths that man will never 
completely comprehend. 
24, It seems that the. real power in this country has been shifting from 
the_practical, hard-headed business leaders _to fuzzy-thinking, ivory 
tower intellectuals.who know very little about the real world. 
25. Finding fault with this country generally comes from those people who 
lack the .skill or ambition to make something of themselves. 
26, I believe that truth endures, hence ideas that withstand the test of 
time are more likely to be closer to the truth than are ideas that 
are new, 
27. If the lower classes would not let their houses run down so, perhaps. 
they would be more acceptable.as neighbors. 
28, A man who manages to succeed in business is likely to possess the 
sound judgment, practical intelligence, and personal characteristics 
that are required by .public office, 
29, When I look about at Nature, I see a well ordered plan, The family 
and all human groups can best secure happiness:when they conform to 
this natural ordering, 
30, Many social reformers feel that it is acceptable to destroy both the 
good and the bad aspects of the so~iety .in order to achieve their · 
objectives, · 
31. I think we are moving away from a time when people were happier and 
life was simpler, 
32. As a general rule, poor people are.just _as happy as rich people, 
33,· Labor unions have demons~rated the benefits people may expect when 
they join together in th~ pursuit of their own interests. 
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34, · The decent people of this country, the ones who work for a.living 
and have respect for the law, are not 'the ones we see agitating for 
social change, 
35. God's laws are so simple and beautiful that I do not understand why 
man has turned away from them t:o a set of fuzzy ideas that are con-
stantly changing. 
36, The saying, !'Mother knows best," still has more than a grain of truth, 
37, Very few people today s~em to.be willing to do hard work. I see this 
as a fundamental weakness in our country. 
38, There is an absolute truth that is revealed to man through his belief 
in God, 
39, There is greater leadership potential in the business community than 
is generally found in other sectors of the society. 
40, A child should not be allowed to talk back to his parents or else he 
will lose.respect for them. 
41, Today we pamper our children, keep our lower classes on the dole, and 
neglect the traditions that made this country great, 
42, During the recent past this country has been undergoing a steady 
decay in national character and morality, 
43, Despite all the recent criticism and attacks, I still feel that this 
country is basically good and decent, 
44, I b.elieve that religion and patriotism are among the highest virtues 





PLEASE MARK THE CORRECT ANSWER TO EAC.H Of THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, · 
L Who is the leader.of the Senate? 
A. Vice-President B. Majority Whip 
C, Minority Whip D. Majority Leader 
E. Min.ori ty Leader 
2, Who is currently .the Prime Minister of England? 
A .. Wilson B. Phil by 
c. Trudeau D, Brandt 
E. He 11th 
3, Who is the Chairman of the Senate's Committee on Government Operations 
which is·. currently conducting an investigation into the Watergate 
incident? 
A. Mike Mansfield 
C, Hubert Humphrey 
E, Ted Kennedy · 
4. What does t4e A in SEATO stand for? 
A, African 
c. Alliance 
E, None of these 




B. Sam Erwin 





6. Which of the following was responsible for the release of the 
Pentagon Papers? 
A, E, Howard Hunt 
C. WHliam Safire 
E. Ronald Ziegler 
7, What state is Agnew from? 
A, North Carolina 
C, Maryland 
E. West \{irginia 
B. Jack Anderson 
D. Daniel Ellsburg 
B, South Carolina 
D. Virginia 
8, Which .state does George McGovern represent in the. Senate? 
A. North Dakota 
C. Nebraska 
E, New York 
B. Massachusetts 
D. South Dakota 
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9. How many justices are there prese~tly on the Supreme Court? 
A. 7 B. 5 c. 12 D. 9 E.. 13 
10. The unfair apportionment of p9litical districts for election purposes 
is called? 
A. boondoggling 
C. fe~ther bedding 
E. gerrymandering 
B. moonlighting 
D. pork barreling 
11. The Spea}s.er of the .House of Representatives is:. 
A. Rep. Boggs. 
C, Rep. Wal.die. 
E. Rep. Downing 
B. Rep. Albert 
'D, Rep. McCormick 




A. representatives serve 4-year tenns 
B. senators represent the state as a whole, while representa-
tives,are elect~d from districts 
C. representatives serve 6-year t~rms -
D. representa't;ives represent the state as a whole, while 
senat9rs are elected from d1.strict_s 
E. both senators ,and representatives are elected from districts 
tenn of office for the U. s. Senate is: 
A. 6 years B. 2 years 
c. 4 years D. 8 years 
E. 5 years 
Which of the foHowing is .true? 
A. there is a Republican majority in Congress 
B. the current Democratic majority in Congress is the first 
since the Kennedy administration 
c. the current Repul?lican majority is the first since the 
Eisenhower adminis.trat;ion · 
D. currently th:ere . is an equal number of Republicans and 
Democrats in Congress 
E. there is prese~tly a Democratic majority in Congress 
15, John.Connally could be chara<;:terized as a: 
A. liberal Democrat 
C. liberal Republican. 
E. conservative Democrat 
B. conservative Republican 
D. · . liberal independent 
16. The. Bureau of. the B~dget is part of the:, 
A. House of Representatives 
B. Treas\lry Department 
C, Executive Office of the President 
D. St~te Department 
E. Interior Department 
17, The Supreme Court decision which reversed.the separate but equal 
policy for school int.egration was:, 
A. McL.auren vs, Oklahoma St~te Board of Regents 
B. Avery,vs. Midland, Texas 
C. Brown va. Topeka, Kansas Board.of Education 
D. Plessy vs, Ferguson 
E. Colebrow vs. Green 





D. · Udall 
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19, What was the name of the conference held recently between the U, S, 
and USSR to limit nuclear weapons? 
A. SAC B, NATO C, SALT D. ABM E, SEATO 






21. Where did the Bay of- Pigs incident occur? 
A, South Vietnam., 
C, South Korea 
E, Cuba· 
B. North Vietnam 
D. Is-rael 
22, Whieh of the foHowing is ,~ true of Shirley Chisholm? 
A .. She is a member of the House of Representatives. 
B, She is a woman's rights advocate. 
C. She was a-candidate for the Democratic nomination for 
President in 1972. 
D. She is a leader of the Women's Political Caucus. 
E, All of the above are true. 
23, W4at does the A in NATO stand for? 






24. Which of the following ran against Richard Nixon for the Republican 
nomination in 1972? 
A. Spiro Agnew 
C. Nelson Rockefeller 
E. John Connally 
25. Who is governor of New York? 
A. John Lindsay 
C. Richard Daly 
E. Nelson Rockefeller 




27. Th~ President of South Viet Nam is? 
A. Nguyen Van Thieu 
C. Phom Van Dong 
E, Chui Hui-tso 
B. Pete McCloskey 
D. Ronald Reagon 
B. Edmund Muskie 
D. Ronald Reagon 
B. Arafat 
D. Meir 
B. Ho Chi Minh 
D, Chou En-lai 
28. ·· Wh,ere was the 1968 De111ocratic _Convention held? 
A. Miami 
C. San Diego 
E. Los Angeles 
B. Chicago 
D. New York 
29. Which of the following did not run for the Democratic presidential 




30. Who is Gloria Steinem? 
B . Hl~mphrey 
D. Lindsay 
A. head of:the League of Women,Voters 
B. Women's right adwocate 
C, congress~oman from New York 
D. former chairwoman of tlle Democratic ,National.Committee 
E. former Democratic candidate.for president 
31. Which of the following is the former Teamsters president, arrested in 







32, Which of the following fled to Algeria. to avoid. a return to prison? 
A. Huey Newton 
C. Elridge Cleaver 
E. none of the above 
•' 
B. Bobby Seale 
D. Angela Davis 
33. Who is. Bella Abzug? 
A. Representative from New York 
B. Senator from New York 
C. President .of the League of Women.Voters 
D. Former Chair~oman of the DemQcra't;:ic National Committee , 
E. A candidate for the Democratic.nomination for President 
34. Which. of the following countries .is not a member of the International 













part of which Cabinet Department? 
B. Health, Education, & Welfare 
D. State 
is the. capital of North Vietnam? 
A. Haiphong 
C. Peking 
E. Phnom Pen 
B; Hanoi. 
D. Saigon 






38. With which of the following did the U, S. recently sign an anti-
hijacking pact? 
A. USSR B, Egypt C. Red China D, Cuba E, Algeria 




E .. Egypt, 
B. Saudi,Ar.abia 
D. Jordan 
40. Which of the following is not t~e for Rkhard Nixon? 
A. He ran for President in 1960. 
B. He was Vice-Preside'nt to Eisenhower. 
C. He lost the.election for governor of California in 1962. 
D. He is a lawyer. 
E. He .was a member of the Senate but .not the House. 
41. Which of the following judges was recently convicted. of ·taking a 







42. Wh.~ch of the following changed his party affiliation from Republican 






43. Who of the fo,llowing is the black congressman censured by a vote ,of 
Congress in.1967? 
A. Powell 










When were the SALT 
A. 1969 B. 
accords 
1970 






signed between the U. 
c. 1971 D. 1972 
the companr commander 
B. Eckhardt 
D. Calley 
47. What is the job of IMF? 
A. enforcement of the wage-price controls 
B. regulaiion of international tariffs 
C. regui'ate·international cunencies 
D. regulation of bank interest rates 
E. regulation of stock exc:4,ange practices 
s. and the USSR? 
E. 1973 
at My Lai? 
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49, What is the job of .NATO? 
B. Bangladesh 
D. Napel 
A. proviqe economic ai4 to Europe 
B, defense-of.Soutq. East Asia 
C, control of trade 
D. defense of Western Europe 
E. regulate the Common Market 
50. How many devaluations of the dollar have t~ere been during Nixon's 
administration? 
A. 1 B,, 2 C, 3 D. 4 E. 5 
APPENDIX E. 
FRANCK DR.AWING COMPLETION TEST 
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FRANCK DRAWING COMPLETION TMT 
by Kate Franck, A.B., M.A. 
(University of California) 
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Name ......................................................................................................... Age ........................... . 
Date ........................................................................................................... Sex ............................ . 
Place ............................................. · .............................................................................................. . 
WJB-3M-4/67 
In the following pages you will find a number of incomplete 
drawings; please complete them. Do it any way you like; 
use as many lines as you wish; do it the way it seems most 
fun. There is no right or wrong way of doing this. 
Published by 
Australian Council for Educational Research, 
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DESCRIPTION OF CPI SCALES 
148 
14.9 
Class I: The six scales in this class reflect the _person's poise, 
ascendency, self-assurance, _and interpersonal adequac:y. 
Dominance -(Dq) 
The Do scale was derived in connection with a study on_political 
participation to identify those individuals "able to take an4 exercise 
leadership. Forty-six items make up the scale and most of these items 
deal with poise _and confidenc{;}, The high scorer tends ,to be verb~lly 
fluent, persuasive, persistent, and to face reality even when it is dis-:-
tasteful. Th~s scale is one of the better validated CPI scales and one 
of the -few for which predictive validity has _been established as opposed 
to postdictive or c~rrent validity. In a comparison of dominance scales 
frbm a variety of personality inventqrie~, Butt and Fiske (1968) con-
cluded that the Do scales are the most appropriate for a~sessing leader-
ship. 
Capacit:y for Status (Cs) 
This scale " attempts to appriase _ those qualities -·of ambition and 
self-assurance that underlie, and lead to, status" (Gough, 1968a, p. 61). 
The 32 items,making up the scale reflect social poise, self-confidence, 
security, literary_and esthetic interests, social conscience and interest_ 
in belonging to groups. Correlations range from +,38 to +.48 relating.£! 
to m_easures of social-economic status. 
Sociability (Sy) 
The~ scale was devised to differentiate people with an outgoing 
sociable temperament from those who avoid involvement and social 
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visibility. External criterion analysis was employed in the construction 
of the scale with the criterion of participation being the .number of 
extracurricular activities, Further research has shown the scale to 
measure sociability more than social participation. The content of the 
36 items of the~ deal with enjoyment of social interactions, feelings 
of poise and self-,assurance in dealing with others, and tolerance for 
others, Significant correlations have been found.between~ and peer 
ratings of sociability. 
Social Presence (Sp) 
The ~ scale is closely related to the Sociability scale haying been 
designed to assess poise, self-confidence, verve, and spontaneity in. 
social interactions. However, the difference in high scorers on~ is 
that they not only like to be with people but such a person uses and 
manipulated people, The~ scale was constructed rationally by means of 
internal consistency. Fifty-six items make up the scale with high over-
lap with other scales. Content reflects enjoyment of social interactions, 
strong self-assurance, broad-minded attitudes about social prohibitions, 
and to some extent a rejection of the Protestant.ethic. Evidence for 
validity of the~ scale is relatively sparse; however, there is some 
research demonstrati~g the difference between~ and~· 
Self-Acceptance (Sa) 
Gough (1968a, p, 63) indicates the purpose of the Sa is"··· to ·-
identify individuals who would manifest a comfortable and imperturbable 
sense of personal worth, and who would be seen as secure and sure of 
themselves whether active or inactive in social behavior." The Sa was 
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rationally constructed through internal consistency analysis. There are 
34 i terns with resemblance to the content of .§£. and ~ in terms of social 
poise and self-confidence and broadminded attitudes. ~owever, the Sa 
scale emphasizes attention to duty, consideration of others, and a candid 
acceptance of human frailties, The scale has been.shown to correlate 
significantly with peer-ratings of .self-acceptance but not with measures 
of self-adjustment, 
Sense of Well-Being (Wb) 
One of the validity scales on the CPI, Wb can be used to differen-
tiate those persons.faking neurosis, normals; and psychiatric patients 
responding truthfully. The scale was derived through external criterion 
analysis comparing the MMPI profiles of actual neurotics with normals 
asked to feign neurosis. Content.of the Wb scale consists primarily of 
denials of various physical and mental symptoms so that high scores re-
flect health and well-being and low scores suggest diminished vitality 
and inability to meet the demands of everyday life. General findings 
from research are that the~ reliability reflects differences in adjust-
ment .as defined by several different criteria. 
Class II: It is also composed of six scales assessing some aspects 
of socialization, maturity, responsibility, and interpersonal structuring 
of values, 
Responsibility (Re) 
This scalewas developed as.a par,t of research on political behavior 
to identify persons who were conscientious, responsible, dependable, 
articulate about rules, and who believed that life should be governed by 
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reason. The degree to which value~ and controls.are conceptualized and 
understood is.the emphasis of the Re scale. Concern for social, civic, 
moral obligations, emphasis on duty, trust and confidence in others, 
' 
denial of impulsivity; are examples of the manifest content of-the 42 
items making up the Re scale. The val_idational research on the Re. re-
veals mixed findi.ngs. In seneral,. anti-social groups score low on Re; 
occupational groups for whom responsible behavior is required obtain 
average scqres, and Re correlates with per!ormance on tasks emphasizing 
attention to duty. Further work is needed to clarify the meaning of the 
scale. 
Socialization (So) 
The degree of social maturity, integrity, and.rectitude a person has 
attained is reflected in the scores on the So scale. "In contrast to Re. 
and Sc, the So scale thus measures the extent to which values are inter-
nalized and made useful in the life of the individual" (Megargee, 1972, 
p. 59). · Constructed through external criterion analysi_s, responses of 
delinquents and. non delinquents were compared. Before the _scale was. in-
eluded on the CPI, it _was referred tQ as the Delinquency Scale. Content 
of the 54 items are consistent with theory and.research in delinquency. 
Typical item content ,deals with family stability, negative view of the 
world, alienation, s~cial sensitivity and. empathy, and scholastic and 
familial adjustment. An impre~sive array of.data demonstrate the concur~ 
rent predictive, and construct validity of the So scale such that" 
th~re is little doubt.that the So scale is one of the best validated and 
most powerful personality scales availabl~" (Megargee, 1972, p. 65), 
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Self-Control (~c) 
The scale was designed to assess the adequacy of self-regulation, 
self-contl'ol, and degree of freedom from impulsivity and self-centered-
ness. Distinctiqns between the Re, So, and Sc are that~ measures the 
degree to which controls are.understood, So the extent to which such con~ 
. . - . 
trols influence t4e inc;lividual) s behavior, and ~ stres.ses the degree to 
which the person approves of and espouses.such regulatory dispositions 
(Gough, 1965a). High scores on Sc indicate overcontrol and low scores . 
impulsivity. Th~~ scale was rationally constructed through internal 
consistency analysis. Fifty items make.up the scale, the content of 
which deal!? with generijlized restl'ain'!; of irrational behavior. Specifics 
of such restraint are use of thought and reason, shunning of impulsive or 
anti-social behavior, self-effacing mqdesty, and social inhibitions. 
There is less evidence f~r the validity of tlte ~.scale although signifi-
cant differences have emerged from scores of groups.rated on impulsivity. 
Tole:,;a;nce (To) 
The purpose .of the To scale is ·to identify permissive, accepting, 
. - ' . 
and_nonjudgmental social beliefs. Originally the.scale was _devised to 
assess simil~r concepts as . those mea$ured by t4e California E and F 
scales .. The 32 items.' conten_t re~lects openness and flexibility, inter-
ests in aesthetic pursuits, trust.and confidencE:) as opposed to cynicism 
·1 
and suspicion. High scorers.deny.hosi1:ility against others, anxiety, 
isolation, or _alien,ation. Further work is needed to demonstrate the 
vali:dity of the To scale. and tq clapify such. questions as to whether or 
not the.scale is truly.bimodal, and whether it _indicates tolerance toward 
people or ideas, or bqth. 
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Good Impression (Gi) 
Another of the validity scales, the Gi is used to identify people 
who are conc~rned about how others react to them and who are able to 
cre~te favorable impressions. Gi was one.of the first scales constructed 
to measure what has been referred to as social desirability, Most of the 
scale's 40 items are rather obvious claims to good functioning, virtue, 
denial of anti-social behavior, or human failings, Validational research 
has demonstrated the Gi scale ability to discriminate dissimulated pro-
tocols. Studies have investigated the possibility of using Gi as a 
suppressor scale to improve the validity of the other CPI scales. It was 
found that the addition of Gi or other validity measures did not improve 
other scales' validity (Dickens, 1963), Th~ Gi scales have interpreta-
tive significanQe as well as its use as a validity scale. 
Conununality (Cm) 
The Cm scale is a third validity scale and is used to detect pro-
tocols on which a subject answered in a random fashion. It consists of 
28 items which 95% of respondents,answer in the keyed direction. Cm 
i terns fall into the following types of content: i terns. reflecting good 
socialization, denial of neurotic tendencies, conventional behavior, 
conformity, and optimism. One study has demonstrated the ability of Cm 
to detect t~e random or improperly.answered protocol, 
Class III: It consists of three scales assessing achievement 
potential and intellectual efficiency. 
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Achievement via Conformance (Ac) 
The basic theme of the Ac scale is a strong need for achievement 
combined with a deeply internalized appreciation for structure and organ-
ization. Ac consists of 38 items some of which deal with effectiveness 
in academic settings, others refer to efficiency outside of school. Con-
siderable research has been conducted with the Ac which has consistently 
shown its relationship to achievement in high schqol settings. In other 
settings findings have not been quite as impressive. 
Achievement via Independence (Ai) 
Originally devised to predict success in college, it now appears 
that Ai predicts .achievement in sett;i.ngs where independence of thought, 
creativity, and self-actualization is rewarded. Gough has shown that Ai 
is a partial predictor of grades without depending on intellectual 
factors. The Ai scale consists of 32 items many of which suggest high 
tolerance for ambiguity, willingness to reject conventional answers, 
enjoyment of intellectual activities, positive adjustment and well-
developed moral values. The Ai scale is another of the well studied 
scales on the CPI, In general, numerous.findings support the validity 
of the scale. 
Intellectual Efficiency (le) 
"Originally referred to.as a 'nonintellectual intelligency test', 
the. le scale was .constructed to provide a set of personality i terns that 
would correlate significantly with accepted measures of intelligence" 
(Megargee, 1972, p. 80). There are 52 items which reflect interest and 
enjoyment in intellectual pursuits, More specifically, the high scorers 
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respond with self-confidence, freedom from physical ailments, .freedom 
from worries, and.without being overly suspicioi.+s, hostile, or sensitive, 
~' as the other scales in Class III, is a throughly researched scale 
from several different approaches, Gough (19.69b) states that le. assesses 
the adequacy and effectiveness with which an individual utilizes his 
intellectual capacity, With the available data it is difficult to say 
whether the le assesses ability or the efficient employment of the indi~ 
vidual's ability or both, It does correlate significantly with many 
verbal tests of intelligence, In addition it. has ,been shown to discrimi-. 
nate between goal-oriented women and nongoal-oriented women (Frankel., 
1970), 
Class IV: It contains three scales \\Thich did not load on any of the 
other three classes, Generally this class measures .intellectual and 
interest modes of functioning, 
Psychological Mindedness (Py) 
The !2:_ scale measures the degree to which a person is interested in, 
and responsive to, the inner needs, motives, and experiences of others, 
Whether or not the person uses thi.s interest and ability to help others. 
cannot.be concluded from the !2:_ but must be determined from the overall 
CPI protocoL Typical item content of the !2:_ 22 items indicates that a 
high scorer concentrates on problems, tolerate ambiguity, is not likely 
to change his mind, is willing to sa~rifice immediate needs for long 
range goals, is concerned for practicality, and finally has unconventional 
attitudes, There have been shown to be significant positive correlations 
between !2:_and the Psychologist scale on.the Strong Vocational Interest 
Blank, Other findings support the ,construct validity of the !2:_ scale; 
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however, they leave unclear as to whether the traits of !1_ are associated 
with the psychologist as scientist or clinician. 
Flexibility (Fx) 
"The Fx scale was devised to identify people who are flexible, 
adaptable, and even somewhat changeable in their thinking, behavior, and 
temperament" (Megargee, 1972, p. 89). Originally the scale was labeled 
Rigidity Scale and correlated highly with both the California E and F 
scales. A high percentage of the 22 items on the Fx constitutes a re-
jection of dogmatic assertions conunon to authoritarian personality and an 
acceptance of uncertainty and ambiguity. High scorers on the Fx scale 
are impulsive, disorganized, and have nonjudgmental views of moral and 
ethical standards. The Fx scale does correlate negatively with conven-
tional measures of rigidity yet it fails to correlate positively with 
flexibility criteria. Gough's explanation is that Fx is curvilinear with 
only moderate scores reflecting adaptability, the extreme scores indi-
cating instability. Nevertheless, currently the Fx scale is viewed as 
one of the least valid of the CPI scales, 
Femininity (Fe) 
The purpose of the Fe scale has evolved from the original goal of 
distinguishing betwee.n men and women toward a goal of defining a continuum 
of psychological femininity. Fe was Qerived from external criterion 
analysis in which the responses of men and women were compared to a 
specifically constructed item pool, Thirty-eight items compose the~ 
scale; some of the items are fairly obvious but most are subtle. "If one 
knows an item appears on the Femininity scale, one can see social 
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stereotypes at work, but the items themselves do not deal directly with 
sex differences or. sex-related behavior" (Megargee, 1972, p. 91). Items 
deal with preferences for conventional roles, emotionality, and interper-
sonal sensitivity. The~ scale significantly correlates with other 
measures of masculinity-femininity such as the MMPI M_F scale, SVIB Mas-
culinity Scale, Guilford-Zinunerman Masculinity Scale. However, Fe fails 
to correlate significantly with the Franck Drawing Completion Test or the 




Below you will find specific questions relating to your childhood 
as well as current attitudes and behaviors. This is not designed 
to probe for useless information. Each question has meaning in 
obtaining a more accurate and integrated picture of women in our 
society. If for any reason you choose not to answer one of the 
questions, please indicate the reason for your so doing. Feel 
free to elaborate whenever you wish. 
1. My age is 




b) married c) divorced d) divorced & remarried 
3. The duration of my present marriage is 
4. The number of children in my home are 
5. "I tend to prefer 
~~~~~~~~ 
a) male children 
like children 
male or female 
b) female children c) do not particularly 
d) doesn't matter as to whether the child is 
6. My level of education is 
7. My occupation is 
8. My spouse's occupation is 
9. My average yearly income is 
10. My spouse's and my income combined is 
lL My religious preference is 
12. My ethnic origin is 
13, The ages of my brothers, sisters, and parents are: 
14. With whom did you live during most of your childhood 
~~~~~~~~ 
15. My mother's occupation was 
16. My father's occupation was 
17, My parents' average income when I was a child was 
18, I grew up in a -------~--
a) 
d) 
rural area b) 
10,000-50,000 
town less than 5000 c) 5,000-10,000 
e) city larger than 50,000 
19. Who was your father's favorite child? 
20. Who was your mother's favorite child? 
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21, Indicate by placing a slash mark on the continuums below the close-
ness you felt toward your parents when you were growing up. 
Very close Very distant -------------------~f~a-t~h-e_r _______________ __ 
Very close Very distant ---------------------m-o-t~h-e_r ______________ __ 
22. Did you go through a tomboy phase when growing up? ________ _ 
23. How long do you remember this tomboy period lasting --------
24. My parents' expectations for me when I finished high school were: 
25. My grade point average in school was ______________ __ 
26. My major field of study in school was 
27. Who encouraged you to become involved in the organization specifically 
mentioned in the cover letter? 
28, Why do you continue.in the activities of this group? 
29, What specific things maintain your interest and motivations? 
30. To what other organizations do you belong? Rank them as to your 
degree of involvement. 
31. List any offices you have or are holdin.g in these organizations. 
32. Wit.h which political party do you most closely identify? ------
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33. Did you vote in the last election held at the community level ----state level national level ----
34. Di4 you participate in any other way,in these campaigns and/or 
elections? Indicate in what ways. · 
35. Estimate the relative contribution of these news sources to your 
knowledge of politics an_d current events by placing a slash mark 
along each of the continuums. 








36. Which of the following most closely approximates your perception.of 
your role in the political pro.cess 
a) passive noninterested obs-erver 
b) passive interested observer 
c) active ineffective participant 
d) active effective participant 
37. From whom did you learn this image of your role in the political 
process? 
38. Wh~ch of the following statements is most indicative of your 
attitudes toward the Equal Rights Amendm~nt? -------
a) no opinion 
b) somewhat in favor of passage 
c) definitely in favor of passage 
d) somewhat opposed to passage 
e) definitely opposed to passage 
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39. Indicate the extent to which your.opinions have changed in the last 
year in the following areas by placing a slash mark on each continuum. 




Equality in employment 
Structure & process of 
political c~mpaigns 
Freedom of birth control 
Abortion on demand 
Public child care 
Presidential impeachment 
Involvement in the Near East 
-----------------------------------------~ 
40. Is t~ere any other.information that you feel is relevant to your 
current conununity-political involvement? 
41. Have you ever thought of running for an elected public office at the 
co.nununity level state level national level ------------ ~--------- ------------
42. How long have you lived in .this conununity? ________________________ ~ 
43. Mark along the below continuum where you would define your perception 
and position on women's sex roles. 





You are being asked to participate in a psychological study, a study that. 
deals only with women. You have been selected to participate because of· 
your involvement in Stillwater's PTA as indicated by Pat Jaynes. Your 
complete anonymity is assured. Your responses will b"e:°coded only by the 
number on your return envelope which stands for PTA so as to enable me to 
combine your individual responses with those of other women in your 
organization. 
As you can see by looking at the packet of materials, I am asking you to 
complete approximately an hour or more of test materials. I realize this 
is quite a request and perhaps, you may feel, an invasion of your privacy. 
Given this, it is only fair you know of the nature and purpose of this 
study and why it is important for you to participate. 
Too much of what social scientists know of human nature is based on the 
college student and his involvement in psychological research on the 
college campus. Knowledge of the feelings and activities of the more 
mature woman's functioning in her environment is sadly lacking. This 
study's purpose is,!£_ survey different groups of women involved in 
different conununity-political activitie~. You are being asked to respond 
to several different types of materials, Each is important because each 
reflects a different aspect of who we are as persons. Hopefully, this 
study will result in better understanding the motivations of women in-
volved in community activities. 
This is an innovative and exciting approach to adding to our knowledge ·Of 
women in our society. It is my sincere hope you will find this opportu-
nity to participate an exciting personal experience. You will be sent a 
sununary of the results obtained from t4is survey. If you have any ques-
tions after your completion of the forms, please feel free to contact me. 
I greatly appreciate your giving of your time and sharing of yourself in 
this research endeavor. 
Sincerely, 
Margie L. Cowan 






Enclosed you will find several different tests and questionnaires that I 
am asking you to complete. There is no precise order in which to proceed 
with the tests, I would suggest trying to complete all the material at . 
one time. It should take you a little over an hour. 
Let me again emphasize the importance of your filling out all of the 
information. This is not a large survey in which hundreds of women are 
participating, ."so my response doesn't matter". ~ were sel~cted be-
cause of your involvement in the community. There are only a few dozen 
similar to you participating in this survey. It is crucial you complete 
the information and return it. 
You will find enclosed a self-addressed stamped envelope in which to 
return all the survey material. Be sure you have answered all the ques-
tions on the.Information Questionnaire, Demographic Questionnaire, Social 
Attitude Scale, California Psychological Inventory, and the Franck Drawing 
Completion Test. Then be sure you place all the material in the return 
envelope. I would appreciate your mailing the information as soon as you 
c~n. 
I shall then be able to give you feedback as soon as the data have been 






This is to ask you, if you have not already done so, to please complete 
the packet of materials that you received last month. Responses still 
are being received so it is not too late to participate in this research 
project. Participation has been good; however, there is a need for more. 
of you to response to make the data representative enough to derive 
meaningful conclusions. 
If you have already returned your responses, forgive this reminder. 
There simply is. no way of matching names to returned responses; and, thus, 
to know to whom to mail this additional request to participate in the 
project. If .for any reason you decide not to participate, may I ask that 
you return the materials· in the envelope proviqed .. Any comments as to 
your perceptions, reactions, etc. would be welcomed. 
Again let me express my appreciation for your receptiveness to this 
research project. You'will be receiving a summary of the results some-
time in the late summer. 
Sincerely, 














































Capacity for Status (Cs) 
Sociability (Sy) 
Social Presence , (Sp) 
Self-Acceptan.ce (Sa) 

















Achievement via Conformance (Ac) SS.· 
Achievem~nt.via Independence (Ai)S6. 
Intellectual Efficiency (Ie) 57. 
















#3 Length of Marriage 
#4 Number of Children 
#9 · Personal Income 
#10 Cqmbined Income 







N~mber of Siblings 
Kn.ow Parents' Income 
58·, 
























Father's Favorite Child 
Father Prefer Boy Child 
Father Prefer Girl Child 
Father had no Preference 
Father's Preference Unknown 
Mother's Favorite Child 
Mother Prefer Boy Child 
Mother Prefer Girl Child 
Mother had no Preference 
Mother's Preference Unknown 
Closeness to Mother 
Closeness to Father 
Tomboy 
Number of Organizations 
Number of Political Organi-
zations 










No Opinion ERA 
Somewhat Favor ERA 
Definitely Favor ERA 
Somewhat Oppose ERA 
Definitely Oppose ERA 
Attitude Change 
Total Attitude Change 
Run for Office 
Length of Residence 
Sex Role Perception 









36. Parents' Income 
Residence 








73. Franck Femininity 
Variable 
Number Where Obtained 
Demographic· Questionna;ire 




77. News Magazines 
78. Friends 
79. Family 





84. Birth Control 
85. Abortion 
86. Pub~ic Child Care 
87. Impeachment 
88. Near East 
89. #6 Level of Education 
#28- Motivation for Involvement 
#29 
90. Challenge 
91. Goals of Feminist Movement 
92. Association 
93. Spiritual 
94. Improvement of Schools 
95. I nforrna ti ve 
96. No Comment 
97. #7 Employment 
Variable 
Number Where Obtained 
172 
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WSL WPC LWV PTA Church Business 
Variable x SD x SD x SD x s x SD x SD D 
Inform. 40.07 4.28 40.00 5.15 38. 79 3.52 35.17 4.97 34. 59 . 6.25 36.92 5.23 
Do 35.13 4.17 32.41 5.03 29.21 6.45 31.50 6.53 30.29 5.69 29.50 6.17 
Cs 23.79 2.27 22 .. 35 2.06 21.21 4.69 22.25 3.17 20.59 2.81 21.08 4. 72 
Sy 29.00 3.14 25.65 5.44 22.68 6.16 25.75 2.34 25.88 4.37 26.83 5.20 
Sp 38. 39 4.97 38.41 5.23 32 .16 8.37 34.67 6.51 33.35 4.11 34.50 5.40 
Sa 23.73 2.66 23.29 3.08 21.00 3.41 21. 75 3.47 22.53 2.87 21. 83 2.82 
Wb 38.66 2.58 34.76 6.32 38.00 3.25. 38.08 5. 57 · 38.12 3.24 36.50 3.78 
Re 35.59 2.56 33.47 3.91 36.21 3.06 34.41 3.13 36.00 2.12 34.00 2.45 
So 38.07 4.76 35. 71 4.99 38.10 4.83 39.17 4.89 41.94 2.73 39.42 5.09 
Sc 31.39 4.59 28 .82 6.06 34.42 5.08 30.25 9.73 34. 71 3~58 33.25 6.36 
To 25.73 2.58 24 .• 18 4.08 25.05 3.14 24.00 4.18 24.24 1.99 23.33 3.70 
Gi 21.47 3.58 16.65 5.28 19.74 6.83 16. 33 . 5.96 20.82 5.47 20.42 5.58 
Cm 25.79 . 1. 66 25.47 1.87 25.63 2.14 26.42 1.38 26.41 1.58 26.50 0.90 
Ac 31. 67 2.58 28.18 3.21 28.47 4.29 28.92 3.63 30.41 3.68 29.83 3.97 
Ai 24.S3 2.45 23.76 2.84 23.37 3.93 23.08 3.15 23.41 3.86 22.08 3.65 
Ie 41.67 3.52 40;33 4.04 . 41. 74 6.10 40.67 3;70 21.0 .41 3.68 40.33 .5.88 
Py 13.60 1.64 14.~ 23 2.19 12.84 3.08 14.42 1.98 11. 76 2.91 11.25 2.86 
Fx 11. 20 2.86 12.34 4.18 10.89 4.36 9.83 2.44 9.12 4.59 9.67 4.18 
Fe 21. 07 3.17 22.53 3.00 22.74 4.64 22.83 3.56 25. 53 · 2.87 23.33 2.46 
Age 51. 73 7. 71 ·35,94 9.32 43.00 11. 72 40.17 7.07 42. 71 7.57 57.25 4.88 
Single o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00 0.00. .0.00 . 0.00 o.oo .0.00 0.00 0.17 0.39 
Married 0.80 0.41 0.88 0.33 0.95 0.23 1.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.58 0.51 
Divorced 0.07 0.26 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.17 0.39 
Div-Remarr 0.07 0.26 0.06 0.24 o.os 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
Widow 0.07 0.26 n.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.29 
Length Mar 24.93 12.74 11.59 6.12 20.11 9. 53 · 16.83 6.01 20.35 6.63 25.25 16 .10 
# Children 1. 53 1. 77 1. 76 1. 25 2.53 1. 39 2.91 1.08 2.53 1. 28 1. 00 1.41 
Protestant 0.93 0.26 0.59 0.51 0.68 0.48 0.92 0.29 0.82 0.39 0.92 0.29 
Catholic o.oo 0.00 0.12 0.33 0.05 0.23 0.00 o.oo 0.12 0.33 o.oo 0.00 
Non-Relig o.oo 0.00 0.24 0.44 0.26 0.45 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.24 0.08 0.29 
# Siblings 2.20 1. 37 2.65 2.26 2.26 1.88 2.00 1.21 2.12 1.61 2.25 1.14 
Know Par. Inc. 0.60 0.51 o. 71 0.47 0.42 0.51 a.so 0.52 0.29 0.47 0.33 0.49 .... -....J 
.p.. 
WSL WPC LWV PTA Church Business 
Variable x SD x SD x SD x SD x SD x SD 
Rural 0,26 0,41 0,12 0.33 0.31 0.48 0.08 0.29 0.23 0.44 0.33 0.49 
Town 0.33 0.49 0,12 0.33 0.26 0,45 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.33 .. 0 .17 o. 39 
5,000-10,000 0.00 0.00 0,06 0.24 0.11 0.32 0.33 0.49 0.35 0.49 0.17 0.39 
10,000-50,000 0.13 0.35 0,20 0.44 0.11 0.31 0.08 0.29 0.06 0.24 0.17 0.39 
City 0.33 0.49 0.47 0.51 0.21 0.42 0.50 0.52 -0.23 0.44 0.17 0.39 
Fath Pref Boy 0.13 0.35 0.24 0.44 0.05 0.33 0.17 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Fath Pref Girl 0.47 0.52 0.65 0.49 0.26 0.45 0.25 0.45 0.12 0.33 0.50 0.52 
Fath No Pref 0.20 0.41 0.12 0.33 0.37 0.49 0.42 0.51 0.53 0.51 0.42 0.51 
Fath Pref? 0.20 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.48 0.17 0.39 0.35 0.49 0.08 0.29 
Moth Pref Boy 0.40 0.51 0.47 0.51 0.16 0.37 0.17 0.39 0.12 0.33 0.25 0.45 
Moth Pref Girl 0.33 0.49 0 .4 7 0.51 0 .16 0.37 0.33 0.49 0.12 0.33 0.25 0.45 
Moth No Pref 0.13 0.35 0.06 0.24 0.37 0.49 0.33 0.49 0.53 0.51 0.42 0.51 
Moth Pref? 0.13 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.31 0.48 0.17 0.39 0.24 0.44 0.08 0.29 
Jewish 0.07 0.26 0.06 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Close Mother 48.73 32.02 40.94 29.10 28.74 34.53 44.75 37.29 17.82 18. 03 18.67 25.42 
Close Father 42.20 27.32 52. 94 35.41 42.00 37.84 42.33 36.70 40 .11 34.26 22.50 24.67 
Tomboy 0.53 0.52 o. 71 0.47 0.58 0.51 0.75 0.45 0. 71 0.47 0.42 0.51 
# Groups 5.00 2.04 3.35 2.42 3.00 2.24 4.33 2.10 4.05 1.48 3.33 1.23 
# Pol Groups 2.27 1. 53 2.23 1. 71 0.21 0.54 0.33 0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
# Offices 2.07 2.52 0.82 1.07 1.42 1.43 3.30 2.04 2. 71 1. 79 1.67 1. 30 
Pol Party 0.40 0.51 0.94 0.24 0.74 0.45 0.42 0.51 0.35 0.49 0.42 0.51 
Elec Partic 5 .·27 1.16 5.23 1.85 4.05 1.47 4.67 1.49 3.59 0.62 3.33 1.23 
Pass-Inter 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.44 0.32 0.48 0.42 0.51 0.65 0.49 0.67 0.49 
Act-Inef 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.51 0.42 0.51 0.42 0.51 0.12 0.33 0.08 0.29 
Act-Eff 1.00 0.00 0.35 0.49 0.26 0.45 0.17 0.39 0.24 0.44 0.17 0.39 
No Op ERA 0.07 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.24 0.17 0.39 
SF ERA 0.13 0.35 0 .12 0.33 0.16 0.37 0.58 0.51 0.35 0.49 0.33 0.49 
Def ERA 0.80 0.41 0.88 0.33 0.84 0.37 0.33 0.49 0.47 0.51 0.33 0.49 
So ERA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.08 0.29 0.12 0.33 0.17 0.39 
Dd ERA 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 o.oo 0.00 o.oo 
Run Office 1.60 0.63 0.76 0.97 0.21 o. 71 0.33 0.49 0.12 0.33 0.33 0.89 
Length Resid 31. 27 13.23 5. 71 3.58 12.58 9.31 8.42 7.29 15 .12 8.67 24.33 10.94 
Sex Role 82.67 17.95 90.18 20.39 83.16 28.67 71. 92 25.70 65.23 13.22 69.50 25.29 ..... '-I 
Ul 
WSL WPC LWV PTA Church Business 
Variable x SD x SD x SD x SD x SD x SD 
Constraint 23;67 5.52 25.82 5.92 25.05 7.37 23.25 7.02 24.12 8.19 26.58 10. 33 
Franck 19.73 2.87 21.24 3.49 21.16 2.91 20.17 4.22 19.88 2.62 20.33 3.58 
Radio 40.53 26.23 23.76 21.14 33.84 30.97 31.33 27.58 51. 71 30.45 40.92 26.31 
Television 28.33 24.28 64.00 27.40 69.26 24.82 67.92 22.82 64.53 23.24 64.42 20.45 
Newspapers 78.87 16.71 58.47 22.36 63.21 26.29 68.50 24.05 67. 71 20.75 60.50 20.85 
News Magaz 64.67 34. 33 62.53 30.14 61.37 28.80 64.00 25.09 44.47 29.69 59.17 20.88 
Friends 41.79 30.57 47.29 21.89 36.79 24.59 38.42 21.49 40.94 25.94 37.42 19.28 
Family 38.07 30.73 37.53 29 .16 . 34.05 26.91 50.50 19.07 63.47 21.16 36.00 21.19 
Peace 21.79 25.81 12.18 11.18 10.79 12.33 17.67 23.12 22.59 17.57 25.75 24.31 
Environment 18.67 17.64 17. 29 . 14.36 25.21 28. 34 36.83 26.88 33.76 22.81 27.00 26.09 
Equality 15.27 17.83 15.35 16.97 18.53 21. 71 27.67 24.57 25.06 20. 71 31.17 25.51 
Structure 32.27 21.98 42.24 26.03 32. 74 29.83 53.42 27.03 41.94 26.49 33.92 28.38 
Birth Contr 18.07 21. 34 14.29 19.52 15.74 22.29 12.00 12.76 17.53 16.04 26.67 24.85 
Abortion 8.93 14. 77 26.65 25. 77 13.69 18.17 5.67 4.99 15. 71 15.55 20.25 25.49 
Public Child 18.39 . 21. 56 21.41 20.72 13.16 13.98 16.83 19.39 18.18 16.46 14.67 16.96 
Impeachment 26.67 26.51 40.82 29. 71 34.74 28~97 23.83 26.14 24.47 22.33 12.17 16.11 
Near East 10.00 12.69 22.69 21.28 20.74 22.02 26.58 23. 77 25.59 21. 78 12 .08 17.80 
Education 15.73 2.28 17 .18 · 2.27 18.05 6.67 15.83 1.34 16.06 1. 75 15.58 1. 98 
Challenge 0.87 0.35 0.18 0.39 0.26 0.45 0.08 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.24 
Goals 0.00 0.00 0.53 0.51 0.26 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.00 O •. DO 0.00 0.00 
Association 0.67 0.26 0.47 0.51 0.11 0.32 0.08 0.29 0.29 0.47 0.08 0.39 
Spiritual 0.00 .0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.59 0.51 0.00 o.oo 
Improvement o.oo 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.67 0.49 0.23 0.44 0.00 o.oo 
Infonnati ve 0.00 o.oo 0.18 0.39 0.95 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
Employed 0.86. 0.35 0.59 0.51 0.37 0.49 0.08 0.29 0.35 0.49 1.00 o.oo 
Pers inc 6120.00 4131. 54 2626.40 1444.49 3404.82 5921.73 
10280.00 3729. 41 2036.84 504.17 2097.65 8383.33 
Comb Income 8047.08 7337.63 6060.59 4482.92 9512.37 8707.36 
28086.66 17129.41 20210.52 20125.00 25882.35 2200.00 
Parent Inc 13215.52 6427.32 1706.86 8400.37 720. 24 1777. 55 
9600.00 8823.52 4631. 57 10041. 66 5800.00 9216.66 
Tol News Source 94.52 "88. 22 103.82 73.92 80.31 100.36 
296.07 307.35 309.30 331.00 330.59 297.75 l-' -....! 
°' 
WSL WPC LWV PTA Church Business 
Variable x SD x SD x SD x SD x SD x SD 
Tot Att Change 102,08 94.49 150.64 131. 96 120.37 157.84 
162,33 211. 94 193.00 219.67 225.12 203.67 
Pol Attitude 21. 57 27.12 24. 39 20.25 15.34 26.66 
123.13 107.94 115. 26 135.08 142.53 144.50 
Median Personal 
Income 80000 8400 4600 3000 6000 8000 
Median Combined 
Income 28000 17000 20000 18000 25000 18000 
Median Parents' 
Income 3000 5000 4000 8000 5000 10000 
APPENDIX M 
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Variable All-Si,x PW-NP Pol G Comm WSL-WPC WSL-LWV LWV-WPC 
Inform 3.65 15.39 0.49 0.63 0.002 0.91 0.69 
Do 2. 34 1. 72 5.12 0.33 2.73 9.48 2. 71 
Cs 1. 76 9.54 2.51 0.78 3.57 3.83 0.86 
Sy 3.08 0.04 6.19 0.25 4.39 13.01 2.31 
Sp 3.17 6. 59 .. 5,46 o. 27 0.00 6.49 7.02 
Sa 1. 83 2. 71 3.96 o. 29 0.18 6.49 4.44 
Wb 1. 87 0.05 3.77 0.62 4.97 0.42 3.85 
Re 2.~8 1. 39 3. 43. 2.42 3.23 0.38 5.54 
So 3.36 3.63 1. 36 1. 99, 1.86 0.0005 2.14 
Sc 2.62 0.32 5.03 1.58 1. 79 3.22 9.08 
To 0.93 5.42 0.88 0.27 1.61 0.46 0,53 
Ci 2.27 0.06 3.17 2.50 8.88 0.79 2.26 
Cm 1.11 6.43 0.12 0.17 0.27 0.06 0.06 
Ac 2.14 0.19 4.82 0.56 11. 29 6.45 0.05 
Ai 0.76 5. 77 0.56 0.49 0.66 1. 01 0.12 
le 0. 28 2.40 0.17 0.02 0.34 0.001 0.24 
Py 3.68 6.25 1.47 5.07 0.84 0.74 2.39 
Fx 1. 39 5.65 0.56 0.13 .. 0.65 0.05 0.88 
Fe 2.91 1. 85 0.95 3. 43 · 1. 79 · 1.41 0.02 
Age 11. 52 6.92 10.16 23.18 26.81 6.18 · 3.93 
Married 3.55 O. QO · 0.85 9.59 o. 39 · 1. 74 0.47 
Length Mar 4.08 3.15 7.88 2,06 14.82 1.59 9.89 
# Children 3.74 0.07 2.19 7.86 0 •. 19 3.37 2.96 
Pers. Inc 12 .. 42. 1.49 15.95 13.66 12.8.6 28.10 2.19 
Comb. Inc 4,59 0.05 9.95 1.91 16.23 10. 61 1.90 
Protestant 2. 06 . 3.87 2.62 0.38 5.64 3.30 0.34 
Non-Relig 2.17 3.01 2.38 0.46 4.33 5.04 0.03 
# Siblings 0.26 0.68 0.27 0.09 0.44 0.01 o. 31 
Par Income 1. 77 0.06 1. 92 3.48 0.05 2.65 7.51 
Town 1. 41 6.40 1. 08 0.99 2.18 0.19 1.18 
5000-10,000 2.53 7.25 0.82 0.63 0.88 1.66 0.24 
Fat Pre Girl 2.93 0.28 2 .. 82 2. 8.0 1. 02 1.49 5.94 
Fat No Pref 1.75 5.04 1.65 0.24 0.39 1.11 3.10 
Fat Pre dk 1.99 0.98 3.34 1. 64 3.98 0.55 7.41 
Mot Pre Boy 1. 8.2 2,05 2.25 0.41 0.15 2.57 4.41 
Mot Pre.Girl 1.47 0.00 2.10 0.97 0.59 1.41 4.41 
Mot No Pref 2.61 5. 8.0 3,l9 0.54 0.49 2.41 5,45 
Mot Pref dk 1. 61 1.16 3.73 0.55 2.45 1.53 7.41 
Close Moth 2.94 1. 8.2 1.69 4.13 0.52 2.99 1.29 
Close Fath· 1.18 1.92 0.57 1.39 0.90 0.00 0.79 
Tomboy 0.91 0.07 0.53 1.78 0.98 0.07 0.60 
# Groups 2.23 0.55 3.64 1.23 4.27 7.25 0.21 
# Pol Grps 18.53 24.20 13.98 6.72 0.002 29. 77 23. 95 
# Offices 3.35 5.24 2.05 1.97 3,44 0.89 1.98 
Pol Party 4.47 5.92 6. 89 · 0.07 15.42 4.18 2.75 
Elec Part 5. 4 7 3.19 3.63 4.95 0.003 6. 83. 4.54 
Pass-Inter 4.97 4.64 2.93 0.97 4.33 6.52 0.28 
Act-Ineff 3.48 0.33 5.04 2.85 9.84 10.27 0.003 
Act-Eff 9.21 3.89 16.43 0.14 25.78 39.53 0.32 
SF ERA 2. 49 · 4.17 0.06 0.97 0.02 0.03 0.11 
Def ERA 5.19 14.37 0.19 0.37 0.39 0.09 0.11 
180 
Variable All-Six PW-NP Pol G Comm WSL-WPC WSL-LWV LWV-WPC 
Run Office 9.54 8.18 13.06 0.67 8.07 35.09 3.87 
Leng Resid 16.57 0.24 31.40 9.39 58.79 23. 35 8.16 
Sex Role 3.14 14.23· 0.55 0.50 1. 21 0.003 0.70 
Pol Attit 6,69 24.60 1. 52 o. 71 3.02 0.96 0.73 
Constra'int 0.40 0.48 o. 4 7 · 0.49 1.12 0.37 0.12 
Fran,ck 0.65 0.31 1.17 0.06 1. 74 2.03 0. 01 · 
Radio 2.01 5.68 1. 62 1.83 4.01 0.45 1. 27 
TV 6.21 0.84 12.17 0.13 15.00 23. 23 0.37 
Newspapers 1.66 0,38 3.54 0.51 8.35 4.02 0.33 
News Magaz 1.02 0.45 0.29 2.25 0.48 0.38 0.01 
Frien.ds · o. 41 · 0.07 0.75 o. 09 · 0.35 0.28 1. 81 
Family 3.00 3.31 0.10 4.63 0.002 0.16 .Q,14 
Peace· 1. 57 o. 71 1. 97 · 0.44 1.95 2.69 0.12 · 
Environment 1. 71 3.29 0.70 0.49 0.06 0.61 1.08 
Equality 1.43 3.19 0.17 0.24 0.0002 0.22 0.23 
Structure 1.27 1.13 0.76 1. 56 1. 35 0.002 1. 02 
Birth Cont· 0,81 o. 09 . 0.13 1.98 o. 27 · 0.09 0.04 
Abortion 2.37 0.80 3.38 2.27 5.48 0.67 3. 09 .. 
Public Child 0.44 o. 23 0.89 0.14 0.16 0.73 2.00 
Impeachment 2.13 8.73 0.98 1. 28 1.99 0.70 0.39 
Near East 1.65 1.07 1.86 1.81 3.80 2.81 . 0. 05 
Education 1. 28 0.99 1.11 0.27 3.20 1.61 0.26 
Challenge 13. 32 10.66 13.58 o. 72 27.08 18.03 0.37 
Goals 0f Fem 3..41 4.46 2.69 15.82 1.18 · 1.08 
Association 7.90 2.90 5.76 11.32 7.54 0.15 6.76 
Spirit 20.03 5. 8.0 15. 89 · 
Improvement 14.15 12.43 9.17 
In format 64.36 19. 33 ·. 62.74 3.01 254.18 53.04 
Employed 8.94 1. 75 4. 8,6 21,36 3.17 10.82 1. 73 
df = 5,86 1,56 2,48 2,38 1,30 1,32 1,34 
p < .OS 2.33 4.00 3.19 3.25 4.17 4.15 4.13 
p < • 01 3.25 7.-08 5.08 5.21 7.56 7.50 7.44 
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SIGNIFICANT CORRELATIONS OF POLITICAL 




Poli ticals · Nonpoliticals · 
Information dominance • 360 town ,327 
capacity/status .331· mother pref. ? . 321 
run fo.r office • 387 run office . 323 
self-acceptance .363 friends - .511 
intellectual eff. .385 
psych, mindedness .334 
combined income .473 
motl}er no pref. -.345 
some favor ERA -.399 
def. favor ERA .354 
social pres~nce • 325 
poli ti,ca1 att. -.• 378 
structure -.329 
education .293 
Constraint social presence • 3,04 social presence -.35 
politi.cal. att. -.506 pol1tical attitude ,678 
socialization - •. 273 socialization .343 
flexibility .344 flexibility ..,. • 521 
nonreligious. .34 achieve/independ -.412 
self-control -A14 married .321 
political. party .441 psych. mindedness -. 327 
town ,310 father pref.? • 322 
friends • 32& 
Political capacity /status -.360 capactty/status -.49 
Attitude social presence -.519 social presence -.669 
constraint -.~06. constraint .678 
information -.378 respo1'_s i bi 1i ty .307 
dominance. -.307 tolerance ' -.375 
sociability - . 28.7 intellectual eff. - • 392-
self-'acceptance -.288. achieve/independ. - ._443 
socia.li.zadon · .279 psych. mindedness -.4~4 
self-cc;mtrol .373 passive-interest - .352 
cqnununali ty .346 . ' -.385 news magazin.es 
intellectual ef. -.286 friends .429 
psychomin,ded. -.326 impeachment -.383 · 
flexibility . -.312 
mother no pref .. .284 
close mother . -.279 
close father -.317 
political party -.396 
def~ favor ERA -.299 
run for office -.278 
sex role. -.287 























def. favor ERA 







# political gr. 
some favor ERA 










# political gr. 




# political group 





















































mother pref. girl 
mother pref. ? 
Ne~r East 
psych. mindedness 














































run for office 
friends 
association 









# poli t~cal group 
passive-inter. 
active-ineffect. 
def: favor ERA . · 
political attitude 
newspapers 






# political group 
political party 
enyironm~nt 
some favor ERA 
























































father pref boy 
# political group 
election part. 
pl:1.ss~ve-inter. 
mother pref, ? 
moth~r pref. boy 
father no pref. 
achievement conf. 
information 
intellectual eff . 
psych·. mindedness 
father pref. girl 
father pref. ? 




father no pref. 










































p < .OS, df = 49, r = .273 
















father no pref. 






father no pref. 
























p < .OS, df = 39, r = .304 
p < .01, df = 39, r = .393 
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